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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the Page County PSAP based on the Fairfax County 
contract with AT&T. Christopher Molina shall be the primary contact. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Page County PSAP will need to upgrade their current VESTA 911 system or have in place an i3 functional 
CHE that has been approved on the AT&T ESInet™ to be able to implement the full NENA i3 standard 
without the need for any interim or transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data will be required, but 
it should not impact the deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: Motorola 
• CHE model: Vesta 911 
• CHE version number (clients): 6.0 
• CHE version number (server): 6.0 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): Century Link 
• CHE Geodiversity: No  
• Number of positions: 5 
• SIP capable: Yes 

This CHE has been determined to be SIP capable, but will require an upgrade to Vesta 7.2 to implement 
the full i3 interface. This upgrade will require the purchase of two firewalls to connect to the ESInet. 
However, if the PSAP deploys text to 9-1-1 with the direct IP solution prior to NG9-1-1 migration, these 
firewalls will already have been purchased and can be used for both purposes.  

The PSAP indicates the planned replacement of their CHE February 2021 This is after their planned NG9-
1-1 migration. Any new CHE will need to be tested and i3 functional on the AT&T ESInet. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. The PSAP has not yet deployed text to 9-1-1. Since 
their deployment for NG9-1-1 is scheduled before the new deadline for text to 9-1-1 deployment, they 
will deploy it with NG9-1-1 as a direct IP service integrated with their CHE. The cost to implement this 
will be covered by the Board. 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 
However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: Southern Software 
• CAD software version: 17.4.233.27  
• CAD interfaces: Yes 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrades or modifications with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: Southern Software (integrated with CAD) 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: 17.4.233.27 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: NICE 
• Logging Recorder Model:  
• Logging Recorder Software Version: 6.1.0.158 
• Audio Origination Point: Trunks and positions 

It is important to note that with an IP connection, audio is not present on the circuit until the CHE 
responds with an answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, though it could be 
earlier if an audio message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE to answer the call 
to play the message). This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any 
upgrade or modification with the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
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Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: ECaTS 
• Data Analytics Vendor: ECaTS 

All required upgrades to ECaTS will be handled through the statewide contract at no cost to the PSAP. 

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently uses CodeRed as their outcall notification system. AT&T will provide quarterly 
subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s use is limited to 
the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently has no open grants. 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, Page County GIS maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will be the source for all GIS 
data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments within the locality may 
contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of the Page County GIS to aggregate 
the GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1. 

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  
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These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 99.7% 
•        Address Point – 96.7% 

Page County already meets the RCL goal. If they desire a greater match rate, there are some differences 
in street names between the ALI and GIS data. Correcting the street names so they match would 
increase the match rate for RCL to 99.8%. The analysis also determined that no more than ten addresses 
were responsible for many of the address point discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten addresses 
will increase the result to 98.9%. During July 2018, VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS manager a 
report detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific ALI records that could not be matched to the 
RCL or address point data. To resolve these ALI address discrepancies, there are potentially four actions 
that will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
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duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 0 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 1 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 0 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 0 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 0 

 
All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, Page County will need to resolve these issues through internal 
resources, at least three months prior to the targeted deployment date. 

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Making sure there is agreement of that point and ensuring each locality is only providing data where 
they are the authoritative GIS data source are the purpose of this assessment. External edge-matching 
conformance addresses boundaries between neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or 
gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. Geometric features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution. While the existing 
MSAG can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is a better solution since 
existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to generate the MSAG, 
an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP has 17 ESNs for their 
area of responsibility. Page County has an ESN boundary layer depicting this area so they will utilize a 
GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1. 

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3. If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
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as a spatial join). The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
updated GIS data. Localities wishing to use existing tools, acquire third-party tools, or rely on a service 
provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to accept and resolve discrepancy calls 
(formalized requests to update GIS datasets), and periodically transfer updated GIS datasets to the AT&T 
spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important that 
localities document GIS data maintenance workflows and validations to ensure synchronization across 
GIS layers. This can include periodically ensuring conformance of edge matching of GIS data at shared 
boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have appropriate 
internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
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the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: CenturyLink 
• ALI database provider: CenturyLink 
• Selective router pair(s): Charlottesville/Farmville 
• Trunk counts (all): 13 

o Wireline: 5 
o Wireless: 5 
o SIP: 0 
o Administrative: 3 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
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availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the 
current location of the Page County PSAP are as follows: 

 

The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $155,000, which will be provided by the Board as part of 
the PSAP’s funding submission. Also, there is a one-time $82,000 charge for all CenturyLink sites. That 
cost will be provided by the Board as part of the first PSAP’s funding submission that choses the AT&T 
solution. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be completed until after 
initial NG9-1-1 deployment. 

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan which states that if the PSAP must be evacuated for any 
reason, or should just the network be unavailable and the PSAP can still be occupied, incoming calls are 
routed to the Warren County PSAP. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps must be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
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answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 

human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 
• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
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• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 
management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Page County PSAP’s deployment window will be July 2020 – December 2020. A specific date will be 
determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master schedule. 
Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS data 
corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  

Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
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the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE upgrade $30,000 i3 licenses and professional services 
CHE replacement $150,000 Replace in FY21 
Text-to-911 $30,000 Firewalls and professional services 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Rack space is available 
Diverse connectivity costs $155,000 +$82,000 if first CenturyLink PSAP 
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0 Not required 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $3,462.90 CenturyLink costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $373,462.90  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $5,169.52 which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $3,298.50. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is 
approximately $1,871.02. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after 
deployment is complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. 
Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current 
monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what 
amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 

Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $373,462.90 
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Recurring (over 24 months) $44,904.48 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 

This migration proposal is being prepared for the Patrick County PSAP based on the Fairfax County 
contract with AT&T. Mickie Martin shall be the primary contact. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Patrick County PSAP currently has in place an i3 functional CHE that has been approved on the AT&T 
ESInet™ and will be able to implement the full NENA i3 standard without the need for any interim or 
transitional steps. It is recommended that they upgrade their client software to Power 911 v6.4. Some 
work on their GIS data will be required, but it should not impact the deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 

AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9‐1‐1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9‐1‐1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9‐1‐1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build‐out with expandable capacity 

• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 

• Pre‐deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 

• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 

• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9‐1‐1 call volumes 

• NENA i3 compliant 

• High availability design (99.999% availability) 

• 6 core redundant architecture 

• Redundant ALI database 

• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 

• Defense in depth security 

• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 

• IPV6 capable 

• Reporting Suite 

• Full lifecycle management 

• End to end management and monitoring 

• Fully resourced team to install and support   

• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 

• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP‐based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP‐enabled 9‐1‐1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 

Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: West 

• CHE model: Viper 

• CHE version number (clients): Power911 v6.1 

• CHE version number (server): Viper 5.1 

• CHE maintenance provider (channel): West 

• CHE Geodiversity: No 

• Number of positions: 4 

• SIP capable: Yes 

This CHE should be able to utilize the full i3 interface of the AT&T ESInet; however, it is recommended 
that they upgrade their software to the most current release. Since the PSAP has deployed text to 9-1-1 
with the direct IP solution prior to NG9-1-1 migration, the necessary firewalls are already have been 
purchased and can be used for both purposes. 

The PSAP indicates the planned replacement of their CHE in January 2021 and to have a shared system 
with the Martinsville-Henry and Franklin County PSAPs. This is before their planned  
NG9-1-1 migration. Any new CHE will need to be tested and i3 functional on the AT&T ESInet. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. The Patrick County PSAP has deployed direct-IP text to 
9-1-1 and therefore meets this legislative requirement.  

Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: ID Networks 

• CAD software version: ID Dispatch  

• CAD interfaces: Yes 

• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: GeoComm 

• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: GeoLynx 911 Server / ID Networks 

• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: Eventide 

• Logging Recorder Model: NexLog 

• Logging Recorder Software Version: 2.7.3 

• Audio Origination Point: Both positions and trunks  

It is important to note that with an IP connection, audio is not present on the circuit until the CHE 
responds with an answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, though it could be 
earlier if an audio message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE to answer the call 
to play the message). This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any 
upgrade or modification with the deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
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will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: ECaTS 

• Data Analytics Vendor: ECaTS 

All required upgrades to ECaTS will be handled through the statewide contract at no cost to the PSAP.  

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently uses Everbridge as their outcall notification system. AT&T will provide quarterly 
subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s use is limited to 
the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is currently available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently does not have open grants. 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, Patrick County maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will be the source for all GIS 
data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments within the locality may 
contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of Patrick County to aggregate the 
GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1. 

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  

These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
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resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 99.0% 

•        Address Point – 96.6% 

Patrick County already meets the goal for RCL.  If they desire a higher match rate, there are differences 
in street names between the ALI and GIS data. Correcting the street names so they match would 
increase the match rate for RCL to 99.2%. The analysis also determined that no more than ten addresses 
were responsible for many of the address point discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten addresses 
will increase the result to 97.5%. During July 2018, VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS manager a 
report detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific ALI records that could not be matched to the 
RCL or address point data. To resolve these ALI address discrepancies, there are potentially four actions 
that will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 0 
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• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 3 

• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 9 

• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 33 

• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 7 

 
All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, Patrick County will need to resolve these issues through internal 
resources, at least three months prior to the targeted deployment date 

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Making sure there is agreement of that point and ensuring each locality is only providing data where 
they are the authoritative GIS data source are the purpose of this assessment. External edge-matching 
conformance addresses boundaries between neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or 
gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. Geometric features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution. While the existing 
MSAG can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is a better solution since 
existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to generate the MSAG, 
an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP has 23 ESNs for their 
area of responsibility. Patrick County has an ESN boundary layer depicting this area so they will utilize a 
GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1. 

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3. If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
as a spatial join). The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 
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GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
updated GIS data. Localities wishing to use existing tools, acquire third-party tools, or rely on a service 
provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to accept and resolve discrepancy calls 
(formalized requests to update GIS datasets), and periodically transfer updated GIS datasets to the AT&T 
spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important that 
localities document GIS data maintenance workflows and validations to ensure synchronization across 
GIS layers. This can include periodically ensuring conformance of edge matching of GIS data at shared 
boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have appropriate 
internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 

The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 
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Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 

The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: West 

• ALI database provider: West 

• Selective router pair(s): Johnson City/Wytheville 

• Trunk counts (all): 17 

o Wireline: 0 

o Wireless: 0 

o SIP: 17 

o Administrative: 0 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP.  The results for the Patrick 
County PSAP are as follows: 
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The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $15,000, which will be provided by the Board as part of the 
PSAP’s funding submission. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be 
completed until after initial NG9-1-1 deployment. 

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan that states if the PSAP must be evacuated for any 
reason calls will be rerouted to the Franklin County PSAP. The PSAP does not have a plan for if the 
center can still be occupied but the 9-1-1 network is unavailable.  

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps must be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
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or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense‐in‐depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi‐layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world‐class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 

• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 

• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state‐of‐the‐art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 

foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 

service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 

• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 

• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 

• AT&T hub‐and‐spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space‐
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  

• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 

• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 

human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 

• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 

• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 

• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 
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In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 

A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 

Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 

Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 

Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 

Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 

Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 

New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 

Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 

Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 

Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Patrick County PSAP’s deployment window will be July 2021 – December 2021. A specific date will 
be determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master schedule. 
Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS data 
corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  

Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 

The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 
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Category Amount Notes 

NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 

CHE upgrade $15,000 i3 licenses and services 

CHE Replacement $200,000 FY21 replacement 

Text-to-911 $0 Deployed 

CAD upgrade $0 Not required 

Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 

Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 

ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 

Other system upgrades $0 Not required 

Rack space $0 Rack space is available 

Diverse connectivity costs $18,000   

Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 

Secondary PSAPs $0 None 

GIS data preparation $0 Currently using grant funds 

Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $2,677.20 CenturyLink costs 

Project management assistance $0 None requested 

Total $240,677.20  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $4,532.49 which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. At the time of deployment, the monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 
solution will be approximately $4,254.00. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment 
is approximately $278.49. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after 
deployment is complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. 
Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current 
monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what 
amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 

Type of Funding Amount 

Non-recurring $240,677.20 

Recurring (over 24 months) $6,683.76 

Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
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contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the City of Petersburg PSAP based on the Fairfax County 
contract with AT&T. Shantel Cooper shall be the primary contacts. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
City of Petersburg PSAP will need to have i3-capable call handling equipment in place that has been 
approved on the AT&T ESInet™ to be able to implement the full NENA i3 standard without the need for 
any interim or transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data will be required, but it should not impact 
the deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: Motorola 
• CHE model: CallWorks 
• CHE version number (clients): 4.2.7 
• CHE version number (server): 4.2.7 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): Comtronics 
• CHE Geodiversity: No  
• Number of positions: 6 
• SIP capable: Yes 

This CHE has been determined to be SIP capable, but is in testing on the AT&T network to determine if i3 
capable. A legacy PSAP gateway (LPG) may be required if testing is not complete at time of deployment. 
Once testing is complete and the CHE certified as i3 capable in the AT&T network, then the CHE can be 
migrated to i3 call routing. There will be no functionality loss during the time of LPG use. The voice call 
will still be delivered as IP (SIP), but the location data will still be pulled with an ALI dip. It will still use IP 
to deliver the data, but it follows a different path than the voice. 

The PSAP indicates the planned replacement of their CHE in May 2023. This is after the planned NG9-1-1 
migration. Any new CHE will need to be tested and i3 functional on the AT&T ESInet. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. The PSAP has not yet deployed text to 9-1-1. Since 
their deployment for NG9-1-1 is scheduled before the new deadline for text to 9-1-1 deployment, they 
will deploy it with NG9-1-1 as a direct IP service integrated with their CHE. The cost to implement this 
will be covered by the Board. 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 
However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: Superion 
• CAD software version: OneSolution 17.1 
• CAD interfaces: non-functional on 6/18/18  
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: Superion (integrated with CAD) 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: OneSolution 17.1 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: NICE 
• Logging Recorder Model: Inform 
• Logging Recorder Software Version: 5.1 
• Audio Origination Point: Both position-based and trunk-based 

It is important to note that with an IP connection, audio is not present on the circuit until the CHE 
responds with an answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, though it could be 
earlier if an audio message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE to answer the call 
to play the message). This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any 
upgrade or modification with the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
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Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: CallWorks analytics and ECaTS  
• Data Analytics Vendor: Motorola and Motorola and ECaTS 

All required upgrades to ECaTS will be handled through the statewide contract at no cost to the PSAP. 

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently does not have an outcall notification system. If one is implemented, AT&T will 
provide quarterly subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s 
use is limited to the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP cannot confirmed that this space is currently or will be available so funding is 
included in the budget. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently has one open grant: 

1. FY18 – Call Handling Equipment – $150,000 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, the City of Petersburg GIS maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will be the source for 
all GIS data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments within the locality 
may contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of the City of Petersburg GIS to 
aggregate the GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1.  

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
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available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  

These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 95.2% 
•        Address Point – 39.6% 

The primary issue with the RCL data is differences in street names between the ALI and GIS data. 
Correcting the street names so they match would increase the match rate for RCL to 97.7% and address 
point to 62.1%. The analysis also determined that no more than ten addresses were responsible for 
many of the address point discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten addresses will increase the result 
to 71.3%. During July 2018, VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS manager a report detailing this analysis, 
and identifying the specific ALI records that could not be matched to the RCL or address point data. To 
resolve these ALI address discrepancies, there are potentially four actions that will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
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two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 61 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 120 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 22 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 1,593 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 2,805 

 
All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, City of Petersburg will need to resolve these issues through 
internal resources, at least 3 months prior to the targeted deployment date. 

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Making sure there is agreement of that point and ensuring each locality is only providing data where 
they are the authoritative GIS data source are the purpose of this assessment. External edge-matching 
conformance addresses boundaries between neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or 
gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. Geometric features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution. While the existing 
MSAG can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is a better solution since 
existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to generate the MSAG, 
an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP has one ESN for their 
area of responsibility. City of Petersburg GIS maintains an ESN boundary layer depicting this area so 
they will utilize a GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1. 

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3. If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
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as a spatial join). The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
updated GIS data. Localities wishing to use existing tools, acquire third-party tools, or rely on a service 
provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to accept and resolve discrepancy calls 
(formalized requests to update GIS datasets), and periodically transfer updated GIS datasets to the AT&T 
spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important that 
localities document GIS data maintenance workflows and validations to ensure synchronization across 
GIS layers. This can include periodically ensuring conformance of edge matching of GIS data at shared 
boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have appropriate 
internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows.  

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
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the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary as long as the CHE testing is successful. While some 
GIS data correction must take place, the PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of 
the required milestone and to maintain that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: Verizon 
• ALI database provider: Verizon 
• Selective router pair(s): Chester/Richmond Stuart 
• Trunk counts (all): 18 

o Wireline: 4 
o Wireless: 4 
o SIP: 0 
o Administrative: 10 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
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availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the 
current location of the City of Petersburg PSAP are as follows: 

 

The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $32,459.93 which will be provided by the Board as part of 
the PSAP’s funding submission. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be 
completed until after initial NG9-1-1 deployment.  

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP does not have a disaster recovery plan, for if the PSAP must be evacuated for any 
reason, or if the 9-1-1 network is unavailable and the PSAP can still be occupied, calls will be sent to the 
Colonial Heights PSAP. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  
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While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
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• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 
human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 

• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The City of Petersburg PSAP’s deployment window will be January 2020 – June 2020. A specific date will 
be determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master schedule. 
Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS data 
corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  
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Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE upgrade $15,000 i3 licenses and services 
Text-to-911 $15,000 Not currently deployed 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $2,000 Rack space may not be available 
Diverse connectivity costs $32,459.93  
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0  
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $3,142.80 Verizon costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $72,602.73  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $6,028.76 which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $1,146.88. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is 
approximately $4,881.88. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after 
deployment is complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. 
Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current 
monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what 
amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 
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Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $72,602.73 
Recurring (over 24 months) $117,165.12 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the Pittsylvania County based on the Fairfax County 
contract with AT&T. Daniel Kendrick shall be the primary contact. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Pittsylvania PSAP will be able to implement the full NENA i3 standard without the need for any interim 
or transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data will be required, but it should not impact the 
deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: West 
• CHE model: Viper / Power 911 
• CHE version number (clients): Power 911 v5.5.4.336 
• CHE version number (server): Viper v4.1.27 (Hosted) 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): West 
• CHE Geodiversity: Hosted service is geodiverse 
• Number of positions: 5 
• SIP capable: Yes 

Though the current version of the CHE is not capable of i3, since it is a hosted solution, any required 
upgrade will be made by West and prior to NG9-1-1 migration. No additional upgrades will need to be 
made at the Pittsylvania PSAP. Migrating to the AT&T ESInet will replace the A9-1-1 services. The AT&T 
ESInet cannot be used for the hosted CHE services. The PSAP can stay with their current hosted solution 
(requires two networks), utilize a different hosted/shared solution or revert to a typical CHE installed at 
the PSAP. Funding is included in the budget for the potential cost of a CHE replacement. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. Prior to this requirement, the PSAP has implemented 
the direct IP solution for text to 9-1-1. No additional upgrade or change is required with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: Superion 
• CAD software version: One Solution CAD v15.2.0 
• CAD interfaces: Yes 
• Method of data transfer: LAN 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: Superion 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: One Solution CAD v15.2.0 
• Method of data transfer: Through CAD 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: Hindsight-G2  
• Logging Recorder Model: Timegate  
• Logging Recorder Software Version: 0.1.1.4 
• Audio Origination Point: Position based 

This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification 
with the deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: ECaTS  
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• Data Analytics Vendor: ECaTS 

All required upgrades to ECaTS will be handled through the statewide contract at no cost to the PSAP. 

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently uses Twenty First Century (Provided by WEST) as their outcall notification system. 
AT&T will provide quarterly subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that 
this data’s use is limited to the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is currently or will be available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently has open grants, as of April 1, 2018, as follows with the noted status: 

1. FY18 – CHE Replacement - $150,000 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, the Pittsylvania County GIS Department maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will be 
the source for all GIS data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments within 
the locality may contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of the GIS 
department to aggregate the GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1. 

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  

These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
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data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

• Road Centerline – 98.5% 
• Address Point – 95.1 

Pittsylvania County currently meets the RCL goal. If they desire a greater match rate, there are some 
differences in street names between the ALI and GIS data. Correcting the street names so they match 
would increase the match rate for RCL to 99.0%. The analysis also determined that no more than ten 
addresses were responsible for many of the address point discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten 
addresses will increase the result to 97.4%. During July 2018, VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS 
manager a report detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific ALI records that could not be 
matched to the RCL or address point data. To resolve these ALI address discrepancies, there are 
potentially four actions that will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 14 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 17 
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• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 11 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 67 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 19 

 
All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, Pittsylvania County will need to resolve these issues through 
internal resources at least 3 months prior to the targeted deployment date. 

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Making sure there is agreement of that point and ensuring each locality is only providing data where 
they are the authoritative GIS data source are the purpose of this assessment. External edge-matching 
conformance addresses boundaries between neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or 
gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. Geometric features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution. While the existing 
MSAG can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is a better solution since 
existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to generate the MSAG, 
an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP has an unknown 
number of ESNs for their area of responsibility. Pittsylvania County GIS does not maintain an ESN 
boundary layer depicting this area. This layer will either need to be created or the number of ESNs can 
be reduced to one which will make the ESN boundary and PSAP boundary the same. They can then be 
created at the same time. Regardless of which option is selected, once created, they will utilize a GIS 
generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1. 

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3. If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
as a spatial join). The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 
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GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
updated GIS data. Localities wishing to use existing tools, acquire third-party tools, or rely on a service 
provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to accept and resolve discrepancy calls 
(formalized requests to update GIS datasets), and periodically transfer updated GIS datasets to the AT&T 
spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important that 
localities document GIS data maintenance workflows and validations to ensure synchronization across 
GIS layers. This can include periodically ensuring conformance of edge matching of GIS data at shared 
boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have appropriate 
internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 
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Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: Verizon 
• ALI database provider: Verizon 
• Selective router pair(s): Danville/Lynchburg 
• Trunk counts (all): 26 

o Wireline: 10 
o Wireless: 10 
o VOIP Trunks: 0 
o SIP: 0 
o Administrative: 6 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal, or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
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available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the 
current location of the Pittsylvania County PSAP are as follows: 

 

The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $32,095.13, which will be provided by the Board as part of 
the PSAP’s funding submission. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be 
completed until after initial NG9-1-1 deployment. 

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan, which states that if the PSAP must be evacuated for 
any reason, the calls all transferred to the City of Danville PSAP. Should just the network be unavailable 
and the PSAP can still be occupied, calls are rerouted to a 10-digit number within the PSAP. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps must be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  
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While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
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• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 
human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 

• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Pittsylvania County PSAP’s deployment window will be July 2020 – December 2020. A specific date 
will be determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master 
schedule. Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS 
data corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3. 
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Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE upgrade $15,000 i3 licenses and services 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Text to 9-1-1 $0 Already installed 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Not required 
Diverse connectivity costs $32,095.13  
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0 None 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $6,081.90 Verizon costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $58,177.03  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $9,146.63, which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $7,970.36. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is 
approximately $1,176.27. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after 
deployment is complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. 
Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current 
monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what 
amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 
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Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $58,177.03 
Recurring (over 24 months) $28,230.48 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the City of Portsmouth based on the Fairfax County 
contract with AT&T. Chris Patterson shall be the primary contact. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Portsmouth PSAP will be able to implement the full NENA i3 standard without the need for any interim 
or transitional steps unless their current call handling equipment cannot be made i3 capable. Some work 
on their GIS data will be required, but it should not impact the deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: Motorola 
• CHE model: ECW CallStation with Maps 
• CHE version number (clients): 4.0.15.63330 
• CHE version number (server): 4.0.15.63330 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): Motorola 
• CHE Geodiversity: No 
• Number of positions: 11 
• SIP capable: Yes 

This CHE has been determined to be SIP capable, but is in testing on the AT&T network to determine if i3 
capable. A legacy PSAP gateway (LPG) may be required if testing is not complete at time of deployment. 
Once testing is complete and the CHE certified as i3 capable in the AT&T network, then the CHE can be 
migrated to i3 call routing. There will be no functionality loss during the time of LPG use. The voice call 
will still be delivered as IP (SIP), but the location data will still be pulled with an ALI dip. It will still use IP 
to deliver the data, but it follows a different path than the voice. 

The PSAP indicates the planned replacement of their CHE in February 2021. This is after their planned 
NG9-1-1 migration. Any new CHE will need to be tested and i3 functional on the AT&T ESInet. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. The PSAP has not yet deployed text to 9-1-1. Since 
their deployment for NG9-1-1 is scheduled before the new deadline for text to 9-1-1 deployment, they 
will deploy it with NG9-1-1 as a direct IP service integrated with their CHE. The cost to implement this 
will be covered by the Board. 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 
However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: Superion 
• CAD software version: 17.5 
• CAD interfaces: ALI data interface 
• Method of data transfer: Serial data 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: Superion 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: 17.5 
• Method of data transfer: Through CAD 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: Applied Digital Solutions/Dictaphone/NICE 
• Logging Recorder Model:  
• Logging Recorder Software Version:  
• Audio Origination Point: Unknown 

This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification 
with the deployment of NG9-1-1. It is important to note that while trunk-based recording is possible 
with NG9-1-1, it will not mirror current functionality. Currently, with analog trunks, trunk-based 
recording allows the audio to be captured before the call is answered by the call taker and the call is still 
in queue. With an IP connection, the audio is not present on the circuit until the CHE responds with an 
answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, though it could be earlier if an audio 
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message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE to answer the call to play the 
message). 

Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: ECaTS 
• Data Analytics Vendor: West/ECaTS 

All required upgrades to ECaTS will be handled through the statewide contract at no cost to the PSAP. 

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently uses Civic Ready as their outcall notification system. AT&T will provide quarterly 
subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s use is limited to 
the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is currently or will be available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently has no open grants, as of April 1, 2018, that would impact NG9-1-1 deployment. 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, the City of Portsmouth GIS Division maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will be the 
source for all GIS data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments within the 
locality may contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of Portsmouth GIS to 
aggregate the GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1. 

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
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available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  

These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 96.9% 
•        Address Point – 89.1% 

The primary issue with the RCL data is differences in street names between the ALI and GIS data. 
Correcting the street names so they match would increase the match rate for RCL to 99.1%. The analysis 
also determined that no more than ten addresses were responsible for many of the address point 
discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten addresses will increase the result to 94.0%. During July 2018, 
VITA will send each PSAP and GIS manager a report detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific ALI 
records that could not be matched to the RCL or address point data. To resolve these ALI address 
discrepancies, there are potentially four actions that will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty routing a 
9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in two or more 
matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no duplicate data 
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exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of records that were 
found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 0 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 3 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 96 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 1,209 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 210 

All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, the City of Portsmouth will need to resolve these issues through 
internal resources at least 3 months prior to the targeted deployment date. 

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Edge-matching conformance addresses boundaries between GIS sources within a PSAP and between 
neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. GIS 
features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary for geometric continuity and attribute consistency. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution. While the existing 
MSAG can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is the end-state goal for 
full i3 implementation since existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS 
data to generate the MSAG, an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. 
The PSAP has three ESNs for their area of responsibility. The Portsmouth GIS maintains an ESN 
boundary layer, so they will utilize a GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1. 

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3.  If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
as a spatial join).  The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 
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GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
GIS data to the AT&T Spatial Interface. Localities wishing to use existing internal tools, acquire third-
party tools, or rely on a service provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to review and 
resolve error and discrepancy reports within the timeframe required by AT&T and periodically provide 
updated GIS datasets to the AT&T spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones 
for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important localities 
document GIS data maintenance workflows to ensure maintenance activities engage all responsible 
entities. It is equally important to ensure GIS maintenance workflows and procedures are updated to be 
compatible with discrepancy management required to support NG9-1-1. NG9-1-1 will introduce 
additional maintenance issues such as periodically reviewing conformance of edge matching of GIS data 
at shared boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have 
appropriate internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
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the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: Verizon 
• ALI database provider: Verizon 
• Selective router pair(s): High Street/Jefferson Avenue 
• Trunk counts (all): 25 

o Wireline: 8  
o Wireless: 8 
o SIP: 2 
o Administrative: 7 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
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availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the 
current location of the Portsmouth PSAP are as follows: 

 

The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $115,568.51, which will be provided by the Board as part of 
the PSAP’s funding submission. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be 
completed until after initial NG9-1-1 deployment. 

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan, which states that if the PSAP must be evacuated for 
any reason, the calls all transferred to a backup PSAP. Should just the network be unavailable and the 
PSAP can still be occupied, calls are rerouted to a 10-digit number within the PSAP. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps must be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  
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While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
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• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 
human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 

• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Portsmouth PSAP’s deployment window will be July 2019 – December 2019. A specific date will be 
determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master schedule. 
Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS data 
corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  
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Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE upgrade $15,000 i3 licenses and services 
CHE replacement $150,000 Replacement planned in FY21 
Text to 9-1-1 $15,000 Text to 9-1-1 Installation 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Not required 
Diverse connectivity costs $115,568.51  
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0 Included in FY18 shared services grant. 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $16,063.20 Verizon costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $316,631.71  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $12,171.08, which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $7,500.00. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is 
approximately $4,671.08. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after 
deployment is complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. 
Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current 
monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what 
amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
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approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 

Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $316,631.71 
Recurring (over 24 months) $112,105.92 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the Powhatan County PSAP based on the Fairfax County 
contract with AT&T. Cindy Gillespie shall be the primary contact. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Powhatan County PSAP will need to have i3-capable call handling equipment in place that has been 
approved on the AT&T ESInet™ to be able to implement the full NENA i3 standard without the need for 
any interim or transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data will be required, but it should not impact 
the deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: Motorola 
• CHE model: Vesta 
• CHE version number (clients): 4.0 (plans upgrade to 7.1 in Summer 2018) 
• CHE version number (server): 4.0 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): Radio Communications of Virginia 
• CHE Geodiversity: No  
• Number of positions: 4 (adding 1 position in fall 2018) 
• SIP capable: No 

This CHE has been determined to be SIP capable, but will require an upgrade to Vesta 7.2 to implement 
the full i3 interface. This upgrade will require the purchase of two firewalls to connect to the ESInet. 
However, if the PSAP deploys text to 9-1-1 with the direct IP solution prior to NG9-1-1 migration, these 
firewalls will already have been purchased and can be used for both purposes. 

The PSAP indicates the planned replacement of their CHE in January 2020. This is after the planned  
NG9-1-1 migration. Any new CHE will need to be tested and i3 functional on the AT&T ESInet. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. Powhatan County currently has a grant to deploy text 
to 9-1-1. Since their deployment for NG9-1-1 is scheduled before the new deadline for text to 9-1-1 
deployment, they can deploy it with NG9-1-1 as a direct IP service integrated with their CHE. The cost to 
implement this will be covered by the existing grant. 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 
However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: Spillman 
• CAD software version: Flex v6.3 SP2018.2 
• CAD interfaces: Yes  
• Method of data transfer: Serial with digibox 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: ESRI 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: ArcGIS 10.2 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: Eventide 
• Logging Recorder Model: NexLog  
• Logging Recorder Software Version: 740 
• Audio Origination Point: Both trunk-based and position-based. 

It is important to note that with an IP connection, audio is not present on the circuit until the CHE 
responds with an answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, though it could be 
earlier if an audio message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE to answer the call 
to play the message). This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any 
upgrade or modification with the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
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Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: Both ECaTS and Vesta Aurora. 
• Data Analytics Vendor: ECaTS and Motorola 

All required upgrades to ECaTS will be handled through the statewide contract at no cost to the PSAP. 
The Aurora data analytics system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with 
the deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently uses CodeRed as their outcall notification system. AT&T will provide quarterly 
subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s use is limited to 
the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is currently or will be available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently has two open grants: 

1. FY18 – NG911 GIS Data Preparation - $73,180 
2. FY19 – Text to 911 – $56,737 

To ensure the grant funds support the migration to NG9-1-1, the PSAP should, to the extent practical, 
use funding from the FY19 regional GIS grant to correct geospatial issues identified in the following 
section. 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, Worldview Solutions maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will be the source for all 
GIS data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments within the locality may 
contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of Powhatan PSAP, through 
Worldview Solutions, to aggregate the GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1. 

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
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by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  

These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP determined the current match rate to be as follows (note: 
this analysis was performed on June 2017 GIS data since new data was not provided by the locality in 
January 2018): 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 98.9% 
•        Address Point – 94.1% 

Powhatan County already meets the RCL goal. If they desire a greater match rate, there are some 
differences in street names between the ALI and GIS data. Correcting the street names so they match 
would increase the match rate for RCL to 99.2%. The analysis also determined that no more than ten 
addresses were responsible for many of the address point discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten 
addresses will increase the result to 97.7%. During July 2018, VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS 
manager a report detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific ALI records that could not be 
matched to the RCL or address point data. To resolve these ALI address discrepancies, there are 
potentially four actions that will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 
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4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 2 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 9 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 3 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 139 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 86 

 
All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, Powhatan County will need to resolve these issues, through a GIS 
consultant, at least 3 months prior to the targeted deployment date. 

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Making sure there is agreement of that point and ensuring each locality is only providing data where 
they are the authoritative GIS data source are the purpose of this assessment. External edge-matching 
conformance addresses boundaries between neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or 
gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. Geometric features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution. While the existing 
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MSAG can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is a better solution since 
existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to generate the MSAG, 
an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP has 47 ESNs for their 
area of responsibility. Worldview Solutions maintains an ESN boundary layer depicting this area so 
Powhatan County will utilize a GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1. 

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3. If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
as a spatial join). The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
updated GIS data. Localities wishing to use existing tools, acquire third-party tools, or rely on a service 
provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to accept and resolve discrepancy calls 
(formalized requests to update GIS datasets), and periodically transfer updated GIS datasets to the AT&T 
spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important that 
localities document GIS data maintenance workflows and validations to ensure synchronization across 
GIS layers. This can include periodically ensuring conformance of edge matching of GIS data at shared 
boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have appropriate 
internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
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data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: Verizon 
• ALI database provider: Verizon 
• Selective router pair(s): Chester/Richmond Stuart 
• Trunk counts (all): 12 

o Wireline: 4 
o Wireless: 4 
o SIP: 0 
o Administrative: 4 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
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discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the 
current location of the Powhatan County PSAP are as follows: 

 

The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $61,548.21, which will be provided by the Board as part of 
the PSAP’s funding submission. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be 
completed until after initial NG9-1-1 deployment.  

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
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operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan, which states that if the PSAP must be evacuated for 
any reason, or if the 9-1-1 network is unavailable and the PSAP can still be occupied, calls receive a fast 
busy signal.  

Powhatan County may to consider routing calls to a neighboring PSAP as their disaster recovery plan 
with the deployment of NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their choice during the detailed 
planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those routes in the 
configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 
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In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 

human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 
• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
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Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Powhatan County PSAP’s deployment window will be January 2020 – June 2020. A specific date will 
be determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master schedule. 
Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS data 
corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  

Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE upgrade $30,000 i3 deployment services 
CHE replacement $150,000 Planned replacement January 2020 
Text-to-911 $0 Currently have a grant to deploy 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Rack space is available 
Diverse connectivity costs $61,548.21  
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0 Currently using grant funds 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $2,153.40 Verizon costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $248,701.61  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $5,857.17 which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $3,500.00. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is 
approximately $2,357.17. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after 
deployment is complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. 
Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current 
monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what 
amount. 
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The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 

Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $248,701.61 
Recurring (over 24 months) $56,572.08 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the Prince George County PSAP based on the Fairfax 
County contract with AT&T. Ericka Edwards shall be the primary contact. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Prince George County PSAP will need to have i3-capable call handling equipment in place that has been 
approved on the AT&T ESInet™ to be able to implement the full NENA i3 standard without the need for 
any interim or transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data will be required, but it should not impact 
the deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: Motorola 
• CHE model: Vesta 
• CHE version number (clients): 4.2 build 433 
• CHE version number (server): 4.2 build 433 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): Radio Communications of Virginia 
• CHE Geodiversity: No  
• Number of positions: 5 
• SIP capable: Yes 

This CHE will need to be upgraded to Vesta 7.2 to implement the full i3 interface. This may require the 
purchase of firewall(s) to connect to the ESInet. However, if the PSAP deploys text to 9-1-1 with the 
direct IP solution prior to NG9-1-1 migration, these firewalls will already have been purchased and can 
be used for both purposes. 

The PSAP indicates the planned replacement of their CHE in November 2018 with an existing PSAP 
grant. This is before the planned NG9-1-1 migration. Any new CHE will need to be tested and i3 
functional on the AT&T ESInet. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. The PSAP has not yet deployed text to 9-1-1. Since 
their deployment for NG9-1-1 is scheduled before the new deadline for text to 9-1-1 deployment, they 
will deploy it with NG9-1-1 as a direct IP service integrated with their CHE. The cost to implement this 
will be covered by the Board. 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 
However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: Superion 
• CAD software version: OneSolution 17.2.0.2168 
• CAD interfaces: Yes  
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: Superion (integrated with CAD) 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: OneSolution 17.2.0.2168 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: Verint 
• Logging Recorder Model: TBD – will be upgraded 
• Logging Recorder Software Version: TBD – will be ugraded 
• Audio Origination Point: TBD with new system 

It is important to note that with an IP connection, audio is not present on the circuit until the CHE 
responds with an answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, though it could be 
earlier if an audio message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE to answer the call 
to play the message). This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any 
upgrade or modification with the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
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Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: ECaTS  
• Data Analytics Vendor: ECaTS 

All required upgrades to ECaTS will be handled through the statewide contract at no cost to the PSAP. 

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently used CodeRed as their outcall notification system. AT&T will provide quarterly 
subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s use is limited to 
the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP cannot confirmed that this space is currently or will be available so funding is 
included in the budget. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently has one open grant: 

1. FY19 – Call Handling Equipment – $150,000 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, the Prince George County GIS maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will be the 
source for all GIS data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments within the 
locality may contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of the Prince George 
County GIS to aggregate the GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1.  

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
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available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  

These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 41.6% 
•        Address Point – 40.9% 

The primary issue with the address point data is addresses that are in ALI, but not in the GIS. No more 
than ten addresses are responsible for many of the address point discrepancies. Resolving no more than 
ten addresses will increase the result to 97.6%. These addresses are likely also impacting the RCL match 
rate and will need to be corrected in the RCL layer as well. It is likely that these address are related to 
Fort Lee. During July 2018, VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS manager a report detailing this analysis, 
and identifying the specific ALI records that could not be matched to the RCL or address point data. To 
resolve these ALI address discrepancies, there are potentially four actions that will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
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two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 21 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 24 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 2 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 14 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 17 

 
All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, Prince George County will need to resolve these issues through 
internal resources or the existing grant at least 3 months prior to the targeted deployment date. 

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Making sure there is agreement of that point and ensuring each locality is only providing data where 
they are the authoritative GIS data source are the purpose of this assessment. External edge-matching 
conformance addresses boundaries between neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or 
gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. Geometric features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution. While the existing 
MSAG can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is a better solution since 
existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to generate the MSAG, 
an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP has eighteen ESNs for 
their area of responsibility. Prince George County GIS does not maintain an ESN boundary layer 
depicting this area. They will either need to create one for the eighteen existing ESNs or they can reduce 
the number of ESNs to one, which would then be coincident with the PSAP boundary.  Since the layers 
would be the same, they could be created at the same time. However it is accomplished, once created, 
the PSAP can utilize a GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1. 
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Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3. If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
as a spatial join). The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
updated GIS data. Localities wishing to use existing tools, acquire third-party tools, or rely on a service 
provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to accept and resolve discrepancy calls 
(formalized requests to update GIS datasets), and periodically transfer updated GIS datasets to the AT&T 
spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important that 
localities document GIS data maintenance workflows and validations to ensure synchronization across 
GIS layers. This can include periodically ensuring conformance of edge matching of GIS data at shared 
boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have appropriate 
internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows.  

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 
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Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: Verizon 
• ALI database provider: Verizon 
• Selective router pair(s): Chester/Richmond Stuart 
• Trunk counts (all): 15 

o Wireline: 6 
o Wireless: 4 
o SIP: 0 
o Administrative: 5 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 
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Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the 
current location of the Prince George County PSAP are as follows: 

 

The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $140,584.88 which will be provided by the Board as part of 
the PSAP’s funding submission. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be 
completed until after initial NG9-1-1 deployment.  

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  
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Currently, the PSAP does not have a disaster recovery plan, for if the PSAP must be evacuated for any 
reason, or if the 9-1-1 network is unavailable and the PSAP can still be occupied, calls will be sent to the 
City of Hopewell PSAP. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps must be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
The following secondary PSAP(s) have been identified within the service area of the primary PSAP: 

• Fort Lee 
• Richard Bland College 

While these secondary PSAPs can be deployed on the AT&T ESInet at their expense, the initial plan will 
be that transfers will continue to be on 10-digit telephone lines as they are today. 

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
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• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 
AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 

human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 
• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
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New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Prince George County PSAP’s deployment window will be January 2020 – June 2020. A specific date 
will be determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master 
schedule. Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS 
data corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  

Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE upgrade $30,000 i3 deployment services 
CHE replacement $0 Currently have a grant 
Text-to-911 $30,000  
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $2,000 Rack space may not be available 
Diverse connectivity costs $140,584.88  
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0  
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $5,179.80 Verizon costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $212,764.68  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $6,523.35 which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $2,322.92. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is 
approximately $4,200.43. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after 
deployment is complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. 
Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current 
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monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what 
amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 

Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $212,764.68 
Recurring (over 24 months) $100,810.32 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the Prince William County PSAP based on the Fairfax 
County contract with AT&T. Michele Surdam shall be the primary contact. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 
 
Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Prince William County PSAP will need to have in place an i3 functional CHE that has been approved on 
the AT&T ESInet™ to be able to implement the full NENA i3 standard without the need for any interim or 
transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data will be required, but it should not impact the 
deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: West 
• CHE model: Viper 
• CHE version number (clients): A9C CCI 1.1 SPC 
• CHE version number (server): Viper 5.1 with Motorola Call Control CAD interface 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): Motorola (on-site) 
• CHE Geodiversity: Yes (B side at 8900 Freedom Center Blvd, Manassas, VA)  
• Number of positions: 52 
• SIP capable: Yes 

This CHE will be able to utilize full i3. The purchase of firewall(s) and/or professional services to establish 
the necessary configurations to connect to the ESInet may be required. 

Additionally, the PSAP indicates the planned replacement of their CHE in August 2022. Since this is after 
their planned NG9-1-1 migration, any new CHE will need to be i3 capable and tested on the AT&T 
ESInet. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. Prince William County has deployed direct-IP text to 
9-1-1.  

Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 
However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: Motorola 
• CAD software version: PremierOne 4.3 
• CAD interfaces: Yes 
• Method of data transfer: TCP/IP through USB 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: Motorola (integrated with CAD) 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: PremierOne 4.3 
• Method of data transfer: ALI delivered as XML and CAD parses data to show location on map 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1.  

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: Nice 
• Logging Recorder Model:  
• Logging Recorder Software Version: 8.1  
• Audio Origination Point: Both trunk and Position based 

It is important to note that with an IP connection, audio is not present on the circuit until the CHE 
responds with an answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, though it could be 
earlier if an audio message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE to answer the call 
to play the message). This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any 
upgrade or modification with the deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 
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• Primary Data Analytics System: Both ECaTS and ClearStats are used equally  
• Data Analytics Vendor: ECaTS/West  

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently does not have an outcall notification system. If one is installed, AT&T will provide 
quarterly subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s use is 
limited to the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP indicates that rack space is available at the 8900 Freedom Center Boulevard 
location.  

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently has one open grant: 

1. FY17 – CHE ESInet – shared services participating PSAP (Fairfax host) – $1,225,000 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, Prince William County GIS maintains all of the county’s GIS data for the PSAP. The cities of 
Manassas and Manassas Park maintain data within their boundaries. The PSAP utilizes road centerline 
data for all jurisdictions from the regional GIS data project, and the County GIS department provides all 
other data layers. The county GIS department along with the regional GIS data project will be the source 
for all GIS data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments, or jurisdictions 
within the county may contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of Prince 
William County to aggregate the GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1.  

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  

These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
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support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 85.3% 
•        Address Point – 77% 

The analysis determined that no more than ten addresses were responsible for many of the address 
point discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten addresses will increase the result to 96.6%. During July 
2018, VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS manager a report detailing this analysis, and identifying the 
specific ALI records that could not be matched to the RCL or address point data. To resolve these ALI 
address discrepancies, there are potentially four actions that will need to take place: 

1.      Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2.      Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data.  Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3.      Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4.      Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1.  They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls.  While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the 
data.  These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. 
VITA staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 43 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 79 
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• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 0 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 177 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 223 

 
All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, Prince William County will need to resolve these issues through 
internal resources, at least 3 months prior to the targeted deployment date.  

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Edge-matching conformance addresses boundaries between GIS sources within a PSAP and between 
neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. GIS 
features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary for geometric continuity and attribute consistency. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution While the existing MSAG 
can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is the end-state goal for full i3 
implementation since existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to 
generate the MSAG, an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP 
has 1 ESN for their area of responsibility. Prince William County is in the process of developing an ESN 
boundary layer depicting this area so they will utilize a GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-
1-1. 

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3. If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
as a spatial join). The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
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updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
GIS data to the AT&T Spatial Interface. Localities wishing to use existing internal tools, acquire third-
party tools, or rely on a service provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to review and 
resolve error and discrepancy reports within the timeframe required by AT&T and periodically provide 
updated GIS datasets to the AT&T spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones 
for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important localities 
document GIS data maintenance workflows to ensure maintenance activities engage all responsible 
entities. It is equally important to ensure GIS maintenance workflows and procedures are updated to be 
compatible with discrepancy management required to support NG9-1-1. NG9-1-1 will introduce 
additional maintenance issues such as periodically reviewing conformance of edge matching of GIS data 
at shared boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have 
appropriate internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 
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Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: Verizon 
• ALI database provider: Verizon 
• Selective router pair(s): Alexandria/Fairfax 
• Trunk counts (all): 20 

o Wireline: 10 
o Wireless: 10 
o SIP:  
o Administrative:  

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the 
current primary location of the Prince William County PSAP are as follows: 
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AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the current secondary location 
of the Prince William County PSAP’s CHE are as follows: 
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The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $135,580 ($55,851 for the primary location at 3 County 
Complex Court, Woodbridge and $79,729 for the secondary location at 11650 Hayden Rd, Manassas) 
which has been provided by the Board as part of the NoVA ESInet project grant funding. The timing of 
the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be completed until after initial NG9-1-1 
deployment.  

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan which states that if the PSAP must be evacuated for any 
reason, or should just the 9-1-1 network be unavailable and the PSAP can still be occupied calls are 
rerouted to 10-digit administrative lines on the county’s private branch exchange (PBX) telephone 
system. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps to be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
The cities of Manassas and Manassas Park have secondary PSAPs and are within the boundary of the 
Prince William County PSAP. The Manassas and Manassas Park PSAPs receive wireline 9-1-1 calls directly 
and are therefore connected to the Fairfax/Alexandria selective router pair. As a result, separate 
migration proposals are being developed for those PSAPs. 

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
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• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 

human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 
• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
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for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Prince William County PSAP’s deployment window is January 2019 – June 2019. A specific date will 
be determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master schedule. 
Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS data 
corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  

Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T; covered by grant 
CHE upgrade $30,000 i3 deployment services; covered by grant 
Text-to-911 $0 Implemented direct-IP solution 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required  
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Rack space is available 
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Diverse connectivity costs $135,580 Covered by grant 
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0 Not required 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $52,059.90 Covered by grant 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $222,639.90  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $60,229.47 which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $17,159.19. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is 
approximately $43,070.28. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after 
deployment is complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. 
Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current 
monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what 
amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 

Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $222,639.90 

Covered by grant $221,639.90 
Board funding $1,000.00 

Recurring (over 24 months) $1,033,686.72 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the Pulaski County PSAP based on the Fairfax County 
contract with AT&T. Brad Nester shall be the primary contact. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Pulaski County PSAP has in place an i3 functional CHE that has been approved on the AT&T ESInet™. 
This will allow the PSAP to implement the full NENA i3 standard without the need for any interim or 
transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data will be required, but it should not impact the 
deployment schedule 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. Currently, the Pulaski County PSAP 
utilizes a shared CHE with the City of Radford PSAP. The current CHE in the PSAP has been identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: West 
• CHE model: Viper 
• CHE version number (clients): Power 911 v 6.4 
• CHE version number (server): Viper 5.1 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): West/ProComm 
• CHE Geodiversity: Yes, shared with City of Radford 
• Number of positions: 5 
• SIP capable: Yes 

This CHE is able to implementation of the full i3 interface. The purchase of two firewalls to connect to 
the ESInet may be necessary. Since the PSAP has deployed text to 9-1-1 with the direct IP solution prior 
to NG9-1-1 migration, these firewalls may have already been purchased and can be used for both 
purposes. 

The PSAP indicates the planned replacement of their CHE in January 2023. This is after their planned  
NG9-1-1 migration. Any new CHE will need to be tested and i3 functional on the AT&T ESInet. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. The PSAP has deployed the direct IP text to 9-1-1 
solution. 

Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 
However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: Shield Technology Corp 
• CAD software version: 7.1.3 
• CAD interfaces: Yes 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: GeoComm 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: GeoServer 8.18.3 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: Eventide 
• Logging Recorder Model: NexLog Mediaworks Plus 
• Logging Recorder Software Version: 2.7.3 
• Audio Origination Point: Both positions and trunks 

It is important to note that with an IP connection, audio is not present on the circuit until the CHE 
responds with an answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, though it could be 
earlier if an audio message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE to answer the call 
to play the message). This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any 
upgrade or modification with the deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 
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• Primary Data Analytics System: ECaTS 
• Data Analytics Vendor: ECaTS 

All required upgrades to ECaTS will be handled through the statewide contract at no cost to the PSAP.  

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently uses Rave Mobile Safety as their outcall notification system. AT&T will provide 
quarterly subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s use is 
limited to the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is currently available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP does not currently have any open grants. 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, Pulaski County GIS maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will be the source for all GIS 
data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments within the locality may 
contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility Pulaski County to aggregate the GIS 
data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1. 

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  

These are preliminary results are based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly 
by AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their 
GIS support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to 
be resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 
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Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the Pulaski County determined the current match rate to be as 
follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 98.8% 
•        Address Point – 98.8% 

The Pulaski County PSAP already meets both goals. If they desire a greater match rate, there are some 
differences in street names between the ALI and GIS data. Correcting the street names so they match 
would increase the match rate for RCL to 99.3%. The analysis also determined that no more than ten 
addresses were responsible for many of the address point discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten 
addresses will increase the result to 99.5%. During July 2018, VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS 
manager a report detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific ALI records that could not be 
matched to the RCL or address point data. To resolve these ALI address discrepancies, there are 
potentially four actions that will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 2 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 65 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 95 
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• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 192 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 252 

 
All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, the Pulaski County GIS will need to resolve these issues through 
internal resources at least three months prior to the targeted deployment date 

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Making sure there is agreement of that point and ensuring each locality is only providing data where 
they are the authoritative GIS data source are the purpose of this assessment. External edge-matching 
conformance addresses boundaries between neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or 
gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. Geometric features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution. While the existing 
MSAG can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is a better solution since 
existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to generate the MSAG, 
an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP has 16 ESNs for their 
area of responsibility. The Pulaski County PSAP has an ESN boundary layer depicting this area so they 
will utilize a GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1. 

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3. If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
as a spatial join). The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
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interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
updated GIS data. Localities wishing to use existing tools, acquire third-party tools, or rely on a service 
provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to accept and resolve discrepancy calls 
(formalized requests to update GIS datasets), and periodically transfer updated GIS datasets to the AT&T 
spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important that 
localities document GIS data maintenance workflows and validations to ensure synchronization across 
GIS layers. This can include periodically ensuring conformance of edge matching of GIS data at shared 
boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have appropriate 
internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  
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Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: West 
• ALI database provider: West 
• Selective router pair(s): Blacksburg/Norton 
• Trunk counts (all): 38 

o Wireline: 12 
o Wireless: 12 
o SIP: 6 
o Administrative: 8 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the 
current location of the Pulaski County PSAP are as follows: 
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The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $22,156.00, which will be provided by the Board as part of 
the PSAP’s funding submission. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be 
completed until after initial NG9-1-1 deployment. 

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan which states that if the PSAP must be evacuated for any 
reason calls will receive a fast busy signal. Should just the 9-1-1 network be unavailable and the PSAP 
can still be occupied, incoming calls will be rerouted to the Radford PSAP. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps must be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
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migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 

human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 
• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
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• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Pulaski County PSAP’s deployment window will be July 2021 – December 2021. A specific date will 
be determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master schedule. 
Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS data 
corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  
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Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE Upgrade $15,000 i3 licenses and services  
Text-to-911 $0 Deployed 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Rack space is available 
Diverse connectivity costs $22,156.00  
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0 Not required 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $2,589.90 Verizon costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $44,745.90  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $6,396.03 which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $1,256.00. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is 
approximately $5,140.03. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after 
deployment is complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. 
Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current 
monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what 
amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 
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Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $44,745.90 
Recurring (over 24 months) $123,360.72 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the Richmond Ambulance Authority based on the Fairfax 
County contract with AT&T. Danny Garrison shall be the primary contact. The Richmond Ambulance 
Authority PSAP has been identified by the Virginia 9-1-1 Services Board as being a secondary PSAP 
directly connected to a selective router. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 
 
Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Richmond Ambulance Authority PSAP will need to have i3-capable call handling equipment in place 
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that has been approved on the AT&T ESInet™ to be able to implement the full NENA i3 standard without 
the need for any interim or transitional steps. 

Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
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delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: West 
• CHE model: Viper 
• CHE version number (clients): Power911 v5.5.4.522 
• CHE version number (server): Viper 4.1 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): West 
• CHE Geodiversity: No 
• Number of positions: 9 
• SIP capable: Yes 

This CHE has been determined to be SIP capable, but will require an upgrade to, at a minimum Viper 5.1 
and Power911 6.1 to implement the full i3 interface. The purchase and placement of two firewalls, along 
with SIP enabling licenses, will be necessary to connect to the ESInet.  

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. City of Richmond has web-based text to 9-1-1, and it 
covers the Richmond Ambulance Authority.  

Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 
However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: Intergraph 
• CAD software version: 9.3 
• CAD interfaces: None 
• Method of data transfer: N/A 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: Intergraph (integrated with CAD) 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: 9.3 
• Method of data transfer: None 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: NICE 
• Logging Recorder Model: Inform 
• Logging Recorder Software Version: 7.2.0.206 
• Audio Origination Point: Both trunks and positions 

This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification 
with the deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all primary PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, 
some PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. These local 
data analytics application may also need to be upgraded to interface with the NG9-1-1 environment. 
The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: PowerMIS 
• Data Analytics Vendor: West 
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Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently does not use an outcall notification system.  

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently does not have any grants or funding from the Virginia 9-1-1 Services Board.  

GIS Data Preparation  

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, the Richmond GIS Department maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will be the 
source for all GIS data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial. As a result, the Richmond Ambulance Authority 
does not have any GIS requirements beyond the city GIS program. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
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the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Since the Richmond Ambulance Authority is a secondary PSAP, only 9-1-1 calls transferred from the City 
of Richmond arrive at the PSAP. As a result, geospatial routing is not necessary, but the CHE still must be 
capable of receiving IP data and voice. Based on an assessment of the CHE, it should be possible to 
implement the full i3 interface if the CHE is upgraded. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: Verizon 
• ALI database provider: Verizon 
• Selective router pair(s): Chester/Richmond Stuart 
• Trunk counts (all): 4 

o Wireline: 4 
o Wireless: 0 
o Administrative: 0 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens to calls that 
exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be discussed with 
AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast busy signal, 
routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, VITA ISP 
recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
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available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the 
current location of the Richmond Ambulance Authority PSAP are as follows: 

 

The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $392,320.97, which will be provided by the Board as part of 
the PSAP’s funding submission. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be 
completed until after initial NG9-1-1 deployment. 

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP does not have a disaster recovery plan, but since they are a secondary PSAP, the 
primary PSAP would handle the calls if they had to evacuate. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps must be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  
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While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
The Richmond Ambulance Authority is a secondary PSAP in the City of Richmond. The PSAP does not 
receive 9-1-1 calls directly but is connected to the selective router pair so automatic number 
information (ANI) and automatic location information (ALI) can be accessed by the PSAP when they 
receive transferred calls. 

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
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• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 
access/commands. 

• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 
human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 

• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Richmond Ambulance Authority PSAP’s deployment window will be January 2020 – June 2020. A 
specific date will be determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the 
master schedule. Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements 
and GIS data corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they 
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are not completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment 
of an interim solution instead of full i3. 

Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $0 Not applicable 
CHE upgrade $15,000 i3 deployment services 
Text to 9-1-1 $0 Not required 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $0 Not included for secondary PSAPs 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Not required 
Diverse connectivity costs $392,320.97  
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0 Not required 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $0  
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $407,320.97  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is currently included in the City of Richmond PSAP 
cost. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is approximately $???. The 
estimated monthly savings to the PSAP after deployment is approximately $???. Copies of invoices from 
the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current monthly cost. This will 
be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 
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Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $407,320.97 
Recurring (over 24 months) Unknown 
Data Analytics (monthly) $0 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the City of Radford PSAP based on the Fairfax County 
contract with AT&T. Chris Caldwell shall be the primary contact. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
City of Radford PSAP has in place an i3 functional CHE that has been approved on the AT&T ESInet™. 
This will allow the PSAP to implement the full NENA i3 standard without the need for any interim or 
transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data will be required, but it should not impact the 
deployment schedule 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. Currently, the Radford PSAP utilizes a 
shared CHE with the Pulaski County PSAP. The current CHE in the PSAP has been identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: West 
• CHE model: Viper 
• CHE version number (clients): Power 911 v 6.4 
• CHE version number (server): Viper 5.1 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): West/ProComm 
• CHE Geodiversity: Yes, shared with Pulaski County; 802 E. Main St., Pulaski 
• Number of positions: 4 
• SIP capable: Yes 

This CHE is able to implementation of the full i3 interface. The purchase of two firewalls to connect to 
the ESInet may be necessary. Since the PSAP has deployed text to 9-1-1 with the direct IP solution prior 
to NG9-1-1 migration, these firewalls may have already been purchased and can be used for both 
purposes. 

The PSAP indicates the planned replacement of their CHE in April 2023. This is after their planned 
NG9-1-1 migration. Any new CHE will need to be tested and i3 functional on the AT&T ESInet. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. The PSAP has deployed the direct IP text to 9-1-1 
solution. 

Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 
However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: Southern Software 
• CAD software version: 17.4.233.28 
• CAD interfaces: Yes 
• Method of data transfer: Ethernet to Serial 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: Southern Software 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: MDS Map Viewer v2.101.6.0 
• Method of data transfer: via CAD 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: Eventide 
• Logging Recorder Model: NexLog 740 
• Logging Recorder Software Version: 2.7.3 
• Audio Origination Point: Both positions and trunks 

It is important to note that with an IP connection, audio is not present on the circuit until the CHE 
responds with an answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, though it could be 
earlier if an audio message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE to answer the call 
to play the message). This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any 
upgrade or modification with the deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 
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• Primary Data Analytics System: ECaTS 
• Data Analytics Vendor: ECaTS 

All required upgrades to ECaTS will be handled through the statewide contract at no cost to the PSAP.  

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently does not have an outcall notification system. When one is in place, AT&T will provide 
quarterly subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s use is 
limited to the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is currently available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP does not currently have any open grants. 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, Radford GIS maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will be the source for all GIS data 
required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments within the locality may contribute 
data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility Radford to aggregate the GIS data required for 
the PSAP and NG9-1-1. 

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  

These are preliminary results are based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly 
by AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their 
GIS support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to 
be resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 
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Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the City of Radford determined the current match rate to be as 
follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 83.0% 
•        Address Point – 61.3% 

The primary issue with the RCL data is differences in street names between the ALI and GIS data. 
Correcting the street names so they match would increase the match rate for RCL to 98.9%. The analysis 
also determined that no more than ten addresses were responsible for many of the address point 
discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten addresses will increase the result to 98.1%. During July 2018, 
VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS manager a report detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific 
ALI records that could not be matched to the RCL or address point data. To resolve these ALI address 
discrepancies, there are potentially four actions that will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 8 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 1 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 0 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 1 
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• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 0 
 
All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, Radford GIS will need to resolve these issues through internal 
resources at least three months prior to the targeted deployment date 

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Making sure there is agreement of that point and ensuring each locality is only providing data where 
they are the authoritative GIS data source are the purpose of this assessment. External edge-matching 
conformance addresses boundaries between neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or 
gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. Geometric features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution. While the existing 
MSAG can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is a better solution since 
existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to generate the MSAG, 
an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP has one ESN for their 
area of responsibility. The Radford PSAP has an ESN boundary layer depicting this area so they will 
utilize a GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1. 

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3. If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
as a spatial join). The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
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interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
updated GIS data. Localities wishing to use existing tools, acquire third-party tools, or rely on a service 
provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to accept and resolve discrepancy calls 
(formalized requests to update GIS datasets), and periodically transfer updated GIS datasets to the AT&T 
spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important that 
localities document GIS data maintenance workflows and validations to ensure synchronization across 
GIS layers. This can include periodically ensuring conformance of edge matching of GIS data at shared 
boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have appropriate 
internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  
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Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: West 
• ALI database provider: West 
• Selective router pair(s): Blacksburg/Norton 
• Trunk counts (all): 14 

o Wireline: 2 
o Wireless: 2 
o SIP: 3 
o Administrative: 6 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the 
current location of the Radford PSAP are as follows: 
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The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $40,851.40, which will be provided by the Board as part of 
the PSAP’s funding submission. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be 
completed until after initial NG9-1-1 deployment. 

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan which states that if the PSAP must be evacuated for any 
reason calls will be rerouted to the Pulaski County PSAP. Should just the 9-1-1 network be unavailable 
and the PSAP can still be occupied, incoming calls will be rerouted to the Radford PSAP. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps must be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
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migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 

human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 
• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
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• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Radford PSAP’s deployment window will be July 2021 – December 2021. A specific date will be 
determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master schedule. 
Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS data 
corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  
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Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE Upgrade $15,000 i3 licenses and services  
Text-to-911 $0 Deployed 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Rack space is available 
Diverse connectivity costs $40,851.40  
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0 Not required 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $2,357.10 Verizon costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $63,208.50  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $4,425.19 which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $437.81. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is approximately 
$3,987.38. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after deployment is 
complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. Copies of 
invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current monthly 
cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 
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Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $63,208.50 
Recurring (over 24 months) $95,697.12 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the Rappahannock County PSAP based on the Fairfax 
County contract with AT&T. Sandra Carter shall be the primary contact. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Rappahannock County PSAP will need to upgrade their current Vesta 911 software or have in place an 
i3 functional CHE that has been approved on the AT&T ESInet™ to be able to implement the full NENA i3 
standard without the need for any interim or transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data will be 
required, but it should not impact the deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: Motorola 
• CHE model: VESTA 911 
• CHE version number (clients): 6.0 
• CHE version number (server): 6.0 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): Century Link 
• CHE Geodiversity: No 
• Number of positions: 2 
• SIP capable: Yes 

This CHE will require an upgrade to Vesta 7.2 to implement the full i3 interface. This upgrade will require 
the purchase of two firewalls to connect to the ESInet. However, if the PSAP deploys text to 9-1-1 with 
the direct IP solution prior to NG9-1-1 migration, these firewalls will already have been purchased and 
can be used for both purposes. 

The PSAP indicates the planned replacement of their CHE in FY2020. This is before their planned NG9 1 1 
migration. Any new CHE will need to be tested and i3 functional on the AT&T ESInet. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. The PSAP has not yet deployed text to 9-1-1. Since 
their deployment for NG9-1-1 is scheduled before the new deadline for text to 9-1-1 deployment, they 
will deploy it with NG9-1-1 as a direct IP service integrated with their CHE. The cost to implement this 
will be covered by the Board. 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 
However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: DaPro Systems 
• CAD software version: IBRPro 
• CAD interfaces: None 
• Method of data transfer: N/A 

The PSAP currently has grant funds to replace this CAD system. It is the responsibility of the PSAP to 
assure that the CAD system interfaces appropriately with CHE and NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: Digital Graphics Inc. 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: 5.26.9.23.2001 
• Method of data transfer: N/A 

The PSAP currently has grant funds to upgrade or replace this mapping system. It is the responsibility of 
the PSAP to assure that the mapping system interfaces appropriately with CHE and NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: NICE 
• Logging Recorder Model: Inform Essential 
• Logging Recorder Software Version: 6.1 
• Audio Origination Point: Both trunks and positions 

It is important to note that with an IP connection, audio is not present on the circuit until the CHE 
responds with an answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, though it could be 
earlier if an audio message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE to answer the call 
to play the message). This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any 
upgrade or modification with the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
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Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: ECaTS 
• Data Analytics Vendor: ECaTS 

All required upgrades to ECaTS will be handled through the statewide contract at no cost to the PSAP.  

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently does not have an outcall notification system. If one is implemented, AT&T will 
provide quarterly subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s 
use is limited to the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is currently available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently has two open grants: 

1. FY18 – Mapping - $150,000 
2. FY19 – CAD - $75,000 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, Rappahannock County maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will be the source for all 
GIS data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments within the locality may 
contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of Rappahannock County PSAP to 
aggregate the GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1. 

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
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available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  

These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 86.3% 
•        Address Point – 76.7% 

The primary issue with the RCL data is differences in street names between the ALI and GIS data. 
Correcting the street names so they match would increase the match rate for RCL to 93.9%. The analysis 
also determined that no more than ten addresses were responsible for many of the address point 
discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten addresses will increase the result to 80.1%. During July 2018, 
VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS manager a report detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific 
ALI records that could not be matched to the RCL or address point data. To resolve these ALI address 
discrepancies, there are potentially four actions that will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
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two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 81 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 131 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 0 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 730 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 222 

 
All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, Rappahannock County will need to resolve these issues through 
internal resources, at least three months prior to the targeted deployment date 

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Making sure there is agreement of that point and ensuring each locality is only providing data where 
they are the authoritative GIS data source are the purpose of this assessment. External edge-matching 
conformance addresses boundaries between neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or 
gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. Geometric features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution. While the existing 
MSAG can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is a better solution since 
existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to generate the MSAG, 
an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP has 13 ESNs for their 
area of responsibility. Rappahannock County has an ESN boundary layer depicting this area so they will 
utilize a GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1. 

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3. If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
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as a spatial join). The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
updated GIS data. Localities wishing to use existing tools, acquire third-party tools, or rely on a service 
provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to accept and resolve discrepancy calls 
(formalized requests to update GIS datasets), and periodically transfer updated GIS datasets to the AT&T 
spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important that 
localities document GIS data maintenance workflows and validations to ensure synchronization across 
GIS layers. This can include periodically ensuring conformance of edge matching of GIS data at shared 
boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have appropriate 
internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
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the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: Century Link 
• ALI database provider: Century Link 
• Selective router pair(s): Charlottesville/Farmville 
• Trunk counts (all): 9 

o Wireline: 4 
o Wireless: 4 
o SIP: 0 
o Administrative: 1 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
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availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the 
current location of the Rappahannock County PSAP are as follows: 

 

The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $528,000, which will be provided by the Board as part of 
the PSAP’s funding submission. Also, there is a one-time $82,000 charge for all CenturyLink sites. That 
cost will be provided by the Board as part of the first PSAP’s funding submission that choses the AT&T 
solution. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be completed until after 
initial NG9-1-1 deployment. 

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan that states, if the PSAP must be evacuated for any 
reason, or should just the network be unavailable and the PSAP can still be occupied, calls are rerouted 
to the Warren County PSAP. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps must be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  
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While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
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• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 
human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 

• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Rappahannock County PSAP’s deployment window will be July 2020 – December 2020. A specific 
date will be determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master 
schedule. Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS 
data corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  
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Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE upgrade $30,000 i3 licenses and services 
CHE replacement $150,000 CHE replacement in FY2020 
Text-to-911 $30,000 Firewalls and professional services 
CAD upgrade $0 Utilizing grant funds 
Mapping upgrade $0 Utilizing grant funds 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Rack space is available 
Diverse connectivity costs $528,000 +$82,000 if first Century Link PSAP  
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0 Not required 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $1,076.70 Century Link costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $744,076.70  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $3,471.35 which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $2,392.00. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is 
approximately $1,079.35. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after 
deployment is complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. 
Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current 
monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what 
amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
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approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 

Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $744,076.70 
Recurring (over 24 months) $25,904.40 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the Richmond City PSAP based on the Fairfax County 
contract with AT&T. Jackie Crotts shall be the primary contact. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Richmond City PSAP will be able to implement the full NENA i3 standard without the need for any 
interim or transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data will be required, but it should not impact the 
deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: West 
• CHE model: Viper 
• CHE version number (clients): Power911 v6.1 
• CHE version number (server): Viper 6 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): West 
• CHE Geodiversity: Yes; Core A at the Henrico County PSAP. Core B is at the Richmond PSAP.  
• Number of positions: 40 
• SIP capable: Yes 

This CHE has been determined to be i3 capable. The PSAP indicates the planned replacement of their 
CHE in July 2021. This is after the planned NG9-1-1 migration. Any new CHE will need to be tested and i3 
functional on the AT&T ESInet. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. Prior to this requirement, City of Richmond has 
implemented the direct IP solution for text to 9-1-1. No additional upgrade or change is required with 
the deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 
However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: Hexagon 
• CAD software version: I/Dispatcher 9.3.0 MR 5 
• CAD interfaces: Yes  
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: Hexagon 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: I/Dispatcher 9.3.0 MR5 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: Verint  
• Logging Recorder Model: Audiolog  
• Logging Recorder Software Version: 5 
• Audio Origination Point: Both trunk-based and position-based. 

It is important to note that with an IP connection, audio is not present on the circuit until the CHE 
responds with an answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, though it could be 
earlier if an audio message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE to answer the call 
to play the message). This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any 
upgrade or modification with the deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: Both ECaTS and PowerMIS are used equally. 
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• Data Analytics Vendor: ECaTS and West 

PowerMIS will soon be end-of-life and West will be migrating to the ECaTS platform as their primary 
MIS. The PSAP may want to consider fully utilizing ECaTS. All required upgrades to ECaTS will be handled 
through the statewide contract at no cost to the PSAP. 

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently uses CodeRed as their outcall notification system. AT&T will provide quarterly 
subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s use is limited to 
the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP indicates that no rack space is currently available. A new rack will be necessary to 
house ay additional equipment. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP does not currently have any open grants.  

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, Richmond City GIS maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will be the source for all GIS 
data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments within the locality may 
contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of the GIS department to aggregate 
the GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1. 

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  

These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
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data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 78.1% 
•        Address Point – 76.7% 

The primary issue with the RCL data is differences in street names between the ALI and GIS data. 
Correcting the street names so they match would increase the match rate for RCL to 93.4%. The analysis 
also determined that no more than ten addresses were responsible for many of the address point 
discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten addresses will increase the result to 93.0%. During July 2018, 
VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS manager a report detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific 
ALI records that could not be matched to the RCL or address point data. To resolve these ALI address 
discrepancies, there are potentially four actions that will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 4 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 12 
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• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 3,873 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 33 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 381 

 
All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, City of Richmond will need to resolve these issues through internal 
resources, at least 3 months prior to the targeted deployment date. 

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Making sure there is agreement of that point and ensuring each locality is only providing data where 
they are the authoritative GIS data source are the purpose of this assessment. External edge-matching 
conformance addresses boundaries between neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or 
gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. Geometric features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution. While the existing 
MSAG can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is a better solution since 
existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to generate the MSAG, 
an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP has one ESN for their 
area of responsibility. Richmond City GIS maintains an ESN boundary layer depicting this area so they 
will utilize a GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1. 

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3. If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
as a spatial join). The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, or 
may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is updated, 
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regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial interface 
(SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing functions in the 
ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
updated GIS data. Localities wishing to use existing tools, acquire third-party tools, or rely on a service 
provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to accept and resolve discrepancy calls 
(formalized requests to update GIS datasets), and periodically transfer updated GIS datasets to the AT&T 
spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important that 
localities document GIS data maintenance workflows and validations to ensure synchronization across 
GIS layers. This can include periodically ensuring conformance of edge matching of GIS data at shared 
boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have appropriate 
internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows.  

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  
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Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: Verizon 
• ALI database provider: Verizon 
• Selective router pair(s): Chester/Richmond Stuart 
• Trunk counts (all): 30 

o Wireline: 8  
o Wireless: 12 
o SIP: 0 
o Administrative: 10 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the 
current location of the Richmond City PSAP are as follows: 
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The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $55,450.81, which will be provided by the Board as part of 
the PSAP’s funding submission. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be 
completed until after initial NG9-1-1 deployment.  

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan, which states that if the PSAP must be evacuated for 
any reason, the calls all transfer to the Henrico County PSAP. Should just the network be unavailable 
and the PSAP can still be occupied, calls are rerouted to Henrico County PSAP. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps must be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
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migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
The Richmond Ambulance Authority has been identified as Richmond’s only secondary PSAP(s) within 
their service area. Since the Richmond Ambulance Authority is also connected to the Chester/Stuart 
selective router pair, they will get their own migration proposal to deploy NG9-1-1.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
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• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 
human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 

• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Richmond City PSAP’s deployment window will be January 2020 – June 2020. A specific date will be 
determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master schedule. 
Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS data 
corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  
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Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE replacement $150,000 Expected replacement in FY21 
CHE upgrade $15,000 i3 licenses and services 
Text-to-911 $0 Deployed direct IP 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $2,000 Rack space currently not available 
Diverse connectivity costs $55,450.81  
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0  
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $77,900.70 Verizon costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $305,351.51  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $23,334.59 which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $23,232.43. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is 
approximately $102.16. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after 
deployment is complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. 
Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current 
monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what 
amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
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approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 

Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $305,351.51 
Recurring (over 24 months) $2,451.84 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the Richmond County PSAP based on the Fairfax County 
contract with AT&T. Christopher Jett shall be the primary contacts. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Richmond County PSAP will need to have i3-capable call handling equipment in place that has been 
approved on the AT&T ESInet™ to be able to implement the full NENA i3 standard without the need for 
any interim or transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data will be required, but it should not impact 
the deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: Motorola 
• CHE model: Vesta 
• CHE version number (clients): 4.3.2 Build 331 
• CHE version number (server): 4.3.2 Build 317 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): Radio Communications of Virginia 
• CHE Geodiversity: No  
• Number of positions: 2 
• SIP capable: No 

This CHE will need to be upgraded to Vesta 7.2 to implement the full i3 interface. This may require the 
purchase of firewall(s) to connect to the ESInet. However, if the PSAP deploys text to 9-1-1 with the 
direct IP solution prior to NG9-1-1 migration, these firewalls will already have been purchased and can 
be used for both purposes. 

The PSAP indicates the planned replacement of their CHE in June 2021. This is after the planned NG9-1-1 
migration. Any new CHE will need to be tested and i3 functional on the AT&T ESInet. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. The PSAP has not yet deployed text to 9-1-1. Since 
their deployment for NG9-1-1 is scheduled before the new deadline for text to 9-1-1 deployment, they 
will deploy it with NG9-1-1 as a direct IP service integrated with their CHE. The cost to implement this 
will be covered by the Board. 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 
However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: ID Networks 
• CAD software version: IBR Plus v 5.1.2 
• CAD interfaces: Yes 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

While this CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1, it will no longer be vendor supported as of April 2020. The PSAP will need to 
upgrade this system, but this is outside the scope of the NG9-1-1 migration. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: GeoComm 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: GeoLynx Server 8.1.8 
• Method of data transfer: serial 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: Eventide 
• Logging Recorder Model: NexLog/MediaWorks Plus  
• Logging Recorder Software Version: v 2.7.3 [216] 
• Audio Origination Point: Trunks 

While the voice logging recorder system does not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1, if the PSAP wishes to maintain trunk-based recording, a span port will be 
provided by AT&T. The recording system may require an upgrade to receive and interpret the IP data. If 
desired, the cost of this upgrade would be covered by the Board. It is important to note that while this 
will allow audio to be pulled from the IP talk paths, it will not mirror current functionality. Currently, 
with analog trunks, trunk-based recording allows the audio to be captured before the call is answered by 
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the call taker and the call is still in queue. With an IP connection, the audio is not present on the circuit 
until the CHE responds with an answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, 
though it could be earlier if an audio message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE 
to answer the call to play the message). The PSAP can choose to convert to position-based recording and 
the Board will cover the cost of reconfiguration.  A small upgrade to the voice logging recorder has been 
included in the budget since it is IP capable and needs only to be reconfigured to take advantage of 
these features. 

Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: ECaTS and Vesta Analytics are used equally 
• Data Analytics Vendor: ECaTS and Motorola 

All required upgrades to ECaTS will be handled through the statewide contract at no cost to the PSAP. 
The Vesta Analytics system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently uses CodeRed as their outcall notification system. AT&T will provide quarterly 
subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s use is limited to 
the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is currently or will be available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently has two open grants: 

1. FY18 – NG9-1-1GIS – Shared Services participant - $515,728.86 
2. FY19 – CAD - $75,000 

To ensure the grant funds support the migration to NG9-1-1, the PSAP should, to the extent practical, 
use funding from the FY18 regional GIS grant to correct geospatial issues identified in the following 
section. 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, the Richmond County Technology Director maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will 
be the source for all GIS data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments 
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within the locality may contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of the 
Richmond County Technology Director to aggregate the GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1.  

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  

These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 98.0% 
•        Address Point – 92.5% 

The primary issue with the RCL data is differences in street names between the ALI and GIS data. 
Correcting the street names so they match would increase the match rate for RCL to 99.5%. The analysis 
also determined that no more than ten addresses were responsible for many of the address point 
discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten addresses will increase the result to 98.5%. During July 2018, 
VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS manager a report detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific 
ALI records that could not be matched to the RCL or address point data. To resolve these ALI address 
discrepancies, there are potentially four actions that will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
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GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 0 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 11 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 0 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 4 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 8 

 
All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, Richmond County will need to resolve these issues through 
internal resources, at least 3 months prior to the targeted deployment date.  

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Edge-matching conformance addresses boundaries between GIS sources within a PSAP and between 
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neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. GIS 
features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary for geometric continuity and attribute consistency. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution While the existing MSAG 
can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is the end-state goal for full i3 
implementation since existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to 
generate the MSAG, an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP 
has three ESN for their area of responsibility. The Richmond County technology director maintains an 
ESN boundary layer depicting this area so they will utilize a GIS generated MSAG with the migration to  
NG9-1-1. 

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3. If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
as a spatial join). The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
GIS data to the AT&T Spatial Interface. Localities wishing to use existing internal tools, acquire third-
party tools, or rely on a service provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to review and 
resolve error and discrepancy reports within the timeframe required by AT&T and periodically provide 
updated GIS datasets to the AT&T spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones 
for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important localities 
document GIS data maintenance workflows to ensure maintenance activities engage all responsible 
entities. It is equally important to ensure GIS maintenance workflows and procedures are updated to be 
compatible with discrepancy management required to support NG9-1-1. NG9-1-1 will introduce 
additional maintenance issues such as periodically reviewing conformance of edge matching of GIS data 
at shared boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have 
appropriate internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 
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If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: Verizon 
• ALI database provider: Verizon 
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• Selective router pair(s): Chester/Richmond Stuart 
• Trunk counts (all): 12 

o Wireline: 4 
o Wireless: 4 
o SIP:  
o Administrative: 4 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the 
current location of the Richmond County PSAP are as follows: 
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The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $18,306.46 which will be provided by the Board as part of 
the PSAP’s funding submission. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be 
completed until after initial NG9-1-1 deployment.  

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan. If the PSAP must be evacuated for any reason, or If the 
9-1-1 network is unavailable calls are redirected to the Westmoreland County PSAP. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps need to be taken in order for this plan 
to continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 
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• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 

human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 
• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
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High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Richmond County PSAP’s deployment window will be January 2020 – June 2020. A specific date will 
be determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master schedule. 
Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS data 
corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  

Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE upgrade $30,000 i3 deployment services 
CHE replacement $150,000 Replacement planned for FY21 
Text-to-911 $30,000 Firewalls and professional services 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $3,850 IP upgrade 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0  
Diverse connectivity costs $196,257.76  
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0 Currently using grant funds 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $2,298.90 Verizon costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
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Total $417,406.66  
 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $3,779.80 which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $414.34. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is approximately 
$3,365.46. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after deployment is 
complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. Copies of 
invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current monthly 
cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 

Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $417,406.66 
Recurring (over 24 months) $80,771.04 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the City of Roanoke based on the Fairfax County contract 
with AT&T. John Powers shall be the primary contact until a new contact from Roanoke’s Department 
of Technology is identified. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Roanoke PSAP will be able to implement the full NENA i3 standard without the need for any interim or 
transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data will be required, but it should not impact the 
deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: West 
• CHE model: Viper / Power 911 
• CHE version number (clients): Power 911 v5.5.4.530 
• CHE version number (server): Viper v4.1.4 (Hosted) 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): West 
• CHE Geodiversity: Hosted service is geodiverse 
• Number of positions: 15 (expanding to 26 positions in new building) 
• SIP capable: Yes 

Though the current version of the CHE is not capable of i3, since it is a hosted solution, any required 
upgrade will be made by West and prior to NG9-1-1 migration. No additional upgrades will need to be 
made at the Roanoke PSAP. However, with the PSAP moving to the new facility, the PSAP will need to 
determine if they wish to continue with the West hosted solution. Currently, both the A9-1-1 and hosted 
CHE services utilize the same network provided by West. Migrating to the AT&T ESInet will replace the 
A9-1-1 services. The AT&T ESInet cannot be used for the hosted CHE services. The PSAP can stay with 
their current hosted solution (requires two networks), utilize a different hosted/shared solution or 
revert to a typical CHE installed at the PSAP. Funding is included in the budget for the potential cost of a 
CHE replacement. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. Prior to this requirement, Roanoke has implemented 
the direct IP solution for text to 9-1-1. No additional upgrade or change is required with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 
However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: Motorola 
• CAD software version: Premier CAD v7.0.0.1301 (upgrading to Premier One CAD in Nov. 2018) 
• CAD interfaces: ALI data interface to current CAD (Call Control Interface to West CHE in new 

CAD version) 
• Method of data transfer: Serial data 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: Motorola 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: Advanced Tactical Map 5.9.1.2 (Motorola Mapping in new 

CAD version) 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: Eventide 
• Logging Recorder Model: NexLog 
• Logging Recorder Software Version: 2.7.3 
• Audio Origination Point: Both trunk-based or position-based. 

The trunk-based recording is being accomplished through the IP circuit and position recording is being 
accomplished through the CHE. The IP connection is already established for the hosted West CHE 
service. 
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This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification 
with the deployment of NG9-1-1. It is important to note that while trunk-based recording is possible 
with NG9-1-1, it will not mirror current functionality. Currently, with analog trunks, trunk-based 
recording allows the audio to be captured before the call is answered by the call taker and the call is still 
in queue. With an IP connection, the audio is not present on the circuit until the CHE responds with an 
answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, though it could be earlier if an audio 
message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE to answer the call to play the 
message). 

Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: Primarily use ECaTS for CHE analytics, but has PowerMIS, too. 
• Data Analytics Vendor: West/ECaTS 

Since PowerMIS will soon be end-of-life from West and West will be migrating to ECaTS anyway, there is 
no need for an upgrade. The PSAP will continue to utilize ECaTS. 

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently uses Reverse 9-1-1 as their outcall notification system. AT&T will provide quarterly 
subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s use is limited to 
the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is currently or will be available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently has open grants, as of April 1, 2018, as follows with the noted status: 

1. FY18 - Shared services with Roanoke County and Salem for NG9-1-1 GIS services - $485,491 

To ensure the grant fund support the migration to NG9-1-1, the PSAP should, to the extent practical, use 
funding from the FY18 NG9-1-1 GIS services grant to correct geospatial issues identified in the following 
section. 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, the City of Roanoke GIS Department maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will be the 
source for all GIS data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments within the 
locality may contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of the GIS department 
to aggregate the GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1. 
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Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  

These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 99% 
•        Address Point – 92.5% 

The primary issue with the RCL data is differences in street names between the ALI and GIS data. 
Correcting the street names so they match would increase the match rate for RCL to 99.6%. The analysis 
also determined that no more than ten addresses were responsible for many of the address point 
discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten addresses will increase the result to 98.4%. During July 2018, 
VITA will send each PSAP and GIS manager a report detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific ALI 
records that could not be matched to the RCL or address point data. To resolve these ALI address 
discrepancies, there are potentially four actions that will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
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between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty routing a 
9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in two or more 
matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no duplicate data 
exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of records that were 
found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 8 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 65 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 2 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 5 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 50 

All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, the City of Roanoke GIS will need to resolve these issues through 
internal resources at least 3 months prior to the targeted deployment date. 

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Edge-matching conformance addresses boundaries between GIS sources within a PSAP and between 
neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. GIS 
features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary for geometric continuity and attribute consistency. 
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MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution. While the existing 
MSAG can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is the end-state goal for 
full i3 implementation since existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS 
data to generate the MSAG, an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. 
The PSAP has two ESNs for their area of responsibility (one for wireline and one for wireless with 
coincident areas). City of Roanoke GIS maintains an ESN boundary layer depicting this area so they will 
utilize a GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1.  

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3.  If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
as a spatial join).  The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
GIS data to the AT&T Spatial Interface. Localities wishing to use existing internal tools, acquire third-
party tools, or rely on a service provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to review and 
resolve error and discrepancy reports within the timeframe required by AT&T and periodically provide 
updated GIS datasets to the AT&T spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones 
for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important localities 
document GIS data maintenance workflows to ensure maintenance activities engage all responsible 
entities. It is equally important to ensure GIS maintenance workflows and procedures are updated to be 
compatible with discrepancy management required to support NG9-1-1. NG9-1-1 will introduce 
additional maintenance issues such as periodically reviewing conformance of edge matching of GIS data 
at shared boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have 
appropriate internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
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on schedule, and they can implement to geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: West 
• ALI database provider: West 
• Selective router pair(s): Staunton/Salem (routing to West A9-1-1 to redundant MPLS IP call 

delivery) 
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• Trunk counts (all): 41 
o Wireline: N/A  
o Wireless: N/A 
o SIP: 20 
o Administrative: 21 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the 
current location of the Roanoke PSAP are as follows: 

 

The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $13,819.83, which will be provided by the Board as part of 
the PSAP’s funding submission. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be 
completed until after initial NG9-1-1 deployment. Once an address is established for the site of the to-
be-constructed PSAP, this information will be updated to reflect any diversity needs at the new location. 
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Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan, which states that if the PSAP must be evacuated for 
any reason, the calls all transferred to the Roanoke County PSAP. Should just the network be 
unavailable and the PSAP can still be occupied, calls are rerouted to a 10-digit number within the PSAP. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps must be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 
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• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 

human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 
• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
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Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Roanoke PSAP’s deployment window will be January 2021 – June 2021. A specific date will be 
determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master schedule. 
Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS data 
corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3. Since the Roanoke PSAP is moving to a new facility, this move must be 
completed at least six months prior to the migration date to ensure that the installation of all 
connectivity and equipment can occur before migration.  

Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE upgrade $15,000 i3 deployment services 

CHE replacement $150,000 Potential funding to address CHE move 
to new PSAP in FY2020 

Text to 9-1-1 $0 Already deployed 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Not required 
Diverse connectivity costs $0  
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0 Included in FY18 shared services grant. 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $23,803.80 Verizon costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $193,803.80  
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The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $12,625.60, which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $13,423.05. The estimated monthly savings to the PSAP after deployment is 
approximately $797.45. Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to 
substantiate the current monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is 
provided and in what amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 

Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $193,803.80 
Recurring (over 24 months) $0 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for Roanoke County based on the Fairfax County contract 
with AT&T. Rodney Thompson shall be the primary contact. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Roanoke County PSAP need to upgrade their current Viper 911 software to version 7.2, or have in place 
an i3 functional CHE that has been approved on the AT&T ESInet™ to be able to implement the full 
NENA i3 standard without the need for any interim or transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data 
will be required, but it should not impact the deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: West 
• CHE model: Viper / Power 911 
• CHE version number (clients): Power 911 v5.5.4.536 
• CHE version number (server): Viper v4.1.4 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): West 
• CHE Geodiversity: No 
• Number of positions: 20 
• SIP capable: Yes 

This CHE will require an upgrade of Power911 6.4 to implement the full i3 interface. This upgrade 
requires the purchase of two firewalls to connect to the ESInet. However, since Roanoke County has 
already implemented text to 9-1-1 as a direct IP solution, these firewalls should already be in place.  

The PSAP indicates the planned replacement of their CHE in January 2020. This is before their planned 
NG9-1-1 migration. Any new CHE will need to be tested and i3 functional on the AT&T ESInet. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. Prior to this requirement, Roanoke has implemented 
the direct IP solution for text to 9-1-1. No additional upgrade or change is required with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: Tyler Technologies 
• CAD software version: CAD Enterprise 2017.2 SP1 
• CAD interfaces: Yes 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: Tyler Technologies (integrated with CAD) 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: CAD Enterprise 2017.2 SP1 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: NICE 
• Logging Recorder Model: Inform 
• Logging Recorder Software Version: 5.1.0.131 
• Audio Origination Point: Both trunk-based and position-based (SIP). 

The trunk-based recording is being accomplished through the IP circuit and position recording is being 
accomplished through the CHE. The IP connection is already established for the hosted West CHE 
service. 

This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification 
with the deployment of NG9-1-1. It is important to note that while trunk-based recording is possible 
with NG9-1-1, it will not mirror current functionality. Currently, with analog trunks, trunk-based 
recording allows the audio to be captured before the call is answered by the call taker and the call is still 
in queue. With an IP connection, the audio is not present on the circuit until the CHE responds with an 
answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, though it could be earlier if an audio 
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message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE to answer the call to play the 
message). 

Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: Power MIS 
• Data Analytics Vendor: West 

All required upgrades to ECaTS will be handled through the statewide contract at no cost to the PSAP. 
Any required upgrades to the native data analytics system will be the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently uses 21st Century Communications as their outcall notification system. AT&T will 
provide quarterly subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s 
use is limited to the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is currently or will be available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently has one open grants: 

1. FY18 - Shared services with Roanoke City and Salem for NG9-1-1 GIS services - $485,491 

To ensure the grant fund support the migration to NG9-1-1, the PSAP should, to the extent practical, use 
funding from the FY18 NG9-1-1 GIS services grant to correct geospatial issues identified in the following 
section.  

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, the Roanoke County GIS Department maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will be 
the source for all GIS data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments within 
the locality may contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of the GIS 
department to aggregate the GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1. 

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
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guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  

These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 96.9% 
•        Address Point – 92.3% 

The primary issue with the RCL data is differences in street names between the ALI and GIS data. 
Correcting the street names so they match would increase the match rate for RCL to 99.2%. The analysis 
also determined that no more than ten addresses were responsible for many of the address point 
discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten addresses will increase the result to 99.4%. During July 2018, 
VITA will send each PSAP and GIS manager a report detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific ALI 
records that could not be matched to the RCL or address point data. To resolve these ALI address 
discrepancies, there are potentially four actions that will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
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a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty routing a 
9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in two or more 
matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no duplicate data 
exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of records that were 
found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 0 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 11 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 0 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 4 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 8 

All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, Roanoke County GIS will need to resolve these issues through 
internal resources at least 3 months prior to the targeted deployment date. 

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Edge-matching conformance addresses boundaries between GIS sources within a PSAP and between 
neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. GIS 
features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary for geometric continuity and attribute consistency. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution. While the existing 
MSAG can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is the end-state goal for 
full i3 implementation since existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS 
data to generate the MSAG, an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. 
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The PSAP has 27 ESNs for their area of responsibility (one for wireline and one for wireless with 
coincident areas). Roanoke County GIS maintains an ESN boundary layer depicting this area so they will 
utilize a GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1.  

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3.  If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
as a spatial join).  The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
GIS data to the AT&T Spatial Interface. Localities wishing to use existing internal tools, acquire third-
party tools, or rely on a service provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to review and 
resolve error and discrepancy reports within the timeframe required by AT&T and periodically provide 
updated GIS datasets to the AT&T spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones 
for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important localities 
document GIS data maintenance workflows to ensure maintenance activities engage all responsible 
entities. It is equally important to ensure GIS maintenance workflows and procedures are updated to be 
compatible with discrepancy management required to support NG9-1-1. NG9-1-1 will introduce 
additional maintenance issues such as periodically reviewing conformance of edge matching of GIS data 
at shared boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have 
appropriate internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement to geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
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ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: Verizon 
• ALI database provider: Verizon 
• Selective router pair(s): Staunton/Salem  
• Trunk counts (all): 44 

o Wireline: 10  
o Wireless: 10 
o SIP: 0 
o Administrative: 24 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
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to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the 
current location of the Roanoke County PSAP are as follows: 

 

The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $55,193.56, which will be provided by the Board as part of 
the PSAP’s funding submission. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be 
completed until after initial NG9-1-1 deployment. Once an address is established for the site of the to-
be-constructed PSAP, this information will be updated to reflect any diversity needs at the new location. 

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
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operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan, which states that if the PSAP must be evacuated for 
any reason, or should just the network be unavailable and the PSAP can still be occupied, calls are 
rerouted to the Roanoke City PSAP. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps must be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 
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In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 

human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 
• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
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Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Roanoke County PSAP’s deployment window will be January 2021 – June 2021. A specific date will 
be determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master schedule. 
Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS data 
corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  

Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE upgrade $15,000 i3 licenses and professional services 
CHE replacement $150,000 Replacement planned in FY20 
Text to 9-1-1 $0 Already deployed 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Not required 
Diverse connectivity costs $55,193.56  
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0 Included in FY18 shared services grant. 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $5,092.50 Verizon costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $230,286.06  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $12,435.02, which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $6,601.66. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is 
approximately $5,833.36. Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to 
substantiate the current monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is 
provided and in what amount. 
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The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 

Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $230,286.06 
Recurring (over 24 months) $140,000.64 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the Rockbridge County PSAP based on the Fairfax County 
contract with AT&T. Curt Berry shall be the primary contact. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Rockbridge County PSAP will need to upgrade their current Viper system or have in place an i3 capable 
CHE that has been approved on the AT&T ESInet™ to be able to implement the full NENA i3 standard 
without the need for any interim or transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data will be required, but 
it should not impact the deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: West 
• CHE model: Viper 
• CHE version number (clients): Power 911 v5.5 
• CHE version number (server): Viper v4.1.3 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): West/Pro-Comm 
• CHE Geodiversity: No  
• Number of positions: 6 
• SIP capable: Yes 

This CHE has been determined to be SIP capable, but will require an upgrade to Viper 5.1 and Power911 
6.4 to implement the full i3 interface. This upgrade will require the purchase of two firewalls to connect 
to the ESInet. However, if the PSAP deploys text to 9-1-1 with the direct IP solution prior to NG9-1-1 
migration, these firewalls will already have been purchased and can be used for both purposes.  

The PSAP indicates the planned replacement of their CHE October 2023. This is after their planned  
NG9-1-1 migration. Any new CHE will need to be tested and i3 functional on the AT&T ESInet. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. The PSAP has not yet deployed text to 9-1-1, but has a 
PSAP grant to deploy it. Since their deployment for NG9-1-1 is scheduled before the new deadline for 
text to 9-1-1 deployment, they can wait to deploy it with NG9-1-1 as a direct IP service integrated with 
their CHE using the existing grant for any required CHE upgrade. They can also, instead, use the existing 
grant to implement text to 9-1-1 as originally planned. 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 
However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: DaPro (replacing with Tyler Technologies in early 2019) 
• CAD software version: IBR Plus v5.4.1 (Tyler v2018.1)  
• CAD interfaces: Yes 
• Method of data transfer: DB9 Connector 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrades or modifications with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: GeoComm (will be integrated with Tyler CAD in early 2019) 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: GeoLynx 
• Method of data transfer: DB9 Connector 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: Exacom 
• Logging Recorder Model: Hindsight G2 
• Logging Recorder Software Version: v2.1.0.45 Build 10680 
• Audio Origination Point: Trunks and positions 

It is important to note that with an IP connection, audio is not present on the circuit until the CHE 
responds with an answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, though it could be 
earlier if an audio message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE to answer the call 
to play the message). This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any 
upgrade or modification with the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
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Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: both ECaTS and PowerMIS are used equally 
• Data Analytics Vendor: ECaTS and West 

All required upgrades to ECaTS will be handled through the statewide contract at no cost to the PSAP. 

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently uses Everbridge as their outcall notification system. AT&T will provide quarterly 
subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s use is limited to 
the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently has one open grant: 

1. FY19 – CHE Text to 911 - $36,990.50 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, Rockbridge County GIS maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will be the source for all 
GIS data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments within the locality may 
contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of the Rockbridge County GIS to 
aggregate the GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1. 

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
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available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  

These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP, including GIS data for Rockbridge County and the towns 
of Lexington and Buena Vista, determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 86.7% 
•        Address Point – 92.9% 

The primary issue with the RCL data is differences in street names between the ALI and GIS data. 
Correcting the street names so they match would increase the match rate for RCL to 91.2%. The analysis 
also determined that no more than ten addresses were responsible for many of the address point 
discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten addresses will increase the result to 94.9%. During July 2018, 
VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS manager a report detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific 
ALI records that could not be matched to the RCL or address point data. To resolve these ALI address 
discrepancies, there are potentially four actions that will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
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routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 4 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 7 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 86 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 285 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 482 

 
All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, Rockbridge County will need to resolve these issues through 
internal resources, at least three months prior to the targeted deployment date. 

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Making sure there is agreement of that point and ensuring each locality is only providing data where 
they are the authoritative GIS data source are the purpose of this assessment. External edge-matching 
conformance addresses boundaries between neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or 
gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. Geometric features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution. While the existing 
MSAG can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is a better solution since 
existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to generate the MSAG, 
an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP has 19 ESNs for their 
area of responsibility. Rockbridge County has an ESN boundary layer depicting this area so they will 
utilize a GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1. 

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3. If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
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separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
as a spatial join). The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
updated GIS data. Localities wishing to use existing tools, acquire third-party tools, or rely on a service 
provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to accept and resolve discrepancy calls 
(formalized requests to update GIS datasets), and periodically transfer updated GIS datasets to the AT&T 
spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important that 
localities document GIS data maintenance workflows and validations to ensure synchronization across 
GIS layers. This can include periodically ensuring conformance of edge matching of GIS data at shared 
boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have appropriate 
internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
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the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: CenturyLink 
• ALI database provider: CenturyLink 
• Selective router pair(s): Charlottesville/Farmville 
• Trunk counts (all): 16 

o Wireline: 4 
o Wireless: 4 
o SIP: 0 
o Administrative: 8 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
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availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the 
current location of the Rockbridge County PSAP are as follows: 

 

The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $216,000, which will be provided by the Board as part of 
the PSAP’s funding submission. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be 
completed until after initial NG9-1-1 deployment. 

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan which states that if the PSAP must be evacuated for any 
reason, or should just the network be unavailable and the PSAP can still be occupied, incoming calls are 
sent to 10-digit administrative lines. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps must be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
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responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAPs within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 

human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 
• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
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• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 
management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Rockbridge County PSAP’s deployment window will be July 2020 – December 2020. A specific date 
will be determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master 
schedule. Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS 
data corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  

Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
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the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE Updates $15,000 i3 licenses and professional services 
Text-to-911 $0 Currently utilizing grant funds 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Rack space is available 
Diverse connectivity costs $216,000  
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0 Not required 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $5,296.20 Verizon costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $241,296.20  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $6,486.32 which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $7,083.33. The estimated monthly savings to the PSAP after deployment is approximately 
$597.01. Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the 
current monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in 
what amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 

Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $241,296.20 
Recurring (over 24 months) $0 
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Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 
 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the Russell County PSAP based on the Fairfax County 
contract with AT&T. Bo Bise shall be the primary contact. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Russell County PSAP will need to upgrade their current Vesta 911 software to version 7.2, or have in 
place an i3 functional CHE that has been approved on the AT&T ESInet™ to be able to implement the full 
NENA i3 standard without the need for any interim or transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data 
will be required, but it should not impact the deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: Motorola 
• CHE model: Vesta 
• CHE version number (clients): 7.1 SP1 
• CHE version number (server): 7.1 SP1 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): Mobile Communications America 
• CHE Geodiversity: Yes, shared with Tazewell (140 School St, Suite 9, Tazewell, VA) 
• Number of positions: 4 
• SIP capable: Yes 

This CHE will require an upgrade to Vesta 7.2 to implement the full i3 interface. This upgrade will require 
the purchase of two firewalls to connect to the ESInet. However, if the PSAP deploys text to 9-1-1 with 
the integrated solution prior to NG9-1-1 migration, these firewalls will already have been purchased and 
can be used for both purposes. The PSAP has a current PSAP grant to replace this CHE through a shared 
services project with Tazewell County. 

The PSAP indicates the planned replacement of their CHE in July 2022. This is during their planned  
NG9-1-1 migration. Any new CHE will need to be tested and i3 functional on the AT&T ESInet. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. The PSAP has not yet deployed text to 9-1-1. Since 
their deployment for NG9-1-1 is scheduled after the new deadline for text to 9-1-1 deployment, they will 
need to consider how to deploy before the deadline. The web-based service may be an option until the 
direct IP service integrated with their CHE can be deployed with NG9-1-1. The cost to implement this will 
be covered by the Board. 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 
However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: Southern Software 
• CAD software version: 17.1.29.229 
• CAD interfaces: Yes 
• Method of data transfer: Ethernet 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: GeoComm 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: GeoLynx 8.1 
• Method of data transfer: Ethernet 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: Equature 
• Logging Recorder Model: Viewpoint 
• Logging Recorder Software Version:  
• Audio Origination Point: Both positions and trunks 

It is important to note that with an IP connection, audio is not present on the circuit until the CHE 
responds with an answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, though it could be 
earlier if an audio message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE to answer the call 
to play the message). This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any 
upgrade or modification with the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
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Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: ECaTS and Aurora 
• Data Analytics Vendor: ECaTS and Motorola 

All required upgrades to ECaTS will be handled through the statewide contract at no cost to the PSAP.  

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently uses does not have an outcall notification system. When one is in place, AT&T will 
provide quarterly subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s 
use is limited to the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is currently available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently has three open grants: 

1. FY17 – CHE Share Services with Tazewell - $350,000 
2. FY18 – Mapping - $20,950.00 
3. FY19 – NG9-1-1 GIS - $182,000.00 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, Russell County 911 maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will be the source for all GIS 
data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments within the locality may 
contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of Russell County 911 to aggregate 
the GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1. 

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
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the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  

These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP (including data from both Henry County and Martinsville 
City) determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 98.7% 
•        Address Point – 98.8% 

The Russell County PSAP already meets both goals. If they desire a greater match rate, there are some 
differences in street names between the ALI and GIS data. Correcting the street names so they match 
would increase the match rate for RCL to 99.6%. The analysis also determined that no more than ten 
addresses were responsible for many of the address point discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten 
addresses will increase the result to 99.2%. During July 2018, VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS 
manager a report detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific ALI records that could not be 
matched to the RCL or address point data. To resolve these ALI address discrepancies, there are 
potentially four actions that will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
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These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 287 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 1,811 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 9 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 11 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 163 

 
All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, Russell County 911 will need to resolve these issues through 
internal resources, at least three months prior to the targeted deployment date 

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Making sure there is agreement of that point and ensuring each locality is only providing data where 
they are the authoritative GIS data source are the purpose of this assessment. External edge-matching 
conformance addresses boundaries between neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or 
gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. Geometric features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution. While the existing 
MSAG can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is a better solution since 
existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to generate the MSAG, 
an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP has 15 ESNs for their 
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area of responsibility. Russell County has an ESN boundary layer depicting this area so they will utilize a 
GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1. 

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3. If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
as a spatial join). The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
updated GIS data. Localities wishing to use existing tools, acquire third-party tools, or rely on a service 
provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to accept and resolve discrepancy calls 
(formalized requests to update GIS datasets), and periodically transfer updated GIS datasets to the AT&T 
spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important that 
localities document GIS data maintenance workflows and validations to ensure synchronization across 
GIS layers. This can include periodically ensuring conformance of edge matching of GIS data at shared 
boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have appropriate 
internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
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lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: Verizon 
• ALI database provider: Verizon 
• Selective router pair(s): Blacksburg/Norton 
• Trunk counts (all): 13 

o Wireline: 4 
o Wireless: 4 
o SIP:  
o Administrative: 5 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
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busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP.  The results for the Russell 
County PSAP are as follows: 

 

The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $43,845.00, which will be provided by the Board as part of 
the PSAP’s funding submission. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be 
completed until after initial NG9-1-1 deployment. 

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  
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Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan that states if the PSAP must be evacuated for any 
reason, calls will be rerouted to the Buchanan County PSAP. Should just the 9-1-1 network be 
unavailable calls are rerouted to administrative lines or receive a fast busy signal. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps must be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
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supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 

human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 
• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
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Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 
 
The Russell County PSAP’s deployment window will be July 2021 – December 2021. A specific date will 
be determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master schedule. 
Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS data 
corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  

Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE upgrade $30,000 i3 licenses and services 
CHE replacement $0 Replaced December 2018 
Text-to-911 $30,000 Ready to deploy 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Rack space is available 
Diverse connectivity costs $43,845.00  
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0 Currently using grant funds 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $2,648.10 Verizon costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $111,493.10  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $5,566.60 which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $1,283.68. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is 
approximately $4,282.92. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after 
deployment is complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. 
Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current 
monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what 
amount. 
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The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 

Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $111,493.10 
Recurring (over 24 months) $102,790.08 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the City of Salem PSAP based on the Fairfax County 
contract with AT&T. Captain Todd Clayton shall be the primary contact. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Salem PSAP will need to upgrade their current Vesta 911 software to version7.2 or have in place an i3 
functional CHE that has been approved on the AT&T ESInet™ to be able to implement the full NENA i3 
standard without the need for any interim or transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data will be 
required, but it should not impact the deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: Motorola 
• CHE model: VESTA 911 
• CHE version number (clients): 7.0 
• CHE version number (server): 7.0 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): Mobile Communications of America 
• CHE Geodiversity: Yes (side B located at 730 W. Main Street, Salem) 
• Number of positions: 8 (5 at primary location, 3 at back up location) 
• SIP capable: Yes 

This CHE will require an upgrade to Vesta 7.2 to implement the full i3 interface. This upgrade will require 
the purchase of two firewalls to connect to the ESInet. However, if the PSAP deploys text to 9-1-1 with 
the direct IP solution prior to NG9-1-1 migration, these firewalls will already have been purchased and 
can be used for both purposes. 

The PSAP indicates the planned replacement of their CHE in October 2021. This is after their planned  
NG9-1-1 migration. Any new CHE will need to be tested and i3 functional on the AT&T ESInet. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. The Salem PSAP has implemented a TTY text to 9-1-1 
solution and therefore meets this legislative requirement. With the deployment of NG9-1-1 the PSAP 
will convert to the direct IP text to 9-1-1 solution which is provided as a service through their system.  

Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: Superion 
• CAD software version: 16.4.0.2126 
• CAD interfaces: Yes 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: Superion (integrated with CAD) 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: OneSolution 16.4.0.2126 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: Eventide 
• Logging Recorder Model:  
• Logging Recorder Software Version: 2.7.3 (216) 
• Audio Origination Point: Both positions and trunks 

It is important to note that with an IP connection, audio is not present on the circuit until the CHE 
responds with an answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, though it could be 
earlier if an audio message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE to answer the call 
to play the message). This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any 
upgrade or modification with the deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
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will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: ECaTS 
• Data Analytics Vendor: ECaTS 

All required upgrades to ECaTS will be handled through the statewide contract at no cost to the PSAP.  

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently does not have an outcall notification system. When one is in place, AT&T will provide 
quarterly subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s use is 
limited to the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is currently available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP does not currently has one open grant: 

1. FY18 - Shared services with Roanoke City and Salem for NG9-1-1 GIS services - $485,491 

To ensure the grant fund support the migration to NG9-1-1, the PSAP should, to the extent practical, use 
funding from the FY18 NG9-1-1 GIS services grant to correct geospatial issues identified in the following 
section.  

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, the Salem Community Development Department maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP 
and will be the source for all GIS data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other 
departments within the locality may contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility 
of the Community Development Department to aggregate the GIS data required for the PSAP and 
NG9-1-1. 

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
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completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  

These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 96.7% 
•        Address Point – 97.8% 

The primary issue with the RCL data is differences in street names between the ALI and GIS data. 
Correcting the street names so they match would increase the match rate for RCL to 98.5%. The analysis 
also determined that no more than ten addresses were responsible for many of the address point 
discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten addresses will increase the result to 99.1%. During July 2018, 
VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS manager a report detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific 
ALI records that could not be matched to the RCL or address point data. To resolve these ALI address 
discrepancies, there are potentially four actions that will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
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routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 2 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 100 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 0 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 0 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 0 

 
All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, Salem Community Development Department will need to resolve 
these issues through internal resources, at least three months prior to the targeted deployment date 

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Making sure there is agreement of that point and ensuring each locality is only providing data where 
they are the authoritative GIS data source are the purpose of this assessment. External edge-matching 
conformance addresses boundaries between neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or 
gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. Geometric features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution. While the existing 
MSAG can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is a better solution since 
existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to generate the MSAG, 
an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP has two ESNs for their 
area of responsibility. City of Salem has an ESN boundary layer depicting this area so they will utilize a 
GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1. 

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3. If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
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separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
as a spatial join). The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
updated GIS data. Localities wishing to use existing tools, acquire third-party tools, or rely on a service 
provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to accept and resolve discrepancy calls 
(formalized requests to update GIS datasets), and periodically transfer updated GIS datasets to the AT&T 
spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important that 
localities document GIS data maintenance workflows and validations to ensure synchronization across 
GIS layers. This can include periodically ensuring conformance of edge matching of GIS data at shared 
boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have appropriate 
internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
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the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: Verizon 
• ALI database provider: Verizon 
• Selective router pair(s): Staunton/Salem 
• Trunk counts (all): 12 

o Wireline: 4 
o Wireless: 4 
o SIP: 0 
o Administrative: 4 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
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availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the 
current location of the Salem PSAP are as follows (since the CHE is geodiverse a drawing is provided for 
each location): 
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The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $44,678.73 ($22,009.82 for the primary location and 
$22,668.91 for the geodiverse site), which will be provided by the Board as part of the PSAP’s funding 
submission. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be completed until 
after initial NG9-1-1 deployment. 

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan that states if the PSAP must be evacuated for any 
reason calls will be sent to the back-up site. Should just the network be unavailable and the PSAP can 
still be occupied, calls are rerouted to ten-digit administrative lines. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps must be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  
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While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
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• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 
human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 

• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Salem PSAP’s deployment window will be January 2021 – June 2021. A specific date will be 
determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master schedule. 
Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS data 
corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  
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Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE upgrade $30,000 i3 licenses and services 
CHE replacement $150,000 Replacement in FY2022 
Text-to-911 $30,000 Firewalls and professional services 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Rack space is available 
Diverse connectivity costs $44,678.73  
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0 Not required 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $4,976.10 Verizon costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $264,654.83  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $5,257.04 which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $2,597.12. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is 
approximately $2,659.92. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after 
deployment is complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. 
Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current 
monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what 
amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
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approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 

Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $264,654.83 
Recurring (over 24 months) $63,838.08 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the Scott County PSAP based on the Fairfax County 
contract with AT&T. Janice Jennings shall be the primary contact. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Scott County PSAP will need to upgrade their current Vesta 911 software to version 7.2, or have in place 
an i3 functional CHE that has been approved on the AT&T ESInet™ to be able to implement the full 
NENA i3 standard without the need for any interim or transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data 
will be required, but it should not impact the deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: Motorola 
• CHE model: Vesta 
• CHE version number (clients): 7.0 
• CHE version number (server): 7.0 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): Mobile Communications America 
• CHE Geodiversity: No 
• Number of positions: 4 
• SIP capable: Yes 

This CHE will require an upgrade to Vesta 7.2 to implement the full i3 interface. This upgrade will require 
the purchase of two firewalls to connect to the ESInet. However, since the PSAP is ready to deploy text 
to 9-1-1 with the direct IP solution, these firewalls have already been purchased and can be used for 
both purposes. 

The PSAP indicates the planned replacement of their CHE in November 2019. This is before their 
planned NG9-1-1 migration. Any new CHE will need to be tested and i3 functional on the AT&T ESInet. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. The Scott County PSAP is ready to deploy the direct IP 
text to 9-1-1 solution. If this is accomplished before the deadline they will meet the legislative 
requirement. 

Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: Southern Software 
• CAD software version: 17.3.231.14 
• CAD interfaces: Yes 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: GeoComm 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: GeoLynx v8.18.2 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: RevCord 
• Logging Recorder Model:  
• Logging Recorder Software Version: 9.4 
• Audio Origination Point: Both positions and trunks 

It is important to note that with an IP connection, audio is not present on the circuit until the CHE 
responds with an answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, though it could be 
earlier if an audio message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE to answer the call 
to play the message). This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any 
upgrade or modification with the deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
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will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: Vesta Analytics & ECaTS used equally 
• Data Analytics Vendor: Motorola / ECaTS 

All required upgrades to ECaTS will be handled through the statewide contract at no cost to the PSAP. It 
is the responsibility of the PSAP to determine if any upgrades to Vest Analytics are required, and to pay 
for an implement those upgrades if desired.  

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently does not have an outcall notification system. If one is installed, AT&T will provide 
quarterly subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s use is 
limited to the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is currently available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently has three open grants: 

1. FY18 – Mapping - $16,000 
2. FY18 – NG911 GIS – Shared services participating - $182,000 
3. FY17 – Text to 9-1-1 Shared services with Tazewell - $464,000 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, Scott County, with assistance of King-Moore, Inc., maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP 
and will be the source for all GIS data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other 
departments within the locality may contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility 
of Scott County to aggregate the GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1. 

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
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available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  

These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 99.0% 
•        Address Point – 98.6% 

Scott County already meets both goals.  If they desire a higher match rate, there are differences in 
street names between the ALI and GIS data. Correcting the street names so they match would increase 
the match rate for RCL to 99.1%. The analysis also determined that no more than ten addresses were 
responsible for many of the address point discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten addresses will 
increase the result to 99.5%. During July 2018, VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS manager a report 
detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific ALI records that could not be matched to the RCL or 
address point data. To resolve these ALI address discrepancies, there are potentially four actions that 
will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
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routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 10 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 5 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 0 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 22 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 10 

 
All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, Scott County will need to resolve these issues through internal 
resources or existing grant funding, at least three months prior to the targeted deployment date 

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Making sure there is agreement of that point and ensuring each locality is only providing data where 
they are the authoritative GIS data source are the purpose of this assessment. External edge-matching 
conformance addresses boundaries between neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or 
gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. Geometric features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution. While the existing 
MSAG can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is a better solution since 
existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to generate the MSAG, 
an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP has 54 ESNs for their 
area of responsibility. Scott County has an ESN boundary layer depicting this area so they will utilize a 
GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1. 

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3. If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
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separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
as a spatial join). The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
updated GIS data. Localities wishing to use existing tools, acquire third-party tools, or rely on a service 
provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to accept and resolve discrepancy calls 
(formalized requests to update GIS datasets), and periodically transfer updated GIS datasets to the AT&T 
spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important that 
localities document GIS data maintenance workflows and validations to ensure synchronization across 
GIS layers. This can include periodically ensuring conformance of edge matching of GIS data at shared 
boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have appropriate 
internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
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the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: Century Link 
• ALI database provider: Century Link 
• Selective router pair(s): Johnson City/Wytheville 
• Trunk counts (all): 11 

o Wireline: 4 
o Wireless: 3 
o SIP: 
o Administrative: 4 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
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availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP.  The results for the Scott 
County PSAP are as follows: 

 

The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $232,000, which will be provided by the Board as part of 
the PSAP’s funding submission. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be 
completed until after initial NG9-1-1 deployment. 

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan that states if the PSAP must be evacuated for any 
reason call will be routed to the Washington County PSAP. In the event that the 9-1-1 network is 
unavailable, wireline calls are routed to the administrative lines and wireless calls are routed to a fast 
busy. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps must be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 

Gate City, Va 
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answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 

human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 
• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
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• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 
management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Scott County PSAP’s deployment window will be July 2021 – December 2021. A specific date will be 
determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master schedule. 
Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS data 
corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  

Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
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the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE upgrade $30,000 i3 licenses and services 
CHE Replacement $150,000 CHE replacement in FY20 
Text-to-911 $0 Deployment in process 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Rack space is available 
Diverse connectivity costs $232,000   
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0 Currently using grant funds 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $3,317.40 CenturyLink costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $420,317.40  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $4,972.74 which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $2,329.60. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is 
approximately $2,643.16. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after 
deployment is complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. 
Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current 
monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what 
amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 
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Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $420,317.40 
Recurring (over 24 months) $63,435.84 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the Shenandoah County PSAP based on the Fairfax County 
contract with AT&T. Jason Malloy shall be the primary contact. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Shenandoah County PSAP will need to upgrade their current Vesta911 software or have in place an i3 
functional CHE that has been approved on the AT&T ESInet™ to be able to implement the full NENA i3 
standard without the need for any interim or transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data will be 
required, but it should not impact the deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: Motorola 
• CHE model: Vesta 
• CHE version number (clients): 6.1 
• CHE version number (server): 6.1 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): Motorola 
• CHE Geodiversity: No 
• Number of positions: 6 (will have 10 in new facility) 
• SIP capable: Yes 

This CHE will require an upgrade to version 7.2 to implement the full i3 interface. This upgrade will 
require the purchase of two firewalls to connect to the ESInet. However, if the PSAP deploys text to 9-1-
1 with the direct IP solution prior to NG9-1-1 migration, these firewalls will already have been purchased 
and can be used for both purposes. 

The PSAP indicates the planned replacement of their CHE in September 2020. This is before their 
planned  
NG9-1-1 migration. Any new CHE will need to be tested and i3 functional on the AT&T ESInet. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. The Shenandoah County PSAP will need to implement 
a text to 9-1-1 solution to meet this legislative requirement and currently has grant funding to do so. 

Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: New World Systems 
• CAD software version: Aegis CAD v9 
• CAD interfaces: Yes 
• Method of data transfer: IP 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: New World Systems (integrated with CAD) 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: 9 
• Method of data transfer: IP 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: NICE 
• Logging Recorder Model:  
• Logging Recorder Software Version: 6.1.0.158 UP2 
• Audio Origination Point: Both 

It is important to note that with an IP connection, audio is not present on the circuit until the CHE 
responds with an answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, though it could be 
earlier if an audio message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE to answer the call 
to play the message). This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any 
upgrade or modification with the deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
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will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: ECaTS and Vesta Analytics are used equally 
• Data Analytics Vendor: ECaTS and Motorola 

All required upgrades to ECaTS will be handled through the statewide contract at no cost to the PSAP.  

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently uses CodeRed as their outcall notification system. When on is in place, AT&T will 
provide quarterly subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s 
use is limited to the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is currently available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently has one open grant: 

1. FY19 – Text to 9-1-1 - $80,742 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, Shenandoah County maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will be the source for all 
GIS data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments within the locality may 
contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of the Shenandoah County GIS to 
aggregate the GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1. 

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  
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These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 93.9% 
•        Address Point – 92% 

The primary issue with the RCL data is differences in street names between the ALI and GIS data. 
Correcting the street names so they match would increase the match rate for RCL to 96.3%. The analysis 
also determined that no more than ten addresses were responsible for many of the address point 
discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten addresses will increase the result to 97.5%. During July 2018, 
VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS manager a report detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific 
ALI records that could not be matched to the RCL or address point data. To resolve these ALI address 
discrepancies, there are potentially four actions that will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 
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• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 22 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 1259 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 35 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 115 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 39 

 
All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, Shenandoah County GIS will need to resolve these issues through 
internal resources at least three months prior to the targeted deployment date 

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Making sure there is agreement of that point and ensuring each locality is only providing data where 
they are the authoritative GIS data source are the purpose of this assessment. External edge-matching 
conformance addresses boundaries between neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or 
gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. Geometric features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution. While the existing 
MSAG can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is a better solution since 
existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to generate the MSAG, 
an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP has 16 ESNs for their 
area of responsibility. Shenandoah County has an ESN boundary layer depicting this area so they will 
utilize a GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1. 

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3. If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
as a spatial join). The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 
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GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
updated GIS data. Localities wishing to use existing tools, acquire third-party tools, or rely on a service 
provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to accept and resolve discrepancy calls 
(formalized requests to update GIS datasets), and periodically transfer updated GIS datasets to the AT&T 
spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important that 
localities document GIS data maintenance workflows and validations to ensure synchronization across 
GIS layers. This can include periodically ensuring conformance of edge matching of GIS data at shared 
boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have appropriate 
internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 
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Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: Shentel 
• ALI database provider: West 
• Selective router pair(s): None 
• Trunk counts (all): 16 

o Wireline: 5 
o Wireless: 5 
o SIP: 0 
o Administrative: 6 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the 
current location of the Shenandoah County PSAP are diversity is not currently available. Redundant 
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connectivity will instead be provided. If a diversity option becomes available in the future, the funding 
for such a solution could be provided by the Board as part of the PSAP’s funding submission. 

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP does not have a disaster recovery plan for if the PSAP must be evacuated for any 
reason. Should just the network be unavailable and the PSAP can still be occupied, calls will be rerouted 
to 10-digit administrative lines. 

The PSAP may consider developing a disaster recovery plan that forwards 9-1-1 calls to a neighboring 
PSAP.  If they do the PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan during the detailed 
planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those routes in the 
configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 
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• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 

human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 
• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
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High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Shenandoah County PSAP’s deployment window will be January 2021 – June 2021. A specific date 
will be determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master 
schedule. Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS 
data corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  

Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE upgrade $30,000 i3 licenses and services 
CHE replacement $150,000 CHE Replacement in FY2021 
Text-to-911 $0 Currently using grant funds 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Rack space is available 
Diverse connectivity costs $0   
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0 Not required 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $0  
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
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Total $185,000.00 Without diverse or redundant connection 
 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $6,776.45 which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $2,990.00. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is 
approximately $3,786.45. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after 
deployment is complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. 
Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current 
monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what 
amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 

Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $185,000.00 
Recurring (over 24 months) $90,874.80 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the Smyth County PSAP based on the Fairfax County 
contract with AT&T. Shannon Williams shall be the primary contact. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Smyth County PSAP will need to upgrade their current Sentinel Patriot software to Vesta version 7.2, or 
have in place an i3 functional CHE that has been approved on the AT&T ESInet™ to be able to implement 
the full NENA i3 standard without the need for any interim or transitional steps. Some work on their GIS 
data will be required, but it should not impact the deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: Motorola 
• CHE model: Sentinel Patriot 
• CHE version number (clients): 3.3 
• CHE version number (server): 3.3 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): Century Link 
• CHE Geodiversity: No 
• Number of positions: 4 
• SIP capable: No 

This CHE will require an upgrade to Vesta 7.2 to implement the full i3 interface. This upgrade will require 
the purchase of two firewalls to connect to the ESInet. However, if the PSAP deploys text to 9-1-1 with 
the direct IP solution prior to NG9-1-1 migration, these firewalls will already have been purchased and 
can be used for both purposes. 

The PSAP indicates the planned replacement of their CHE in January 2019. This is before their planned  
NG9-1-1 migration. Any new CHE will need to be tested and i3 functional on the AT&T ESInet. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. The PSAP has not yet deployed text to 9-1-1. Since 
their deployment for NG9-1-1 is scheduled just after the new deadline for text to 9-1-1 deployment, 
they will need to consider how to deploy before the deadline. The web-based service may be an option 
until the direct IP service integrated with their CHE can be deployed with NG9-1-1. The cost to 
implement this will be covered by the Board. 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 
However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: Southern Software 
• CAD software version: 17.4.233.24 
• CAD interfaces: Yes 
• Method of data transfer: TCP to Serial 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: GeoComm 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: GeoLynx v8.1.0.7 
• Method of data transfer: RS32 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: Verint 
• Logging Recorder Model: Audiolog 
• Logging Recorder Software Version: v5 SP4 
• Audio Origination Point: Position-based for 9-1-1 

This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification 
with the deployment of NG9-1-1.  A small upgrade to the voice logging recorder has been included in the 
budget since it is IP capable and needs only to be reconfigured to take advantage of these features. 

Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
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will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: Aurora & ECaTS used equally 
• Data Analytics Vendor: Motorola / ECaTS 

All required upgrades to ECaTS will be handled through the statewide contract at no cost to the PSAP. It 
is the responsibility of the PSAP to determine if any upgrades to Vest Analytics are required, and to pay 
for an implement those upgrades if desired.  

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently uses Everbridge as their outcall notification system. AT&T will provide quarterly 
subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s use is limited to 
the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is currently available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently has two open grants: 

1. FY18 – NG911 GIS – Shared services participating – $182,000 
2. FY19 – CHE - $150,000 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, Smyth County, maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will be the source for all GIS 
data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments within the locality may 
contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of Smyth County to aggregate the 
GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1. 

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
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available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  

These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 99.5% 
•        Address Point – 98.7% 

Smyth County already meets both goals.  If they desire a higher match rate, there are differences in 
street names between the ALI and GIS data. Correcting the street names so they match would increase 
the match rate for RCL to 99.8%. The analysis also determined that no more than ten addresses were 
responsible for many of the address point discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten addresses will 
increase the result to 99.3%. During July 2018, VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS manager a report 
detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific ALI records that could not be matched to the RCL or 
address point data. To resolve these ALI address discrepancies, there are potentially four actions that 
will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
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routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 0 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 9 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 4 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 43 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 83 

 
All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, Smyth County will need to resolve these issues through internal 
resources or existing grant funding, at least three months prior to the targeted deployment date 

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Making sure there is agreement of that point and ensuring each locality is only providing data where 
they are the authoritative GIS data source are the purpose of this assessment. External edge-matching 
conformance addresses boundaries between neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or 
gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. Geometric features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution. While the existing 
MSAG can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is a better solution since 
existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to generate the MSAG, 
an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP has 22 ESNs for their 
area of responsibility. Smyth County has an ESN boundary layer depicting this area so they will utilize a 
GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1. 

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3. If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
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separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
as a spatial join). The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
updated GIS data. Localities wishing to use existing tools, acquire third-party tools, or rely on a service 
provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to accept and resolve discrepancy calls 
(formalized requests to update GIS datasets), and periodically transfer updated GIS datasets to the AT&T 
spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important that 
localities document GIS data maintenance workflows and validations to ensure synchronization across 
GIS layers. This can include periodically ensuring conformance of edge matching of GIS data at shared 
boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have appropriate 
internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
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the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: Century Link 
• ALI database provider: Century Link 
• Selective router pair(s): Johnson City/Wytheville 
• Trunk counts (all): 7 

o Wireline: 3 
o Wireless: 2 
o SIP: 
o Administrative: 2 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
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availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP.  The results for the Smyth 
County PSAP are as follows: 

 

The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $44,000, which will be provided by the Board as part of the 
PSAP’s funding submission. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be 
completed until after initial NG9-1-1 deployment. 

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan that states if the PSAP must be evacuated for any 
reason 9-1-1 calls are routed to 2 cell phones. Should the 9-1-1 network be unavailable and the PSAP 
can still be occupied, wireline 9-1-1 calls are rerouted to the Twin County PSAP and wireless 9-1-1 calls 
roll over to an administrative phone line in the PSAP. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps must be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
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answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 

human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 
• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
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• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 
management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Smyth County PSAP’s deployment window will be July 2021 – December 2021. A specific date will 
be determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master schedule. 
Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS data 
corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  

Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
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the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE upgrade $30,000 i3 licenses and services 
CHE Replacement $0 Current replacement with grant funds 
Text-to-911 $30,000 Not deployed 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $2,118.87 IP upgrade 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Rack space is available 
Diverse connectivity costs $44,000   
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0 Currently using grant funds 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $4,568.70 CenturyLink costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $115,687.57  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $5,884.88 which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $2,893.33. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is 
approximately $2,991.55. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after 
deployment is complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. 
Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current 
monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what 
amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 

Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $115,687.57 
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Recurring (over 24 months) $71,797.20 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the Southampton County PSAP based on the Fairfax 
County contract with AT&T. Shanna Rollins shall be the primary contacts. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Southampton County PSAP will need to have i3-capable call handling equipment in place that has been 
approved on the AT&T ESInet™ to be able to implement the full NENA i3 standard without the need for 
any interim or transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data will be required, but it should not impact 
the deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: Motorola 
• CHE model: Vesta 911 
• CHE version number (clients): 6.1 
• CHE version number (server): 6.1 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): Carousel Industries 
• CHE Geodiversity: No  
• Number of positions: 3 
• SIP capable: Yes 

This CHE will need to be upgraded to Vesta 7.2 to implement the full i3 interface. This may require the 
purchase of firewall(s) to connect to the ESInet. However, if the PSAP deploys text to 9-1-1 with the 
direct IP solution prior to NG9-1-1 migration, these firewalls will already have been purchased and can 
be used for both purposes. 
 
The PSAP indicates the planned replacement of their CHE in July 2019. This is during the planned 
NG9-1-1 migration. Any new CHE will need to be tested and i3 functional on the AT&T ESInet. 
 
Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. Prior to this requirement, the PSAP has implemented 
the web-based solution for text to 9-1-1. While this meets the legislative requirement, the PSAP will be 
upgraded to the direct IP solution with the implementation of NG9-1-1. The new CHE version will be 
capable of the text to 9-1-1 direct IP solution.  

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 
However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: Southern Software 
• CAD software version: 15.4.1.255 
• CAD interfaces: Yes 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1.  

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: GeoComm 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: GeoLynx Server 
• Method of data transfer: serial to IP 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: Nice 
• Logging Recorder Model:  
• Logging Recorder Software Version: 6.1.0.158  
• Audio Origination Point: Position based 

It is important to note that with an IP connection, audio is not present on the circuit until the CHE 
responds with an answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, though it could be 
earlier if an audio message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE to answer the call 
to play the message). This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any 
upgrade or modification with the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
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Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: ECaTS  
• Data Analytics Vendor: ECaTS 

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently has Civic Ready as an outcall notification system. AT&T will provide quarterly 
subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s use is limited to 
the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is currently or will be available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently has two open grants: 

1. FY18 – NG9-1-1 GIS – Shared grant participant - $51,978 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, King-Moore, Inc. maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will be the source for all GIS 
data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments within the locality may 
contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of the Southampton County 
Sheriff’s Office to aggregate the GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1.  

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  
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These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 96.3% 
•        Address Point – 94.1% 

The primary issue with the RCL data is differences in street names between the ALI and GIS data. 
Correcting the street names so they match would increase the match rate for RCL to 99.4%. The analysis 
also determined that no more than ten addresses were responsible for many of the address point 
discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten addresses will increase the result to 97.9%. During July 2018, 
VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS manager a report detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific 
ALI records that could not be matched to the RCL or address point data. To resolve these ALI address 
discrepancies, there are potentially four actions that will need to take place: 

1.      Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2.      Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data.  Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3.      Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4.      Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1.  They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls.  While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the 
data.  These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. 
VITA staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
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duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 0 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 15 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 0 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 17 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 1 

 
All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, Southampton County will need to resolve these issues through 
their GIS data maintenance provider, at least 3 months prior to the targeted deployment date.  

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Edge-matching conformance addresses boundaries between GIS sources within a PSAP and between 
neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. GIS 
features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary for geometric continuity and attribute consistency. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution While the existing MSAG 
can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is the end-state goal for full i3 
implementation since existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to 
generate the MSAG, an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP 
has 70 ESN for their area of responsibility. Southampton County maintains an ESN boundary layer 
depicting this area so they will utilize a GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1. 

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3.  If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
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as a spatial join).  The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
GIS data to the AT&T Spatial Interface. Localities wishing to use existing internal tools, acquire third-
party tools, or rely on a service provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to review and 
resolve error and discrepancy reports within the timeframe required by AT&T and periodically provide 
updated GIS datasets to the AT&T spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones 
for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important localities 
document GIS data maintenance workflows to ensure maintenance activities engage all responsible 
entities. It is equally important to ensure GIS maintenance workflows and procedures are updated to be 
compatible with discrepancy management required to support NG9-1-1. NG9-1-1 will introduce 
additional maintenance issues such as periodically reviewing conformance of edge matching of GIS data 
at shared boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have 
appropriate internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
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firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: Verizon 
• ALI database provider: Verizon 
• Selective router pair(s): Jefferson Avenue/High Street 
• Trunk counts (all): 15 

o Wireline: 6 
o Wireless: 4 
o SIP:  
o Administrative: 5 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
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but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the 
current location of the Southampton County PSAP are as follows: 

 

The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $101,046.95 which will be provided by the Board as part of 
the PSAP’s funding submission. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be 
completed until after initial NG9-1-1 deployment.  

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan. If the PSAP must be evacuated for any reason, calls are 
rerouted to City of Franklin PSAP. If the 9-1-1 network is unavailable calls receive a fast busy signal. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps need to be taken in order for this plan 
to continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
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during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
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• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 
access/commands. 

• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 
human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 

• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Southampton County PSAP’s deployment window will be July 2019 – December 2019. A specific 
date will be determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master 
schedule. Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS 
data corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
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completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  

Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE replacement $150,000 System replacement planned July 2019  
CHE upgrade $30,000 i3 deployment services 
Text-to-911 $30,000 Upgrade to integrated solution 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required  
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Not required 
Diverse connectivity costs $101,046.95  
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0 Currently using grant funds 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $1,542.30 Verizon costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $317,589.25  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $4,551.67 which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $1,153.30. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is 
approximately $3,398.37. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after 
deployment is complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. 
Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current 
monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what 
amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 
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Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 

Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $317,589.25 
Recurring (over 24 months) $81,560.88 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the Spotsylvania County PSAP based on the Fairfax County 
contract with AT&T. Keith Pusso shall be the primary contact. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Spotsylvania County PSAP will need to upgrade their current Vesta 911 software or have in place an i3 
functional CHE that has been approved on the AT&T ESInet™ to be able to implement the full NENA i3 
standard without the need for any interim or transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data will be 
required, but it should not impact the deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: Motorola 
• CHE model: VESTA 911 
• CHE version number (clients): 7.0 
• CHE version number (server): 7.0 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): Carousel Industries 
• CHE Geodiversity: Yes (B side at 9104 Courthouse Rd. Spotsylvania, Va) 
• Number of positions: 10 
• SIP capable: Yes 

This CHE will require an upgrade to Vesta 7.2 to implement the full i3 interface. This upgrade will require 
the purchase of two firewalls to connect to the ESInet. However, if the PSAP deploys text to 9-1-1 with 
the direct IP solution prior to NG9-1-1 migration, these firewalls will already have been purchased and 
can be used for both purposes. 

The PSAP indicates the planned replacement of their CHE in July 2022. This is after their planned  
NG9-1-1 migration. Any new CHE will need to be tested and i3 functional on the AT&T ESInet. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. The Spotsylvania County PSAP currently has a grant to 
deploy a text to 9-1-1 solution and plans to do so by June 2020. No additional upgrade or change is 
required with the deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 
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However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: Securus Systems (transitioning to Sungard) 
• CAD software version: XCAD 8.5 
• CAD interfaces: Not at this time but will be set up in the future 
• Method of data transfer: Will be a serial connection 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: MSAG Data Consultants, Inc 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: Eagle v6.5 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: Exacom 
• Logging Recorder Model: Hindsight G2 Platform 
• Logging Recorder Software Version: 10.1.0.5 
• Audio Origination Point: Positions 

It is important to note that with an IP connection, audio is not present on the circuit until the CHE 
responds with an answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, though it could be 
earlier if an audio message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE to answer the call 
to play the message). This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any 
upgrade or modification with the deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
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will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: Vesta Analytics 3.1 
• Data Analytics Vendor: Motorola 

Any updates required to the local data analytics system in support of i3, will be the responsibility of the 
PSAP. 

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently uses Everbridge as their outcall notification system. AT&T will provide quarterly 
subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s use is limited to 
the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is currently available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently has one open grant: 

1. FY19 – CHE Text to 9-1-1 - $65,054 

GIS Data Preparation 
GIS Data Sources 
Currently, the Spotsylvania County GIS maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will be the source 
for all GIS data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments within the locality 
may contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of Spotsylvania County GIS to 
aggregate the GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1. 

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  
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These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 96.3% 
•        Address Point – 94.1% 

The primary issue with the RCL data is differences in street names between the ALI and GIS data. 
Correcting the street names so they match would increase the match rate for RCL to 99.4%. The analysis 
also determined that no more than ten addresses were responsible for many of the address point 
discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten addresses will increase the result to 97.8%. During July 2018, 
VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS manager a report detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific 
ALI records that could not be matched to the RCL or address point data. To resolve these ALI address 
discrepancies, there are potentially four actions that will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 
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• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 369 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 132 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 8 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 180 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 12 

 
All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, Spotsylvania County GIS will need to resolve these issues through 
internal resources, at least three months prior to the targeted deployment date 

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Making sure there is agreement of that point and ensuring each locality is only providing data where 
they are the authoritative GIS data source are the purpose of this assessment. External edge-matching 
conformance addresses boundaries between neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or 
gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. Geometric features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution. While the existing 
MSAG can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is a better solution since 
existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to generate the MSAG, 
an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP has 2 ESNs for their 
area of responsibility. Spotsylvania County does not currently have an ESN boundary layer depicting this 
area, but will work on developing one.  When complete, they will utilize a GIS generated MSAG with the 
migration to NG9-1-1. 

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3. If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
as a spatial join). The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 
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GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
updated GIS data. Localities wishing to use existing tools, acquire third-party tools, or rely on a service 
provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to accept and resolve discrepancy calls 
(formalized requests to update GIS datasets), and periodically transfer updated GIS datasets to the AT&T 
spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important that 
localities document GIS data maintenance workflows and validations to ensure synchronization across 
GIS layers. This can include periodically ensuring conformance of edge matching of GIS data at shared 
boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have appropriate 
internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 
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Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: Verizon 
• ALI database provider: Verizon 
• Selective router pair(s): Fredericksburg/Winchester 
• Trunk counts (all): 23 

o Wireline: 12 
o Wireless: 4 
o SIP: 0 
o Administrative: 7 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the 
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current location of the Spotsylvania County PSAP are as follows (since the CHE is geodiverse a drawing is 
provided for each location): 

 

B side location showing one redundant circuit: 
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The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $61,774.14 for the primary location, which will be provided 
by the Board as part of the PSAP’s funding submission. The timing of the implementation of the diverse 
connectivity may not be completed until after initial NG9-1-1 deployment. There is no cost for 
redundant connectivity to the geodiverse (B side) site. 

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP does not have a disaster recovery plan for if the PSAP must be evacuated. Should 
just the network be unavailable and the PSAP can still be occupied, calls are rerouted to the 
Fredericksburg PSAP. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps must be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 
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• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 

human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 
• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
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High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Spotsylvania County PSAP’s deployment window will be July 2020 – December 2020. A specific 
date will be determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master 
schedule. Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS 
data corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  

Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE upgrade $30,000 i3 licenses and services 
CHE replacement $0 Replacement planned in FY23 
Text-to-911 $0 Currently using grant funds 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Rack space is available 
Diverse connectivity costs $61,774.14  
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0 Not required 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $10,825.20 Verizon costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
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Total $107,599.34  
 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $19,074.89 which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $4,411.82. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is 
approximately $14,663.07. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after 
deployment is complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. 
Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current 
monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what 
amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 

 

Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $107,599.34 
Recurring (over 24 months) $351,913.68 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the Stafford County PSAP based on the Fairfax County 
contract with AT&T. Ray Davis shall be the primary contact. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 
 
Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Stafford County PSAP will need to have in place an i3 functional CHE that has been approved on the 
AT&T ESInet™ to be able to implement the full NENA i3 standard without the need for any interim or 
transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data will be required, but it should not impact the 
deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: Motorola 
• CHE model: CallStation with Maps 
• CHE version number (clients): 4.2.7.5.78148 
• CHE version number (server): 4.2.7.5.78148 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): Motorola 
• CHE Geodiversity: Yes (B side at 1300 Courthouse Road, Stafford)  
• Number of positions: 30 
• SIP capable: Yes 

This CHE has been determined to be SIP capable, but will need to be tested on the AT&T network to 
determine if i3 capable. A legacy PSAP gateway (LPG) may be required if testing is not complete at time 
of deployment and will remain in place until the Motorola CallWorks system is certified as working with 
the AT&T ESInet. At that time, the CHE can be migrated to i3 call routing. There will be no functionality 
loss during this time. The voice call will still be delivered as IP (SIP), but the location data will still be 
pulled with an ALI dip. It will still use IP to deliver the data, but it follows a different path than the voice. 

The PSAP reports plans to replace their CHE in June 2021. If their current equipment is not certified by 
that time, the new CHE must be i3 capable and should be tested to be connected to the AT&T ESInet. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. The PSAP has not yet deployed text to 9-1-1. Since 
their deployment for NG9-1-1 is scheduled before the new deadline for text to 9-1-1 deployment, they 
will deploy it with NG9-1-1 as a direct IP service integrated with their CHE. The cost to implement this 
will be covered by the Board. 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 
However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: Inform EnRoute Emergency Systems 
• CAD software version: EnRoute CAD 5.2.11.04 
• CAD interfaces: Yes 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: ESRI 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: ArcGIS 10.3.1 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1.  

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: NICE 
• Logging Recorder Model: Cybertech 
• Logging Recorder Software Version: 7.5.5.5 
• Audio Origination Point: Trunks 

While the voice logging recorder system does not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1, if the PSAP wishes to maintain trunk-based recording, a span port will be 
provided by AT&T. The recording system may require an upgrade to receive and interpret the IP data. If 
desired, the cost of this upgrade would be covered by the Board. It is important to note that while this 
will allow audio to be pulled from the IP talk paths, it will not mirror current functionality. Currently, 
with analog trunks, trunk-based recording allows the audio to be captured before the call is answered by 
the call taker and the call is still in queue. With an IP connection, the audio is not present on the circuit 
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until the CHE responds with an answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, 
though it could be earlier if an audio message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE 
to answer the call to play the message). The PSAP can choose to convert to position-based recording and 
the Board will cover the cost of reconfiguration. 

Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: Both ECaTS and CallWorks  
• Data Analytics Vendor: ECaTS and Motorola 

All required upgrades to ECaTS will be handled through the statewide contract at no cost to the PSAP 
and no required upgrades to the Motorola system had been identified. 

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently uses Everbridge as their outcall notification system. AT&T will provide quarterly 
subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s use is limited to 
the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP indicates that rack space is available.  

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently has one open grant: 

1. FY17 – CHE ESInet – shared services participating PSAP – $1,225,000 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, Stafford County GIS maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP. The county GIS department 
will be the source for all GIS data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments, 
may contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of Stafford County GIS to 
aggregate the GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1.  

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
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against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  

These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 98.1% 
•        Address Point – 97.6% 

Stafford County already meets the goal for RCL. If they desire a high match rate, there are differences in 
street names between the ALI and GIS data. Correcting the street names so they match would increase 
the match rate for RCL to 99.2%. The analysis also determined that no more than ten addresses were 
responsible for many of the address point discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten addresses will 
increase the result to 98.7%. During July 2018, VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS manager a report 
detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific ALI records that could not be matched to the RCL or 
address point data. To resolve these ALI address discrepancies, there are potentially four actions that 
will need to take place: 

1.      Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2.      Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data.  Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3.      Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4.      Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1.  They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls.  While 
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many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the 
data.  These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. 
VITA staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 42 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 90 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 16 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 7 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 275 

 
All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, Stafford County will need to resolve these issues through internal 
resources, at least 3 months prior to the targeted deployment date.  

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Edge-matching conformance addresses boundaries between GIS sources within a PSAP and between 
neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. GIS 
features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary for geometric continuity and attribute consistency. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution While the existing MSAG 
can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is the end-state goal for full i3 
implementation since existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to 
generate the MSAG, an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP 
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has 1 ESN for their area of responsibility. Since Stafford County maintains an ESN boundary layer, they 
will utilize a GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1. 

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3. If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
as a spatial join). The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
GIS data to the AT&T Spatial Interface. Localities wishing to use existing internal tools, acquire third-
party tools, or rely on a service provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to review and 
resolve error and discrepancy reports within the timeframe required by AT&T and periodically provide 
updated GIS datasets to the AT&T spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones 
for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important localities 
document GIS data maintenance workflows to ensure maintenance activities engage all responsible 
entities. It is equally important to ensure GIS maintenance workflows and procedures are updated to be 
compatible with discrepancy management required to support NG9-1-1. NG9-1-1 will introduce 
additional maintenance issues such as periodically reviewing conformance of edge matching of GIS data 
at shared boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have 
appropriate internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
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data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: Verizon 
• ALI database provider: Verizon 
• Selective router pair(s): Alexandria/Fairfax 
• Trunk counts (all): 49 

o Wireline: 8 
o Wireless: 12 
o SIP: 0 
o Administrative: 29 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
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discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the 
primary location of the Stafford County PSAP are as follows: 

 

The diversity study results for the secondary location of the Stafford County PSAP’s CHE are as follows: 
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The total cost for diverse connectivity is $45,816 which has been provided by the Board as part of the 
NoVA ESInet project grant funding. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may 
not be completed until after initial NG9-1-1 deployment.  

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan which states that if the PSAP must be evacuated for any 
reason or should just the 9-1-1 network be unavailable and the PSAP can still be occupied calls will be 
rerouted to the Fredericksburg PSAP. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps to be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
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migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP. 

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 

human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 
• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
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• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Stafford County PSAP’s deployment window is January 2019 – June 2019. A specific date will be 
determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master schedule. 
Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS data 
corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  
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Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T; covered by grant 
CHE upgrade $15,000 i3 deployment services; covered by grant 
CHE replacement $150,000 Replacement planned for FY21  
Text-to-911 $15,000 Not deployed 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 No required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Rack space is available 
Diverse connectivity costs $45,816 Covered by grant 
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0 Not required 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $12,134.70 Covered by grant 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $242,950.70  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $18,933.73 which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $14,260.14. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is 
approximately $4,673.59. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after 
deployment is complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. 
Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current 
monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what 
amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
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approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 

Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring 242,950.70 

Covered by grant $76,950.70 
Board funding $166,000.00 

Recurring (over 24 months) $112,166.16 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the City of Staunton PSAP based on the Fairfax County 
contract with AT&T. Kurt Plowman shall be the primary contact. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Staunton PSAP may need to upgrade their current Viper client software to Power911 6.4 to be able to 
implement the full NENA i3 standard without the need for any interim or transitional steps. Some work 
on their GIS data will be required, but it should not impact the deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: West 
• CHE model: Viper 
• CHE version number (clients): Power911 v6.4 Rev 48 
• CHE version number (server): Viper 5.1 Rev 57 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): In-house 
• CHE Geodiversity: No 
• Number of positions: 4 
• SIP capable: Yes 

This CHE will require an upgrade to Viper 5.1 and Power911 6.4 to implement the full i3 interface. This 
upgrade will require the purchase of two firewalls to connect to the ESInet. However, if the PSAP 
deploys text to 9-1-1 with the direct IP solution prior to NG9-1-1 migration, these firewalls will already 
have been purchased and can be used for both purposes. 

The PSAP indicates the planned replacement of their CHE in October 2022. This is after their planned  
NG9-1-1 migration. Any new CHE will need to be tested and i3 functional on the AT&T ESInet. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. The Staunton PSAP is ready to deploy the direct-IP 
text to 9-1-1 solution and will meet this legislative requirement. 

Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 
However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: OSSI/Superion 
• CAD software version: One Solution 18.2 
• CAD interfaces: Yes 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: OSSI/Superion (integrated with CAD) 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: One Solution 18.2 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: Eventide 
• Logging Recorder Model: NexLog 740 
• Logging Recorder Software Version: 2.7.3 
• Audio Origination Point: Positions 

This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification 
with the deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: ECaTS 
• Data Analytics Vendor: ECaTS 
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All required upgrades to ECaTS will be handled through the statewide contract at no cost to the PSAP.  

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently does not have an outcall notification system. When on is in place, AT&T will provide 
quarterly subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s use is 
limited to the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is currently available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP does not currently have any open grants. 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, City of Staunton GIS maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will be the source for all 
GIS data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments within the locality may 
contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of the Staunton GIS to aggregate 
the GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1. 

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  

These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
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effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 97.4% 
•        Address Point – 90.3% 

The primary issue with the RCL data is differences in street names between the ALI and GIS data. 
Correcting the street names so they match would increase the match rate for RCL to 99.5%. The analysis 
also determined that no more than ten addresses were responsible for many of the address point 
discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten addresses will increase the result to 96.1%. During July 2018, 
VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS manager a report detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific 
ALI records that could not be matched to the RCL or address point data. To resolve these ALI address 
discrepancies, there are potentially four actions that will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 6 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 16 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 34 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 45 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 91 
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All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, Staunton GIS will need to resolve these issues through internal 
resources at least three months prior to the targeted deployment date 

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Making sure there is agreement of that point and ensuring each locality is only providing data where 
they are the authoritative GIS data source are the purpose of this assessment. External edge-matching 
conformance addresses boundaries between neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or 
gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. Geometric features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution. While the existing 
MSAG can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is a better solution since 
existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to generate the MSAG, 
an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP has one ESN for their 
area of responsibility. Staunton has an ESN boundary layer depicting this area so they will utilize a GIS 
generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1. 

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3. If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
as a spatial join). The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  
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Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
updated GIS data. Localities wishing to use existing tools, acquire third-party tools, or rely on a service 
provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to accept and resolve discrepancy calls 
(formalized requests to update GIS datasets), and periodically transfer updated GIS datasets to the AT&T 
spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important that 
localities document GIS data maintenance workflows and validations to ensure synchronization across 
GIS layers. This can include periodically ensuring conformance of edge matching of GIS data at shared 
boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have appropriate 
internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
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PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: West 
• ALI database provider: West 
• Selective router pair(s): Staunton/Salem 
• Trunk counts (all): 12 

o Wireline: 4 
o Wireless: 4 
o SIP: 0 
o Administrative: 4 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the 
current location of the Staunton PSAP are as follows: 
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The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $43,056.68, which will be provided by the Board as part of 
the PSAP’s funding submission. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be 
completed until after initial NG9-1-1 deployment.  

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan which states that if the PSAP must be evacuated for any 
reason calls will be rerouted to the Augusta County PSAP. Should just the network be unavailable and 
the PSAP can still be occupied, calls are rerouted to a ten-digit number. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps must be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
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migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 

human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 
• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
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• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Staunton PSAP’s deployment window will be January 2021 – June 2021. A specific date will be 
determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master schedule. 
Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS data 
corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  
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Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE upgrade $15,000 i3 licenses and services 
Text-to-911 $0 Ready to deploy direct-IP 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Rack space is available 
Diverse connectivity costs $43,056.68   
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0 Not required 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $4,161.30 Verizon costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $67,217.98 Without diverse or redundant connection 

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $1,621.58 which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $3,181.65. This results in a monthly savings to the PSAP of approximately $1,560.07. 
Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current 
monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what 
amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 

Type of Funding Amount 
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Non-recurring $67,217.98 
Recurring (over 24 months) $0 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the City of Suffolk based on the Fairfax County contract 
with AT&T. Kimberly Hendricks shall be the primary contact. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Suffolk PSAP will likely need to implement an interim NG9-1-1 solution to get transitioned to the ESInet 
due to the age of their call handling equipment (CHE). After their CHE is upgraded, the PSAP can 
implement the full NENA i3 standard. Some work on their GIS data will be required, but it should not 
impact the deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: Motorola 
• CHE model: Vesta Sentinel 
• CHE version number (clients): Sentinel 4 
• CHE version number (server): Sentinel 4 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): Motorola/Gately Communications 
• CHE Geodiversity: No 
• Number of positions: 14 
• SIP capable: Yes 

This CHE has been determined to be SIP capable, but will require an upgrade to Vesta version 7.2 to 
implement the full i3 interface. This upgrade from Vesta Sentinel may be at a cost; however, the PSAP 
has an existing FY19 grant that for text to 9-1-1 that will require their CHE to be upgraded to the latest 
version. Depending on when this upgrade takes place, the Suffolk PSAP may get version 7.2, but if not 
they can be upgraded to 7.2 before deployment of NG9-1-1. 

The PSAP indicates the planned replacement of their CHE in January 2019. This is during their planned 
NG9 1 1 migration. Any new CHE will need to be tested and i3 functional on the AT&T ESInet. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. The PSAP has not yet deployed text to 9-1-1, but has a 
FY2019 PSAP grant to implement text to 9-1-1. This project should not only include the cost for text to 
9-1-1, but should include firewalls that can also be used for ESInet access. The PSAP should evaluate the 
AT&T text to 9-1-1 solution since it is included as a base feature of the NG9-1-1 service at no additional 
cost. 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 
However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: Superion (Formerly HTE/Sungard/OSSI) 
• CAD software version: One Solution 14.3.1.2057 
• CAD interfaces: ALI data interface 
• Method of data transfer: Serial data 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: Superion (Formerly HTE/Sungard/OSSI) 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: One Solution 14.3.1.2057 
• Method of data transfer: Through CAD 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: Nice 
• Logging Recorder Model: UP5 
• Logging Recorder Software Version: 6.1.0.158 
• Audio Origination Point: Both trunk-based or position-based. 

This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification 
with the deployment of NG9-1-1. It is important to note that while trunk-based recording is possible 
with NG9-1-1, it will not mirror current functionality. Currently, with analog trunks, trunk-based 
recording allows the audio to be captured before the call is answered by the call taker and the call is still 
in queue. With an IP connection, the audio is not present on the circuit until the CHE responds with an 
answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, though it could be earlier if an audio 
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message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE to answer the call to play the 
message). 

Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: ECaTS 
• Data Analytics Vendor: West 

All required upgrades to ECaTS will be handled through the statewide contract at no cost to the PSAP. 

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently uses Vesta Alert as their outcall notification system. AT&T will provide quarterly 
subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s use is limited to 
the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is currently or will be available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently has open grants, as of April 1, 2018, as follows with the noted status: 

1. FY18 – Share Services GIS with Isle of Wight - $51,978.00 
2. FY19 – Text to 9-1-1 - $150,000 

To ensure the grant funds support the migration to NG9-1-1, the PSAP should, to the extent practical, 
use funding from the FY18 GIS grant to correct geospatial issues identified in the following section.  As 
for the text to 9-1-1 grant, the PSAP should evaluate the text to 9-1-1 offering from AT&T to determine if 
it is less expensive than the currently planned solution proposed in the grant. 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, the City of Suffolk GIS maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will be the source for all 
GIS data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments within the locality may 
contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of the City of Suffolk GIS to 
aggregate the GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1. 

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
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guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  

These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 85.7% 
•        Address Point – 90.0% 

The primary issue with the RCL and address point data is differences in street names between the ALI 
and GIS data. Correcting the street names so they match would increase the match rate for RCL to 96.9% 
and for address point to 98.6%. During July 2018, VITA will send each PSAP and GIS manager a report 
detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific ALI records that could not be matched to the RCL or 
address point data. To resolve these ALI address discrepancies, there are potentially four actions that 
will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
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many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty routing a 
9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in two or more 
matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no duplicate data 
exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of records that were 
found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 813 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 75 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 144 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 236 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 1,672 

All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, the City of Suffolk GIS will need to resolve these issues through 
internal resources at least 3 months prior to the targeted deployment date. 

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Edge-matching conformance addresses boundaries between GIS sources within a PSAP and between 
neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. GIS 
features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary for geometric continuity and attribute consistency. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution. While the existing 
MSAG can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is the end-state goal for 
full i3 implementation since existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS 
data to generate the MSAG, an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. 
The PSAP has one ESNs for their area of responsibility. Though the City of Suffolk does not maintain an 
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ESN boundary layer, since the single ESN would be coincident, the PSAP boundary can be used to define 
the ESN boundary. As a result, they will utilize a GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1.  

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3.  If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
as a spatial join).  The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
GIS data to the AT&T Spatial Interface. Localities wishing to use existing internal tools, acquire third-
party tools, or rely on a service provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to review and 
resolve error and discrepancy reports within the timeframe required by AT&T and periodically provide 
updated GIS datasets to the AT&T spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones 
for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important localities 
document GIS data maintenance workflows to ensure maintenance activities engage all responsible 
entities. It is equally important to ensure GIS maintenance workflows and procedures are updated to be 
compatible with discrepancy management required to support NG9-1-1. NG9-1-1 will introduce 
additional maintenance issues such as periodically reviewing conformance of edge matching of GIS data 
at shared boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have 
appropriate internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
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data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, the current CHE is not i3 capable and will need to be 
replaced before geospatial routing can be implemented. Since the CHE is SIP capable, the transitional SIP 
solution will initially be deployed. While some GIS data correction must also take place, the PSAP is 
committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain that 
data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: Verizon 
• ALI database provider: Verizon 
• Selective router pair(s): High Street/Jefferson Avenue 
• Trunk counts (all): 22 

o Wireline: 7  
o Wireless: 7 
o Administrative: 8 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
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discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the 
current location of the Suffolk PSAP are as follows: 

 

The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $38,078.28, which will be provided by the Board as part of 
the PSAP’s funding submission. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be 
completed until after initial NG9-1-1 deployment. 

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  
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Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan, which states that if the PSAP must be evacuated for 
any reason, the calls all transferred to a portable (cellular) backup PSAP. Should just the network be 
unavailable and the PSAP can still be occupied, calls are rerouted to a 10-digit number within the PSAP. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps must be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
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supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 

human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 
• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
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Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 
 
The Suffolk PSAP’s deployment window will be July 2019 – December 2019. A specific date will be 
determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master schedule. 
Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS data 
corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  

Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE upgrade $30,000 i3 deployment services 
CHE replacement $0 Has an existing grant 
Text to 9-1-1 $0 Not required/Existing grant 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Not required 
Diverse connectivity costs $38,078.28  
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0 Included in FY18 shared services grant. 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $13,677.00 Verizon costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $86,755.28  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $ 12,531.97, which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $7,163.33. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is 
approximately $5,368.64. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after 
deployment is complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. 
Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current 
monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what 
amount. 
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The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 

Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $86,755.28 
Recurring (over 24 months) $128,847.36 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the Surry County PSAP based on the Fairfax County 
contract with AT&T. Tamara Arthur shall be the primary contacts. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Surry County PSAP will need to have i3-capable call handling equipment in place that has been 
approved on the AT&T ESInet™ to be able to implement the full NENA i3 standard without the need for 
any interim or transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data will be required, but it should not impact 
the deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: Motorola 
• CHE model: Vesta 
• CHE version number (clients): 6.1 
• CHE version number (server): 6.1 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): No current contract 
• CHE Geodiversity: No  
• Number of positions: 2  
• SIP capable: No 

This CHE will need to be upgraded to Vesta 7.2 or replaced to implement the full i3 interface. This may 
also require the purchase of firewall(s) to connect to the ESInet. However, if the PSAP deploys text to 
9-1-1 with the direct IP solution prior to NG9-1-1 migration, these firewalls will already have been 
purchased and can be used for both purposes. 
 
The PSAP indicates the planned replacement of their CHE in October 2021. This is after the NG9-1-1 
migration. Any new CHE will need to be tested and i3 functional on the AT&T ESInet. 
 
Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. The PSAP has not yet deployed text to 9-1-1. Since 
their deployment for NG9-1-1 is scheduled before the new deadline for text to 9-1-1 deployment, they 
will deploy it with NG9-1-1 as a direct IP service integrated with their CHE. The cost to implement this 
will be covered by the Board. 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 
However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: ID Networks 
• CAD software version: IBR Plus 5.3.1.SQ 
• CAD interfaces: Yes 
• Method of data transfer: Serial  

While this CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1, it will no longer be vendor supported as of April 2020. The PSAP will need to 
upgrade this system, but this is outside the scope of the NG9-1-1 migration. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: MSAG Data Consultants 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: Eagle/MSAG 6.5 
• Method of data transfer: N/A 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1.  

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: NICE 
• Logging Recorder Model: Voice Print International 5.5.14336.2 
• Logging Recorder Software Version: 5.5.14336.2 
• Audio Origination Point: Position 

This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification 
with the deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
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will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: ECaTS 
• Data Analytics Vendor: ECaTS 

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently uses does not have an outcall notification system. If one is put in place, AT&T will 
provide quarterly subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s 
use is limited to the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is currently or will be available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently has one open grant: 

1. FY18 – NG9-1-1 GIS – $120,450.00 

To ensure the grant funds support the migration to NG9-1-1, the PSAP should, to the extent practical, 
use funding from the FY18 GIS grant to correct geospatial issues identified in the following section. 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, Worldview Solutions maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will be the source for all 
GIS data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments within the locality may 
contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of the Surry County Planning 
Department to aggregate the GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1.  

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  
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These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 91.2% 
•        Address Point – 90.0% 

The primary issue with the RCL data is differences in street names between the ALI and GIS data. 
Correcting the street names so they match would increase the match rate for RCL to 99.2%. The analysis 
also determined that no more than ten addresses were responsible for many of the address point 
discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten addresses will increase the result to 98.3%. During July 2018, 
VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS manager a report detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific 
ALI records that could not be matched to the RCL or address point data. To resolve these ALI address 
discrepancies, there are potentially four actions that will need to take place: 

1.      Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2.      Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data.  Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3.      Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4.      Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1.  They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls.  While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the 
data.  These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. 
VITA staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
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duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 16 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 44 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 0 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 127 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 8 

 
All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, Surry County will need to resolve these issues through their GIS 
consultant, at least 3 months prior to the targeted deployment date.  

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Edge-matching conformance addresses boundaries between GIS sources within a PSAP and between 
neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. GIS 
features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary for geometric continuity and attribute consistency. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution While the existing MSAG 
can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is the end-state goal for full i3 
implementation since existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to 
generate the MSAG, an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP 
has 3 ESNs for their area of responsibility. Surry County does not have an ESN boundary layer depicting 
this area. Since this layer is the same as the PSAP boundary layer, it will be created at the same time. 
Once it is, they can utilize a GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1. 

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3.  If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
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as a spatial join).  The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
GIS data to the AT&T Spatial Interface. Localities wishing to use existing internal tools, acquire third-
party tools, or rely on a service provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to review and 
resolve error and discrepancy reports within the timeframe required by AT&T and periodically provide 
updated GIS datasets to the AT&T spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones 
for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important localities 
document GIS data maintenance workflows to ensure maintenance activities engage all responsible 
entities. It is equally important to ensure GIS maintenance workflows and procedures are updated to be 
compatible with discrepancy management required to support NG9-1-1. NG9-1-1 will introduce 
additional maintenance issues such as periodically reviewing conformance of edge matching of GIS data 
at shared boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have 
appropriate internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
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firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: Verizon 
• ALI database provider: Verizon 
• Selective router pair(s): High Street/Jefferson 
• Trunk counts (all): 13 

o Wireline: 4 
o Wireless: 4 
o SIP:  
o Administrative: 5 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
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but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the 
current location of the Surry County PSAP are as follows: 

 

The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $355,165.19 which will be provided by the Board as part of 
the PSAP’s funding submission. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be 
completed until after initial NG9-1-1 deployment.  

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan. If the PSAP must be evacuated for any reason calls are 
forwarded to the Sussex County PSAP. There is currently and issue of when the network is unavailable 
the calls are automatically rerouted to a North Carolina PSAP. The Surry County PSAP is working to 
resolve this issue.  
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Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps need to be taken in order for this plan 
to continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 
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• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 

human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 
• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Surry County PSAP’s deployment window will be July 2019 – December 2019. A specific date will be 
determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master schedule. 
Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS data 
corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
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completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  

Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE upgrade $30,000 i3 licenses and services 
CHE replacement $150,000 Replacement planned for FY22 
Text-to-911 $30,000 Not deployed 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Rack space is available 
Diverse connectivity costs $355,165.19 20K feet of new fiber 
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0 Currently using grant funds 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $989.40 Verizon costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $571,154.59  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $3,552.77 which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $642.05. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is approximately 
$2,910.72. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after deployment is 
complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. Copies of 
invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current monthly 
cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 
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Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 

Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $571,154.59 
Recurring (over 24 months) $69,857.28 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the Sussex County PSAP based on the Fairfax County 
contract with AT&T. Vandy Jones shall be the primary contacts. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Sussex County PSAP will need to have i3-capable call handling equipment in place that has been 
approved on the AT&T ESInet™ to be able to implement the full NENA i3 standard without the need for 
any interim or transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data will be required, but it should not impact 
the deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: Motorola 
• CHE model: Vesta 911 
• CHE version number (clients): 6.1 
• CHE version number (server): 6.1 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): Carousel Industries 
• CHE Geodiversity: No  
• Number of positions: 2 
• SIP capable: Yes 

This CHE will need to be upgraded to Vesta 7.2 to implement the full i3 interface. This may require the 
purchase of firewall(s) to connect to the ESInet. However, if the PSAP deploys text to 9-1-1 with the 
direct IP solution prior to NG9-1-1 migration, these firewalls will already have been purchased and can 
be used for both purposes. 
 
The PSAP indicates the planned replacement of their CHE in October 2020. This is after the planned 
NG9-1-1 migration. Any new CHE will need to be tested and i3 functional on the AT&T ESInet. 
 
Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. The PSAP has not yet deployed text to 9-1-1. Since 
their deployment for NG9-1-1 is scheduled before the new deadline for text to 9-1-1 deployment, they 
will deploy it with NG9-1-1 as a direct IP service integrated with their CHE. The cost to implement this 
will be covered by the Board. 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 
However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: DaPro 
• CAD software version: IBR Plus v5.3.1 
• CAD interfaces: Yes 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

While this CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1, it will no longer be vendor supported as of April 2020. The PSAP will need to 
upgrade this system, but this is outside the scope of the NG9-1-1 migration. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: GeoComm   
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: GeoLynx 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: Exacom 
• Logging Recorder Model: Hindsight G2 
• Logging Recorder Software Version:  
• Audio Origination Point: Trunks 

While the voice logging recorder system does not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1, if the PSAP wishes to maintain trunk-based recording, a span port will be 
provided by AT&T. The recording system may require an upgrade to receive and interpret the IP data. If 
desired, the cost of this upgrade would be covered by the Board. It is important to note that while this 
will allow audio to be pulled from the IP talk paths, it will not mirror current functionality. Currently, 
with analog trunks, trunk-based recording allows the audio to be captured before the call is answered by 
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the call taker and the call is still in queue. With an IP connection, the audio is not present on the circuit 
until the CHE responds with an answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, 
though it could be earlier if an audio message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE 
to answer the call to play the message). The PSAP can choose to convert to position-based recording and 
the Board will cover the cost of reconfiguration. 

Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: ECaTS  
• Data Analytics Vendor: ECaTS 

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently used does not have an outcall notification system. If one is put in place, AT&T will 
provide quarterly subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s 
use is limited to the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is currently or will be available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently has no open grants, as of April 1, 2018, that would impact NG9-1-1 deployment. 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, MSAG Data Consultants maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will be the source for 
all GIS data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments within the locality 
may contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of MSAG Data Consultants to 
aggregate the GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1.  

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
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completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  

These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 91.2% 
•        Address Point – 85.6% 

The primary issue with the RCL data is differences in street names between the ALI and GIS data. 
Correcting the street names so they match would increase the match rate for RCL to 92.9%. The analysis 
also determined that no more than ten addresses were responsible for many of the address point 
discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten addresses will increase the result to 89.6%. During July 2018, 
VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS manager a report detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific 
ALI records that could not be matched to the RCL or address point data. To resolve these ALI address 
discrepancies, there are potentially four actions that will need to take place.: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
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routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 0 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 8 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 0 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 42 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 12 

 
All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, Sussex County will need to resolve these issues through their data 
maintenance provider at least three months prior to the targeted deployment date.  

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Edge-matching conformance addresses boundaries between GIS sources within a PSAP and between 
neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. GIS 
features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary for geometric continuity and attribute consistency. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution While the existing MSAG 
can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is the end-state goal for full i3 
implementation since existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to 
generate the MSAG, an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP 
has one ESN for their area of responsibility. Sussex County does not maintain an ESN boundary layer 
depicting this area. Since this layer is the same as the PSAP boundary layer, it will be created at the same 
time. Once it is, they can utilize a GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1. 

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3. If these attributes are not 
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part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
as a spatial join). The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
GIS data to the AT&T Spatial Interface. Localities wishing to use existing internal tools, acquire third-
party tools, or rely on a service provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to review and 
resolve error and discrepancy reports within the timeframe required by AT&T and periodically provide 
updated GIS datasets to the AT&T spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones 
for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important localities 
document GIS data maintenance workflows to ensure maintenance activities engage all responsible 
entities. It is equally important to ensure GIS maintenance workflows and procedures are updated to be 
compatible with discrepancy management required to support NG9-1-1. NG9-1-1 will introduce 
additional maintenance issues such as periodically reviewing conformance of edge matching of GIS data 
at shared boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have 
appropriate internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 
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Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: Verizon 
• ALI database provider: Verizon 
• Selective router pair(s): Chester/Richmond Stuart 
• Trunk counts (all): 10 

o Wireline: 4 
o Wireless: 4 
o SIP: 0 
o Administrative: 2 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 
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Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the 
current location of the Sussex County PSAP are as follows: 

 

The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $1,473,265.67 which will be provided by the Board as part 
of the PSAP’s funding submission. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not 
be completed until after initial NG9-1-1 deployment.  

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  
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Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan. If the PSAP must be evacuated for any reason, calls are 
rerouted to a 10-digit number at the Waverly Police Department. If the 9-1-1 network is unavailable 
calls receive a fast busy signal. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps need to be taken in order for this plan 
to continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
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supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 

human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 
• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
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Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 
 
The Sussex County PSAP’s deployment window will be January 2020 – June 2020. A specific date will be 
determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master schedule. 
Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS data 
corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  

Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE upgrade $30,000 i3 licenses and services 
CHE replacement $150,000 Replacement planned in FY21 
Text-to-911 $30,000 Not deployed 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0  
Diverse connectivity costs $1,473,265.67 69K feet of fiber 
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $30,000 Data work done by a contractor  
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $1,222.20 Verizon costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $1,719,487.87  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $3,909.16 which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $1,500. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is approximately 
$2,409.16. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after deployment is 
complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. Copies of 
invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current monthly 
cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
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and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 

Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $1,719,487.87 
Recurring (over 24 months) $57,819.84 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the Tazewell County PSAP based on the Fairfax County 
contract with AT&T. Derrick Ruble shall be the primary contact. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Tazewell County PSAP will need to upgrade their current Vesta 911 software to version 7.2, or have in 
place an i3 functional CHE that has been approved on the AT&T ESInet™ to be able to implement the full 
NENA i3 standard without the need for any interim or transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data 
will be required, but it should not impact the deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: Motorola 
• CHE model: Vesta 
• CHE version number (clients): 7.1 SP1 
• CHE version number (server): 7.1 SP1 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): Mobile Communications America 
• CHE Geodiversity: Yes 
• Number of positions: 7 
• SIP capable: Yes 

This CHE will require an upgrade to Vesta 7.2 to implement the full i3 interface. This upgrade will require 
the purchase of two firewalls to connect to the ESInet. However, if the PSAP deploys text to 9-1-1 with 
the integrated solution prior to NG9-1-1 migration, these firewalls will already have been purchased and 
can be used for both purposes. The PSAP has just completed the replacement of their CHE through a 
shared services project with Russell County. This is before their planned NG9-1-1 migration. Any new 
CHE will need to be tested and i3 functional on the AT&T ESInet. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. The Tazewell County PSAP is ready to deploy the 
direct IP text to 9-1-1 solution. If this is accomplished before the deadline they will meet the legislative 
requirement. 

Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: Southern Software 
• CAD software version: 18.1.234.18 
• CAD interfaces: Yes 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: GeoComm 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: GeoLynx Server v8.18.2 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: Eventide 
• Logging Recorder Model: NexLog 
• Logging Recorder Software Version: 2.8.2 
• Audio Origination Point: Both positions and trunks 

It is important to note that with an IP connection, audio is not present on the circuit until the CHE 
responds with an answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, though it could be 
earlier if an audio message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE to answer the call 
to play the message). This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any 
upgrade or modification with the deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
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will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: ECaTS 
• Data Analytics Vendor: ECaTS 

All required upgrades to ECaTS will be handled through the statewide contract at no cost to the PSAP.  

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently uses does not have an outcall notification system. When one is in place, AT&T will 
provide quarterly subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s 
use is limited to the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is currently available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently has four open grants: 

1. FY17 – Text to 9-1-1 –Shared Services, host - 464,000.00 
2. FY17 – CHE Shared Services with Russell County - $350,000 
3. FY18 – Mapping - $20,950.00 
4. FY19 – NG9-1-1 GIS - $182,000.00 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, the Tazewell County Engineering Department maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and 
will be the source for all GIS data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments 
within the locality may contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of Tazewell 
County to aggregate the GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1. 

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
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available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  

These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP (including data from both Henry County and Martinsville 
City) determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 99.1% 
•        Address Point – 90.4% 

The primary issue with the RCL data is differences in street names between the ALI and GIS data. 
Correcting the street names so they match would increase the match rate for RCL to 99.4%. The analysis 
also determined that no more than ten addresses were responsible for many of the address point 
discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten addresses will increase the result to 95.5%. During July 2018, 
VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS manager a report detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific 
ALI records that could not be matched to the RCL or address point data. To resolve these ALI address 
discrepancies, there are potentially four actions that will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
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routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 7 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 46 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 1 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 623 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 42 

 
All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, Tazewell County will need to resolve these issues through internal 
resources, at least three months prior to the targeted deployment date 

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Making sure there is agreement of that point and ensuring each locality is only providing data where 
they are the authoritative GIS data source are the purpose of this assessment. External edge-matching 
conformance addresses boundaries between neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or 
gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. Geometric features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution. While the existing 
MSAG can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is a better solution since 
existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to generate the MSAG, 
an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP has 35 ESNs for their 
area of responsibility. Tazewell County has an ESN boundary layer depicting this area so they will utilize 
a GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1. 

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3. If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
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separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
as a spatial join). The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
updated GIS data. Localities wishing to use existing tools, acquire third-party tools, or rely on a service 
provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to accept and resolve discrepancy calls 
(formalized requests to update GIS datasets), and periodically transfer updated GIS datasets to the AT&T 
spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important that 
localities document GIS data maintenance workflows and validations to ensure synchronization across 
GIS layers. This can include periodically ensuring conformance of edge matching of GIS data at shared 
boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have appropriate 
internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
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the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: Verizon 
• ALI database provider: Verizon 
• Selective router pair(s): Blacksburg/Norton 
• Trunk counts (all): 18 

o Wireline: 6 
o Wireless: 6 
o SIP:  
o Administrative: 6 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
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availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP.  The study for the Tazewell 
County PSAP is in progress and results have not been finalized. The total cost for diverse connectivity 
will be provided by the Board as part of the PSAP’s funding submission. The timing of the 
implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be completed until after initial NG9-1-1 
deployment. 

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan that states if the PSAP must be evacuated for any 
reason, calls will be rerouted to the Russell County PSAP. Should just the 9-1-1 network be unavailable 
calls are rerouted to administrative lines or receive a fast busy signal. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps must be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 
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The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 

human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 
• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 
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Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Tazewell County PSAP’s deployment window will be July 2021 – December 2021. A specific date 
will be determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master 
schedule. Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS 
data corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  

Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE upgrade $30,000 i3 licenses and services 
CHE replacement $0 Deployed December 2018 
Text-to-911 $0 Currently have grant to deploy 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Rack space is available 
Diverse connectivity costs $0  Unknown at this time 
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
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GIS data preparation $0 Currently using grant funds 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $4,335.90 Verizon costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $39,335.90  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $7,157.38 which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $1,517.81. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is 
approximately $5,639.57. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after 
deployment is complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. 
Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current 
monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what 
amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 

Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $39,335.90 
Recurring (over 24 months) $135,349.68 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the Twin County PSAP based on the Fairfax County 
contract with AT&T. Jolena Young shall be the primary contact. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Twin County PSAP has in place an i3 functional CHE that has been approved on the AT&T ESInet™. This 
will allow the PSAP to implement the full NENA i3 standard without the need for any interim or 
transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data will be required, but it should not impact the 
deployment schedule 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. Currently the Twin County PSAP utilizes a 
shared CHE with the Wythe County and Bland County PSAPs. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: West 
• CHE model: Viper 
• CHE version number (clients): Power 911 v 6.1 
• CHE version number (server): Viper 5.1 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): West/ProComm 
• CHE Geodiversity: Yes; 290 S. 6th Street, Wytheville 
• Number of positions: 4 
• SIP capable: Yes 

This CHE is able to implementation of the full i3 interface. The purchase of two firewalls to connect to 
the ESInet may be necessary. However, if the PSAP deploys text to 9-1-1 with the direct IP solution prior 
to NG9-1-1 migration, these firewalls will already have been purchased and can be used for both 
purposes. 

The PSAP indicates the planned replacement of their CHE in January 2023. This is after their planned  
NG9-1-1 migration. Any new CHE will need to be tested and i3 functional on the AT&T ESInet. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. The PSAP has not yet deployed text to 9-1-1. Since 
their deployment for NG9-1-1 is scheduled just after the new deadline for text to 9-1-1 deployment, 
they will need to consider how to deploy before the deadline. The web-based service may be an option 
until the direct IP service integrated with their CHE can be deployed with NG9-1-1. The cost to 
implement this will be covered by the Board. 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 
However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: Southern Software 
• CAD software version: 17.4.233.24 
• CAD interfaces: Yes 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: GeoComm 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: GeoLynx v8.1.0.7 
• Method of data transfer: D89 Serial Cable 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: Eventide 
• Logging Recorder Model: Media Works Plus 
• Logging Recorder Software Version: 2.7.3 
• Audio Origination Point: Both 

It is important to note that with an IP connection, audio is not present on the circuit until the CHE 
responds with an answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, though it could be 
earlier if an audio message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE to answer the call 
to play the message). This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any 
upgrade or modification with the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
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Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: ECaTS 
• Data Analytics Vendor: ECaTS 

All required upgrades to ECaTS will be handled through the statewide contract at no cost to the PSAP.  

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently uses Everbridge as their outcall notification system. AT&T will provide quarterly 
subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s use is limited to 
the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is currently available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP does not currently have any open grants. 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, the City of Galax GIS maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will be the source for all 
GIS data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments within the locality may 
contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of the Twin County 911 Regional 
PSAP to aggregate the GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1. 

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  
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These are preliminary results are based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly 
by AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their 
GIS support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to 
be resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis, for the counties of Carroll and Grayson and the City of Galax, all of 
which make up the PSAP’s coverage area, determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 98.0% 
•        Address Point – 98.3% 

The Twin County PSAP already meets both goals. If they desire a greater match rate, there are some 
differences in street names between the ALI and GIS data. Correcting the street names so they match 
would increase the match rate for RCL to 98.5%. The analysis also determined that no more than ten 
addresses were responsible for many of the address point discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten 
addresses will increase the result to 98.7%. During July 2018, VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS 
manager a report detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific ALI records that could not be 
matched to the RCL or address point data. To resolve these ALI address discrepancies, there are 
potentially four actions that will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
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duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 17 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 14 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 11 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 101 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 97 

 
All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, the City of Galax GIS will need to resolve these issues through 
internal resources at least three months prior to the targeted deployment date 

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Making sure there is agreement of that point and ensuring each locality is only providing data where 
they are the authoritative GIS data source are the purpose of this assessment. External edge-matching 
conformance addresses boundaries between neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or 
gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. Geometric features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution. While the existing 
MSAG can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is a better solution since 
existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to generate the MSAG, 
an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP has 40 ESNs for their 
area of responsibility. The Twin County PSAP has an ESN boundary layer depicting this area so they will 
utilize a GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1. 

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3. If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
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as a spatial join). The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
updated GIS data. Localities wishing to use existing tools, acquire third-party tools, or rely on a service 
provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to accept and resolve discrepancy calls 
(formalized requests to update GIS datasets), and periodically transfer updated GIS datasets to the AT&T 
spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important that 
localities document GIS data maintenance workflows and validations to ensure synchronization across 
GIS layers. This can include periodically ensuring conformance of edge matching of GIS data at shared 
boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have appropriate 
internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
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the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: Century Link 
• ALI database provider: Century Link 
• Selective router pair(s): Johnson City/Wytheville 
• Trunk counts (all): 15 

o Wireline: 4 
o Wireless: 4 
o SIP: 0 
o Administrative: 7 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
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availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the 
current location of the Twin County PSAP are as follows: 

 

The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $20,000, which will be provided by the Board as part of the 
PSAP’s funding submission. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be 
completed until after initial NG9-1-1 deployment. 

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan which states that if the PSAP must be evacuated for any 
reason calls are forwarded to Carroll County. Should just the 9-1-1 network be unavailable and the PSAP 
can still be occupied, incoming calls will be rerouted to administrative lines. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps must be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
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answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
The Twin County PSAP has two secondary PSAPs operating within it boundary, the Carroll County 
Sheriff and Grayson County Sheriff. Since these PSAP are not connected to the selective routers, they 
will not be included in the plans for migration to NG9-1-1.  Calls transferred to these PSAP will occur in 
the same manner as they are transferred in the legacy network.  The PSAPs may consider expanding the 
ESInet to these locations, but it would be at their expense. 

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
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• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 
human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 

• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Twin County PSAP’s deployment window will be July 2021 – December 2021. A specific date will be 
determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master schedule. 
Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS data 
corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  
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Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE Upgrade $15,000 i3 licenses and services  
Text-to-911 $15,000 Firewalls and professional services 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Rack space is available 
Diverse connectivity costs $20,000  
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0 Not required 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $7,624.20 CenturyLink costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $62,624.20  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $7,926.87 which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $3,746.45. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is 
approximately $4,180.42. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after 
deployment is complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. 
Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current 
monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what 
amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 
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Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $62,624.20 
Recurring (over 24 months) $100,330.08 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the City of Virginia Beach based on the Fairfax County 
contract with AT&T. Stephen Williams shall be the primary contact. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Virginia Beach PSAP will be able to implement the full NENA i3 standard without the need for any 
interim or transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data will be required, but it should not impact the 
deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: Motorola 
• CHE model: VESTA 
• CHE version number (clients): 6.1.0 build 1222 
• CHE version number (server): 6.1.0 build 1222 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): Carousel Industries 
• CHE Geodiversity: No 
• Number of positions: 31 
• SIP capable: No 

This CHE has been determined to be SIP capable, but will require an upgrade to version 7.2 to 
implement the full i3 interface, which Virginia Beach is already planning in fall of 2018. This upgrade 
from version 4.2 should be at no cost, but will require the purchase of two firewalls to connect to the 
ESInet. However, if the PSAP deploys text to 9-1-1 with the integrated solution prior to NG9-1-1 
migration, these firewalls will already have been purchased and can be used for both purposes.  

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. Prior to this requirement, Virginia Beach has 
implemented the web-based solution for text to 9-1-1. While this meets the legislative requirement, the 
PSAP will be upgraded to the direct IP solution with the implementation of NG9-1-1. The new CHE 
version should be capable of the text to 9-1-1 direct IP solution. 

Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: Motorola 
• CAD software version: 4.2 
• CAD interfaces: ALI data interface 
• Method of data transfer: Serial data to IP 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: Motorola CAD 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: 4.2  
• Method of data transfer: Serial (through CAD system) 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: Applied Digital Solutions/Dictaphone/NICE 
• Logging Recorder Model: Inform 
• Logging Recorder Software Version: 6.1 
• Audio Origination Point: Position 

This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification 
with the deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: Primarily use ECaTS, but has Vesta Analytics, too. 
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• Data Analytics Vendor: ECaTS/Motorola 

All required upgrades to ECaTS will be handled through the statewide contract at no cost to the PSAP.  

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently uses Everbridge as their outcall notification system. AT&T will provide quarterly 
subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s use is limited to 
the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is currently or will be available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently has no open grants, as of June 30, 2018, that would impact NG9-1-1 deployment. 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, the City of Virginia Beach GIS Department maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will 
be the source for all GIS data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments 
within the locality may contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of the GIS 
department to aggregate the GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1. 

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  

These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 
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Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 66% 
•        Address Point – 90.2% 

The primary issue with the RCL data is differences in street names between the ALI and GIS data. 
Correcting the street names so they match would increase the match rate for RCL to 96%. The analysis 
also determined that no more than ten addresses were responsible for many of the address point 
discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten addresses will increase the result to 96.8%. During July 2018, 
VITA will send each PSAP and GIS manager a report detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific ALI 
records that could not be matched to the RCL or address point data. To resolve these ALI address 
discrepancies, there are potentially four actions that will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty routing a 
9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in two or more 
matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no duplicate data 
exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of records that were 
found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 10 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 48 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 4,625 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 6,000 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 52,039 
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All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, the City of Virginia Beach GIS Department will need to resolve 
these issues through internal resources at least 3 months prior to the targeted deployment date. 

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Edge-matching conformance addresses boundaries between GIS sources within a PSAP and between 
neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. GIS 
features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary for geometric continuity and attribute consistency. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution. While the existing 
MSAG can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is the end-state goal for 
full i3 implementation since existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS 
data to generate the MSAG, an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. 
The PSAP has five ESNs for their area of responsibility (one for wireline and one for wireless with 
coincident areas). City of Virginia GIS maintains an ESN boundary layer depicting this area so they will 
utilize a GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1.  

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3.  If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
as a spatial join).  The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  
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Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
GIS data to the AT&T Spatial Interface. Localities wishing to use existing internal tools, acquire third-
party tools, or rely on a service provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to review and 
resolve error and discrepancy reports within the timeframe required by AT&T and periodically provide 
updated GIS datasets to the AT&T spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones 
for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important localities 
document GIS data maintenance workflows to ensure maintenance activities engage all responsible 
entities. It is equally important to ensure GIS maintenance workflows and procedures are updated to be 
compatible with discrepancy management required to support NG9-1-1. NG9-1-1 will introduce 
additional maintenance issues such as periodically reviewing conformance of edge matching of GIS data 
at shared boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have 
appropriate internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  
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Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: Verizon 
• ALI database provider: West 
• Selective router pair(s): High Street/Jefferson Avenue 
• Trunk counts (all): 62 

o Wireline: 12  
o Wireless: 20 
o Administrative: 30 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the 
current location of the Virginia Beach PSAP are as follows: 
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The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $147,575.70, which will be provided by the Board as part of 
the PSAP’s funding submission. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be 
completed until after initial NG9-1-1 deployment. 

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan, which states that if the PSAP must be evacuated for 
any reason, operations move to a back-up PSAP using a 10-digit number. Should just the network be 
unavailable and the PSAP can still be occupied, calls are rerouted to a 10-digit number within the PSAP. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps must be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
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neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 
In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 

human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 
• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
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• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 
management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Virginia Beach PSAP’s deployment window will be July 2019 – December 2019. A specific date will 
be determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master schedule. 
Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS data 
corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3. 

Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
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others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE upgrade $30,000 Firewall purchase for NG9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 $30,000 Text to 9-1-1 in FY2019 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Not required 
Diverse connectivity costs $147,575.70  
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0 Not required 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $76,009.20 Verizon costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $288,584.90  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $46,266.24, which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $47,000. The estimated monthly savings to the PSAP after deployment is approximately 
$733.76. Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the 
current monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in 
what amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 

Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $288,584.90 
Recurring (over 24 months) $0 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
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budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the Warren County PSAP based on the Fairfax County 
contract with AT&T. KC Crum and Doug Sexton shall be the primary contacts. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Warren County PSAP will need to upgrade their current call handling equipment software or have in 
place an i3 capable CHE that has been approved on the AT&T ESInet™ to be able to implement the full 
NENA i3 standard without the need for any interim or transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data 
will be required, but it should not impact the deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: Motorola 
• CHE model: Sentinel Patriot 
• CHE version number (clients): Patriot 3.3 
• CHE version number (server): Sentinel 3.3 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): Century Link 
• CHE Geodiversity: No  
• Number of positions: 5 
• SIP capable: No 

This CHE has been determined to be SIP capable, but will require an upgrade to Vesta 7.2 to implement 
the full i3 interface. This upgrade will require the purchase of two firewalls to connect to the ESInet. 
However, if the PSAP deploys text to 9-1-1 with the direct IP solution prior to NG9-1-1 migration, these 
firewalls will already have been purchased and can be used for both purposes.  

The PSAP indicates the planned replacement of their CHE by June 2020. This is in the same time period 
as their planned NG9-1-1 migration. The PSAP currently has grant funding to help support CHE 
replacement, but has not determined when the replacement will occur. If possible, the upgrade should 
occur before the migration to NG9-1-1.  Any new CHE will need to be tested and i3 functional on the 
AT&T ESInet. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. The PSAP has not yet deployed text to 9-1-1. Since 
their deployment for NG9-1-1 is scheduled before the new deadline for text to 9-1-1 deployment, they 
will deploy it with NG9-1-1 as a direct IP service integrated with their CHE. The cost to implement this 
will be covered by the Board. 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 
However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: Southern Software 
• CAD software version: 15.3.1.224  
• CAD interfaces: Yes  
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: Southern Software (integrated with CAD) 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: 15.3.1.224 
• Method of data transfer: Serial (through CAD) 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: NICE 
• Logging Recorder Model: Inform Client/Perform eXpress 
• Logging Recorder Software Version: 5.0.3.33 
• Audio Origination Point: Both trunk-based and position-based 

It is important to note that with an IP connection, audio is not present on the circuit until the CHE 
responds with an answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, though it could be 
earlier if an audio message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE to answer the call 
to play the message). This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any 
upgrade or modification with the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
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Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: ECaTS 
• Data Analytics Vendor: ECaTS 

All required upgrades to ECaTS will be handled through the statewide contract at no cost to the PSAP. 

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently uses RAVE as their outcall notification system. AT&T will provide quarterly subscriber 
data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s use is limited to the outcall 
notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is currently available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently has one open grant: 

1. FY19 – CHE - $150,000  

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, Warren County GIS maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will be the source for all GIS 
data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments within the locality may 
contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of Warren County to aggregate the 
GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1. 

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
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available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  

These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 89.2% 
•        Address Point – 91.7% 

The primary issue with the RCL data is differences in street names between the ALI and GIS data. 
Correcting the street names so they match would increase the match rate for RCL to 91.9%. The analysis 
also determined that no more than ten addresses were responsible for many of the address point 
discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten addresses will increase the result to 97.8%. During July 2018, 
VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS manager a report detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific 
ALI records that could not be matched to the RCL or address point data. To resolve these ALI address 
discrepancies, there are potentially four actions that will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
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two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 26 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 1,189 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 0 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 47 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 51 

 
All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, Warren County GIS will need to resolve these issues through 
internal resources, at least three months prior to the targeted deployment date 

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Making sure there is agreement of that point and ensuring each locality is only providing data where 
they are the authoritative GIS data source are the purpose of this assessment. External edge-matching 
conformance addresses boundaries between neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or 
gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. Geometric features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution. While the existing 
MSAG can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is a better solution since 
existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to generate the MSAG, 
an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP has 17 ESNs for their 
area of responsibility. Warren County GIS has an ESN boundary layer depicting this area so they will 
utilize a GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1. 

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3. If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
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as a spatial join). The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
updated GIS data. Localities wishing to use existing tools, acquire third-party tools, or rely on a service 
provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to accept and resolve discrepancy calls 
(formalized requests to update GIS datasets), and periodically transfer updated GIS datasets to the AT&T 
spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important that 
localities document GIS data maintenance workflows and validations to ensure synchronization across 
GIS layers. This can include periodically ensuring conformance of edge matching of GIS data at shared 
boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have appropriate 
internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
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the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1, if the CHE upgrade occurs in time.  If not, an interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS 
data correction must take place, the PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the 
required milestone and to maintain that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: CenturyLink 
• ALI database provider: CenturyLink 
• Selective router pair(s): Charlottesville/Farmville 
• Trunk counts (all): 12 

o Wireline: 4 
o Wireless: 4 
o SIP: 0 
o Administrative: 4 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
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availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the 
current location of the Warren County PSAP are as follows: 

 

The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $285,000, which will be provided by the Board as part of 
the PSAP’s funding submission. Also, there is a one-time $82,000 charge for all CenturyLink sites. That 
cost will be provided by the Board as part of the first PSAP’s funding submission that choses the AT&T 
solution. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be completed until after 
initial NG9-1-1 deployment.  

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan which states that if the PSAP must be evacuated for any 
reason calls are rerouted to a 10-digit administrative line. Should just the network be unavailable and 
the PSAP can still be occupied, incoming calls are rerouted to the Rappahannock and/or Page County 
PSAP. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps must be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  
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While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
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• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 
human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 

• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Warren County PSAP’s deployment window will be July 2020 – December 2020. A specific date will 
be determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master schedule. 
Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS data 
corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  
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Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE upgrade $30,000 i3 deployment services 
Text-to-911 $30,000 Firewalls and professional services 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Rack space is available 
Diverse connectivity costs $285,000 +$82,000 if first CenturyLink PSAP 
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0 Not required 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $5,645.40 Verizon costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $355,645.40  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $6,820.21 which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $3,650. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is approximately 
$3,170.21. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after deployment is 
complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. Copies of 
invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current monthly 
cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 
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Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $355,645.40 
Recurring (over 24 months) $76,085.04 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the Washington County PSAP based on the Fairfax County 
contract with AT&T. Theresa Kingsley-Varble shall be the primary contact. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Washington County PSAP will need to upgrade their current Vesta 911 software to version 7.2, or have 
in place an i3 functional CHE that has been approved on the AT&T ESInet™ to be able to implement the 
full NENA i3 standard without the need for any interim or transitional steps. Some work on their GIS 
data will be required, but it should not impact the deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: Motorola 
• CHE model: VESTA 911 
• CHE version number (clients): 7.0 
• CHE version number (server): 7.0 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): Mobile Communications America 
• CHE Geodiversity: Yes; with City of Bristol PSAP 
• Number of positions: 4 
• SIP capable: Yes 

This CHE will require an upgrade to Vesta 7.2 to implement the full i3 interface. This upgrade will require 
the purchase of two firewalls to connect to the ESInet. However, if the PSAP deploys text to 9-1-1 with 
the direct IP solution prior to NG9-1-1 migration, these firewalls will already have been purchased and 
can be used for both purposes. 

The PSAP indicates the planned replacement of their CHE in June 2022. This is after their planned  
NG9-1-1 migration. Any new CHE will need to be tested and i3 functional on the AT&T ESInet. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. The PSAP has not yet deployed text to 9-1-1. Since 
their deployment for NG9-1-1 is scheduled just after the new deadline for text to 9-1-1 deployment, 
they will need to consider how to deploy before the deadline. The web-based service may be an option 
until the direct IP service integrated with their CHE can be deployed with NG9-1-1. The cost to 
implement this will be covered by the Board. 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 
However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: Southern Software 
• CAD software version: 17.4.233.25 
• CAD interfaces: Yes 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: GeoComm 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: GeoLynx v8.18.1 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: Eventide 
• Logging Recorder Model: NexLog 
• Logging Recorder Software Version: 2.8.2 
• Audio Origination Point: Both positions and trunks 

It is important to note that with an IP connection, audio is not present on the circuit until the CHE 
responds with an answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, though it could be 
earlier if an audio message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE to answer the call 
to play the message). This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any 
upgrade or modification with the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
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Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: ECaTS 
• Data Analytics Vendor: ECaTS 

All required upgrades to ECaTS will be handled through the statewide contract at no cost to the PSAP.  

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently uses Nixle outcall notification system. When one is in place, AT&T will provide 
quarterly subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s use is 
limited to the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is currently available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently has one open grant: 

FY18 – NG9-1-1 GIS – Shared services participating – $182,000 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, the Washington County and King Moore Inc. maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and 
will be the source for all GIS data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments 
within the locality may contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of 
Washington County to aggregate the GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1. 

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
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available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  

These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 83% 
•        Address Point – 78.8% 

The primary issue with the RCL data is differences in street names between the ALI and GIS data. 
Correcting the street names so they match would increase the match rate for RCL to 84.5%. The analysis 
also determined that no more than ten addresses were responsible for many of the address point 
discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten addresses will increase the result to 97.3%. During July 2018, 
VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS manager a report detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific 
ALI records that could not be matched to the RCL or address point data. To resolve these ALI address 
discrepancies, there are potentially four actions that will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
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two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 6 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 17 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 1 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 398 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 91 

 
All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, Washington County will need to resolve these issues through 
internal resources and their current grant, at least three months prior to the targeted deployment date 

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Making sure there is agreement of that point and ensuring each locality is only providing data where 
they are the authoritative GIS data source are the purpose of this assessment. External edge-matching 
conformance addresses boundaries between neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or 
gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. Geometric features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution. While the existing 
MSAG can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is a better solution since 
existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to generate the MSAG, 
an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP has 25 ESNs for their 
area of responsibility. Washington County has an ESN boundary layer depicting this area so they will 
utilize a GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1. 

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3. If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
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as a spatial join). The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
updated GIS data. Localities wishing to use existing tools, acquire third-party tools, or rely on a service 
provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to accept and resolve discrepancy calls 
(formalized requests to update GIS datasets), and periodically transfer updated GIS datasets to the AT&T 
spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important that 
localities document GIS data maintenance workflows and validations to ensure synchronization across 
GIS layers. This can include periodically ensuring conformance of edge matching of GIS data at shared 
boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have appropriate 
internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
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the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: Century Link 
• ALI database provider: Century Link 
• Selective router pair(s): Johnson City/Wytheville 
• Trunk counts (all): 14 

o Wireline: 4 
o Wireless: 4 
o SIP: 
o Administrative: 6 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
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availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP.  The results for the 
Washington County PSAP are as follows: 

 

The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $76,000, which will be provided by the Board as part of the 
PSAP’s funding submission. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be 
completed until after initial NG9-1-1 deployment. 

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan that states if the PSAP must be evacuated for any 
reason call will be rerouted to the City of Bristol PSAP. Should just the 9-1-1 network be unavailable 
incoming calls will receive a fast busy. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps must be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
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about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 

human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 
• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 
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The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Washington County PSAP’s deployment window will be July 2021 – December 2021. A specific date 
will be determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master 
schedule. Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS 
data corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  

Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
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has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE upgrade $30,000 i3 licenses and services 
CHE replacement $150,000 CHE replacement in June 2022 
Text-to-911 $30,000 Firewalls and professional services 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Rack space is available 
Diverse connectivity costs $76,000   
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0 Currently using grant funds 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $7,886.10 CenturyLink costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $298,886.10  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $8,306.73 which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $3,418.55. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is 
approximately $4,888.18. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after 
deployment is complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. 
Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current 
monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what 
amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 

Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $298,886.10 
Recurring (over 24 months) $117,316.32 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 
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The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the City of Waynesboro PSAP based on the Fairfax County 
contract with AT&T. Gary Critzer shall be the primary contact. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Waynesboro PSAP will need to upgrade their current Vesta 911 software to version 7.2 or have in place 
an i3 functional CHE that has been approved on the AT&T ESInet™ to be able to implement the full 
NENA i3 standard without the need for any interim or transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data 
will be required, but it should not impact the deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: Motorola 
• CHE model: VESTA 911 
• CHE version number (clients): 6.1 
• CHE version number (server): 6.1 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): Century Link 
• CHE Geodiversity: No 
• Number of positions: 4 
• SIP capable: Yes 

This CHE will require an upgrade to Vesta 7.2 to implement the full i3 interface. This upgrade will require 
the purchase of two firewalls to connect to the ESInet. However, if the PSAP deploys text to 9-1-1 with 
the direct IP solution prior to NG9-1-1 migration, these firewalls will already have been purchased and 
can be used for both purposes. 

The PSAP indicates the planned replacement of their CHE in December 2020. This is during their planned  
NG9-1-1 migration. Any new CHE will need to be tested and i3 functional on the AT&T ESInet. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. The PSAP has not yet deployed text to 9-1-1. Since 
their deployment for NG9-1-1 is scheduled just after the new deadline for text to 9-1-1 deployment, 
they will need to consider how to deploy before the deadline.  The web-based service may be an option 
until the direct IP service integrated with their CHE can be deployed with NG9-1-1. The cost to 
implement this will be covered by the Board. 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 
However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: Superion 
• CAD software version: One Solution v17.4.0.2.2128 
• CAD interfaces: Yes 
• Method of data transfer: RJ45 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: Superion (integrated with CAD) 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: One Solution 17.4.0.2128 
• Method of data transfer: RJ45 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: Versadial Solutions 
• Logging Recorder Model: Adutante 
• Logging Recorder Software Version: 1.8.2 
• Audio Origination Point: positions 

It is important to note that with an IP connection, audio is not present on the circuit until the CHE 
responds with an answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, though it could be 
earlier if an audio message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE to answer the call 
to play the message). This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any 
upgrade or modification with the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
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Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: ECaTS 
• Data Analytics Vendor: ECaTS 

All required upgrades to ECaTS will be handled through the statewide contract at no cost to the PSAP.  

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently uses Vesta Alert as their outcall notification system. AT&T will provide quarterly 
subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s use is limited to 
the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is currently available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP does not currently has no open grants. 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, Waynesboro GIS maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will be the source for all GIS 
data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments within the locality may 
contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of Waynesboro GIS to aggregate 
the GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1. 

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  
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These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 97.4% 
•        Address Point – 90.3% 

The primary issue with the RCL data is differences in street names between the ALI and GIS data. 
Correcting the street names so they match would increase the match rate for RCL to 99.5%. The analysis 
also determined that no more than ten addresses were responsible for many of the address point 
discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten addresses will increase the result to 96.1%. During July 2018, 
VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS manager a report detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific 
ALI records that could not be matched to the RCL or address point data. To resolve these ALI address 
discrepancies, there are potentially four actions that will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 
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• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 3 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 16 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 2 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 251 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 125 

 
All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, Waynesboro GIS will need to resolve these issues through internal 
resources, at least three months prior to the targeted deployment date 

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Making sure there is agreement of that point and ensuring each locality is only providing data where 
they are the authoritative GIS data source are the purpose of this assessment. External edge-matching 
conformance addresses boundaries between neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or 
gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. Geometric features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution. While the existing 
MSAG can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is a better solution since 
existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to generate the MSAG, 
an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP has 4 ESNs for their 
area of responsibility. Waynesboro GIS has an ESN boundary layer depicting this area so they will utilize 
a GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1. 

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3. If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
as a spatial join). The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 
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GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
updated GIS data. Localities wishing to use existing tools, acquire third-party tools, or rely on a service 
provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to accept and resolve discrepancy calls 
(formalized requests to update GIS datasets), and periodically transfer updated GIS datasets to the AT&T 
spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important that 
localities document GIS data maintenance workflows and validations to ensure synchronization across 
GIS layers. This can include periodically ensuring conformance of edge matching of GIS data at shared 
boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have appropriate 
internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 
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Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: Verizon 
• ALI database provider: Verizon 
• Selective router pair(s): Staunton/Salem 
• Trunk counts (all): 12 

o Wireline: 4 
o Wireless: 4 
o SIP: 0 
o Administrative: 4 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP. Unfortunately, the results for 
the Waynesboro PSAP are that diversity is not currently available. Redundant connectivity will instead 
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be provided. If a diversity option becomes available in the future, the funding for such a solution could 
be provided by the Board as part of the PSAP’s funding submission.  

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan that states if the PSAP must be evacuated for any 
reason, or should just the network be unavailable and the PSAP can still be occupied, calls are rerouted 
the Augusta County PSAP via a make busy switch and network control modem. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps must be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 
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• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 

human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 
• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
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High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Waynesboro PSAP’s deployment window will be January 2021 – June 2021. A specific date will be 
determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master schedule. 
Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS data 
corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  

Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE upgrade $30,000 i3 deployment services 
CHE replacement $150,000 Planned replacement in FY21 
Text-to-911 $30,000 Firewalls and professional services 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Rack space is available 
Diverse connectivity costs $0  No diversity is available 
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0 Not required 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $2,822.70 Verizon costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
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Total $217,822.70  
 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $2,722.51 which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $2,954.06. The estimated monthly savings to the PSAP after deployment is approximately 
$213.55. Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the 
current monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in 
what amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 

Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $217,822.70 
Recurring (over 24 months) $0 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the Westmoreland County PSAP based on the Fairfax 
County contract with AT&T. Bill Cease shall be the primary contacts. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Westmoreland County PSAP will need to have i3-capable call handling equipment in place that has been 
approved on the AT&T ESInet™ to be able to implement the full NENA i3 standard without the need for 
any interim or transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data will be required, but it should not impact 
the deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: Motorola 
• CHE model: Vesta 
• CHE version number (clients): 7.0 
• CHE version number (server): 7.0 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): Carousel Industries 
• CHE Geodiversity: No  
• Number of positions: 4 
• SIP capable: Yes 

This CHE will need to be upgraded to Vesta 7.2 to implement the full i3 interface. This may require the 
purchase of firewall(s) to connect to the ESInet. However, if the PSAP deploys text to 9-1-1 with the 
direct IP solution prior to NG9-1-1 migration, these firewalls will already have been purchased and can 
be used for both purposes. 

The PSAP indicates the planned replacement of their CHE in March 2023. This is after the planned NG9-
1-1 migration. Any new CHE will need to be tested and i3 functional on the AT&T ESInet. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. The PSAP has not yet deployed text to 9-1-1. Since 
their deployment for NG9-1-1 is scheduled before the new deadline for text to 9-1-1 deployment, they 
will deploy it with NG9-1-1 as a direct IP service integrated with their CHE. The cost to implement this 
will be covered by the Board. 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 
However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: Southern Software 
• CAD software version: 17.1.29.229 
• CAD interfaces: Yes  
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: GTG   
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: Vantage Point Dispatch v6.2 
• Method of data transfer: Unknown 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: NICE 
• Logging Recorder Model:  
• Logging Recorder Software Version:  
• Audio Origination Point: Both position-based and trunk-based 

It is important to note that with an IP connection, audio is not present on the circuit until the CHE 
responds with an answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, though it could be 
earlier if an audio message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE to answer the call 
to play the message). This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any 
upgrade or modification with the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
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Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: Vesta Analytics and ECaTS are used equally  
• Data Analytics Vendor: Motorola and ECaTS 

All required upgrades to ECaTS will be handled through the statewide contract at no cost to the PSAP. 
The Vesta Analytics system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently used CodeRed as their outcall notification system. AT&T will provide quarterly 
subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s use is limited to 
the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is currently or will be available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently has two open grants: 

1. FY18 – CHE – $150,000 
2. FY19 – NG9-1-1 GIS – $109,579 

To ensure the grant funds support the migration to NG9-1-1, the PSAP should, to the extent practical, 
use funding from the FY19 GIS grant to correct geospatial issues identified in the following section. 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, the Westmoreland County GIS maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will be the 
source for all GIS data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments within the 
locality may contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of the Westmoreland 
County GIS to aggregate the GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1.  

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
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against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  

These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 72.5% 
•        Address Point – 56.8% 

One issue with the RCL data is differences in street names between the ALI and GIS data. Correcting the 
street names so they match would increase the match rate for RCL to 79.8%. The analysis also 
determined that no more than ten addresses were responsible for many of the address point 
discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten addresses will increase the result to 61.7%. During July 2018, 
VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS manager a report detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific 
ALI records that could not be matched to the RCL or address point data. To resolve these ALI address 
discrepancies, there are potentially four actions that will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
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These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 0 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 10 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 0 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 26 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 1 

 
All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, Westmoreland County will need to resolve these issues through 
internal resources, at least 3 months prior to the targeted deployment date. 

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Edge-matching conformance addresses boundaries between GIS sources within a PSAP and between 
neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. GIS 
features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary for geometric continuity and attribute consistency. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution While the existing MSAG 
can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is the end-state goal for full i3 
implementation since existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to 
generate the MSAG, an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP 
has one ESN for their area of responsibility. Westmoreland County maintains an ESN boundary layer 
depicting this area so they will utilize a GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1. 
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Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3. If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
as a spatial join). The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
GIS data to the AT&T Spatial Interface. Localities wishing to use existing internal tools, acquire third-
party tools, or rely on a service provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to review and 
resolve error and discrepancy reports within the timeframe required by AT&T and periodically provide 
updated GIS datasets to the AT&T spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones 
for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important that 
localities document GIS data maintenance workflows and validations to ensure synchronization across 
GIS layers. This can include periodically ensuring conformance of edge matching of GIS data at shared 
boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have appropriate 
internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 
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Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: Verizon 
• ALI database provider: Verizon 
• Selective router pair(s): Chester/Richmond Stuart 
• Trunk counts (all): 14 

o Wireline: 4 
o Wireless: 6 
o SIP: 0 
o Administrative: 4 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 
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Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the 
current location of the Westmoreland County PSAP are as follows: 

 

The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $256,903.14 which will be provided by the Board as part of 
the PSAP’s funding submission. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be 
completed until after initial NG9-1-1 deployment.  

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP does not have a disaster recovery plan, for if the PSAP must be evacuated for any 
reason, or if the 9-1-1 network is unavailable and the PSAP can still be occupied, calls from the 540 area 
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code will be sent to the King George County PSAP and calls from the 804 area code will go to the 
Richmond County PSAP. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps must be taken in order for to continue 
to be viable with NG9-1-1; however, needing to split the calls by area code will no longer be necessary. 
The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan during the detailed planning after the 
participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those routes in the configuration files both for 
during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
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supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 

human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 
• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
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Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 
 
The Westmoreland County PSAP’s deployment window will be January 2020 – June 2020. A specific 
date will be determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master 
schedule. Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS 
data corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  

Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE upgrade $30,000 i3 licenses and services 
Text-to-911 $30,000 Text to 9-1-1 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0  
Diverse connectivity costs $256,903.14  
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0 Currently utilizing grant funds 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $1,222.20 Verizon costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $323,125.34  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $4,518.39 which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $250.00. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is approximately 
$4,268.39. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after deployment is 
complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. Copies of 
invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current monthly 
cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
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of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 

Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $323,125.34 
Recurring (over 24 months) $102,441.36 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the City of Winchester PSAP based on the Fairfax County 
contract with AT&T. Erin Malloy shall be the primary contact. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 
 
Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
City of Winchester PSAP will need to upgrade their current Vesta 911 software or have in place an i3 
functional CHE that has been approved on the AT&T ESInet™ to be able to implement the full NENA i3 
standard without the need for any interim or transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data will be 
required, but it should not impact the deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: Motorola 
• CHE model: Vesta 911 
• CHE version number (clients): 6.1 
• CHE version number (server): 6.1 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): Carousel Industries 
• CHE Geodiversity: No  
• Number of positions: 5 
• SIP capable: Yes 

This CHE has been determined to be SIP capable, but will require an upgrade to version 7.2 to 
implement the full i3 interface. This upgrade from version 6.1 should be at no cost, but will require the 
purchase of two firewalls to connect to the ESInet. However, if the PSAP deploys text to 9-1-1 with the 
integrated solution prior to NG9-1-1 migration, these firewalls will already have been purchased and can 
be used for both purposes.  

The PSAP reports plans to replace their CHE in April 2020. If their current equipment is not certified by 
that time, the new CHE must be i3 capable and should be tested to be connected to the AT&T ESInet. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. City of Winchester has not deployed text to 9-1-1, 
however, they currently have a grant to implement text to 9-1-1.  

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 
However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: Shield Technology Corp. 
• CAD software version: 7.1.6 
• CAD interfaces: Yes 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: Geocomm 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: GeoLynx 8.19.1 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1.  

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: NICE 
• Logging Recorder Model:  
• Logging Recorder Software Version: 6.1.0.158 
• Audio Origination Point: Both trunks and positions 

It is important to note that with an IP connection, audio is not present on the circuit until the CHE 
responds with an answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, though it could be 
earlier if an audio message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE to answer the call 
to play the message). This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any 
upgrade or modification with the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
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Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: ECaTS 
• Data Analytics Vendor: ECaTS 

All required upgrades to ECaTS will be handled through the statewide contract at no cost to the PSAP. 

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently does not have an outcall notification system. If one is implemented, AT&T will 
provide quarterly subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s 
use is limited to the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP indicates that rack space is currently available.  

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently has one open grant: 

1. FY19 – CHE - Text to 9-1-1 – $150,000 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, City of Winchester GIS maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will be the source for all 
GIS data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments within the locality may 
contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of City of Winchester GIS to 
aggregate the GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1.  

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
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available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  

These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 98.2% 
•        Address Point – 99.4% 

Winchester County already meets both goals. If they desire a greater match rate, there are some 
differences in street names between the ALI and GIS data. Correcting the street names so they match 
would increase the match rate for RCL to 98.7%. The analysis also determined that no more than ten 
addresses were responsible for many of the address point discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten 
addresses will increase the result to 99.7%. During July 2018, VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS 
manager a report detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific ALI records that could not be 
matched to the RCL or address point data. To resolve these ALI address discrepancies, there are 
potentially four actions that will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
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routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 0 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 4 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 17 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 13 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 0 

 
All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, City of Winchester will need to resolve these issues through 
internal resources, at least 3 months prior to the targeted deployment date.  

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Edge-matching conformance addresses boundaries between GIS sources within a PSAP and between 
neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. GIS 
features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary for geometric continuity and attribute consistency. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution While the existing MSAG 
can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is the end-state goal for full i3 
implementation since existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to 
generate the MSAG, an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP 
has one ESN for their area of responsibility. Since the City of Winchester GIS maintains an ESN boundary 
layer, they will utilize a GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1. 

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3. If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
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separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
as a spatial join). The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
GIS data to the AT&T Spatial Interface. Localities wishing to use existing internal tools, acquire third-
party tools, or rely on a service provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to review and 
resolve error and discrepancy reports within the timeframe required by AT&T and periodically provide 
updated GIS datasets to the AT&T spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones 
for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important localities 
document GIS data maintenance workflows to ensure maintenance activities engage all responsible 
entities. It is equally important to ensure GIS maintenance workflows and procedures are updated to be 
compatible with discrepancy management required to support NG9-1-1. NG9-1-1 will introduce 
additional maintenance issues such as periodically reviewing conformance of edge matching of GIS data 
at shared boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have 
appropriate internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use, 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 
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Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: Verizon 
• ALI database provider: Verizon 
• Selective router pair(s): Fredericksburg/Winchester 
• Trunk counts (all): 14 

o Wireline: 4 
o Wireless: 4 
o SIP: 0 
o Administrative: 6 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 
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Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the 
primary location of the City of Winchester PSAP are as follows: 

  

The total cost for diverse connectivity is $305,949.00 which will be provided by the Board as part of the 
PSAP’s funding submission. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be 
completed until after initial NG9-1-1 deployment.  

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  
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Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan which states that if the PSAP must be evacuated for any 
reason or should just the 9-1-1 network be unavailable and the PSAP can still be occupied calls will roll 
over to the Frederick County PSAP or receive a fast busy signal. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps to be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP. 

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
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supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 

human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 
• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
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Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 
 
The Winchester PSAP’s deployment window is July 2020 – December 2020. A specific date will be 
determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master schedule. 
Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS data 
corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  

Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4000 Flat rate from AT&T; covered by grant 
CHE upgrade $30,000 i3 deployment services 
CHE replacement $150,000 Replacement in FY2020 
Text-to-911 $0 Currently utilizing grant funds 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Rack space is available 
Diverse connectivity costs $305,949.00 15K feet of fiber required 
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0 Not required 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $6,111.00  
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $497,060.00  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $5,460.48 which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $2,467.85. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is 
approximately $2,992.63. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after 
deployment is complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. 
Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current 
monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what 
amount. 
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The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 

Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $497,060.00 
Recurring (over 24 months) $71,823.12 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the Wise County PSAP based on the Fairfax County 
contract with AT&T. Billie Laney shall be the primary contact. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Wise County PSAP will be able to implement the full NENA i3 standard without the need for any interim 
or transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data will be required, but it should not impact the 
deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: West 
• CHE model: Viper 
• CHE version number (clients): Power911 6.1 
• CHE version number (server): Viper 5.1 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): West (VA KY Communications) 
• CHE Geodiversity: Hosted CHE – Viper cores in Longmont, CO and Miami, FL 
• Number of positions: 4 
• SIP capable: Yes 

The current version of the CHE is i3 capable. Since it is a hosted solution, any upgrades will be made by 
West and prior to NG9-1-1 migration. No additional upgrades will need to be made at the Wise County 
PSAP. Currently, both the A9-1-1 and hosted CHE services utilize the same network provided by West. 
Migrating to the AT&T ESInet will replace the A9-1-1 services. The AT&T ESInet cannot be used for the 
hosted CHE services from West. The PSAP can stay with their current hosted solution (requires two 
networks), utilize a different hosted/shared solution or revert to a typical CHE installed at the PSAP.  

The PSAP indicates the planned replacement of their CHE in June 2024. This is after their planned 
NG9-1-1 migration. Any new CHE will need to be tested and i3 functional on the AT&T ESInet. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. The Wise County PSAP has deployed the direct IP 
solution for text to 9-1-1. No additional upgrade or change is required with the deployment of NG9-1-1.  

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 
However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: Spillman Technologies  
• CAD software version: 6.3.1607 
• CAD interfaces: Yes  
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This CAD system does not currently have a working ALI interface, but the vendor is working on 
implementing one. Even with this implemented, deployment of NG9-1-1 will not require any upgrade or 
modification to the CAD system. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: GeoComm 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: GeoLynx v8.02 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: Eventide 
• Logging Recorder Model:  
• Logging Recorder Software Version: 2.0.1 
• Audio Origination Point: Both positions and trunks 

It is important to note that with an IP connection, audio is not present on the circuit until the CHE 
responds with an answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, though it could be 
earlier if an audio message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE to answer the call 
to play the message). This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any 
upgrade or modification with the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
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Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: ECaTS  
• Data Analytics Vendor: ECaTS 

All required upgrades to ECaTS will be handled through the statewide contract at no cost to the PSAP.  

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently uses CodeRed as their outcall notification system. AT&T will provide quarterly 
subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s use is limited to 
the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is currently available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently has one open grant: 

1. FY18 – NG911 GIS – Shared services participating – $182,000 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, Wise County GIS maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will be the source for all GIS 
data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments within the locality may 
contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of Wise County to aggregate the GIS 
data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1. 

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
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available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  

These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 97.3% 
•        Address Point – 96.2% 

The analysis has determined that no more than ten addresses were responsible for many of the address 
point discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten addresses will increase the result to 99.6%. During July 
2018, VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS manager a report detailing this analysis, and identifying the 
specific ALI records that could not be matched to the RCL or address point data. To resolve these ALI 
address discrepancies, there are potentially four actions that will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
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duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 0 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 1 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 3 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 31 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 8 

 
All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, Wise County will need to resolve these issues through internal 
resources or existing grant funding, at least three months prior to the targeted deployment date 

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Making sure there is agreement of that point and ensuring each locality is only providing data where 
they are the authoritative GIS data source are the purpose of this assessment. External edge-matching 
conformance addresses boundaries between neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or 
gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. Geometric features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution. While the existing 
MSAG can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is a better solution since 
existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to generate the MSAG, 
an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP has 30 ESNs for their 
area of responsibility. Wise County has an ESN boundary layer depicting this area so they will utilize a 
GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1. 

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3. If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
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as a spatial join). The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
updated GIS data. Localities wishing to use existing tools, acquire third-party tools, or rely on a service 
provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to accept and resolve discrepancy calls 
(formalized requests to update GIS datasets), and periodically transfer updated GIS datasets to the AT&T 
spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important that 
localities document GIS data maintenance workflows and validations to ensure synchronization across 
GIS layers. This can include periodically ensuring conformance of edge matching of GIS data at shared 
boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have appropriate 
internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
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the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: West 
• ALI database provider: West 
• Selective router pair(s): Blacksburg/Norton 
• Trunk counts (all): 12 

o Wireline:  
o Wireless:  
o SIP: 12 
o Administrative: 4 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
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availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP.  The results for the Wise 
County PSAP are not yet finalized. It is likely that connectivity will be provided directly to the West-
hosted Viper cores. If this occurs, it will be shared among all hosted PSAPs in Virginia and will not incur 
an additional cost. 

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan that states if the PSAP must be evacuated for any 
reason call will be routed to the Norton PSAP. The PSAP does not have a plan for if the 9-1-1 network is 
unavailable and the PSAP can still be occupied. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps must be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 
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The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 

human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 
• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 
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Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Wise County PSAP’s deployment window will be July 2021 – December 2021. A specific date will be 
determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master schedule. 
Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS data 
corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  

Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE upgrade $15,000 i3 licenses and services 
CHE Replacement $0 CHE replacement post deployment 
Text-to-911 $0 Already deployed 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Rack space is available 
Diverse connectivity costs $0   
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
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GIS data preparation $0 Currently using grant funds 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $2,764.50 Verizon costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $22,764.50  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $6,720.84 which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $1,315.00. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is 
approximately $5,405.84. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after 
deployment is complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. 
Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current 
monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what 
amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 

Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $22,764.50 
Recurring (over 24 months) $129,740.16 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the Wythe County PSAP based on the Fairfax County 
contract with AT&T. Darlene Lang shall be the primary contact. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
Wythe County PSAP has in place an i3 compliant CHE but it is recommended that they upgrade 
Power911 to v6.4, or higher, at time of deployment. This will allow the PSAP to implement the full NENA 
i3 standard without the need for any interim or transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data will be 
required, but it should not impact the deployment schedule 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. Currently, the Wythe County PSAP 
utilizes a shared CHE with the Twin County PSAP. The current CHE in the PSAP has been identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: West 
• CHE model: Viper 
• CHE version number (clients): Power 911 v 6.1 
• CHE version number (server): Viper 5.1 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): West/ProComm 
• CHE Geodiversity: Yes; 353 N. Main Street, Galax 
• Number of positions: 4 
• SIP capable: Yes 

This CHE is capable of implementing the full i3 interface, however an upgrade to Power911 v6.4 is 
recommended. The purchase of two firewalls to connect to the ESInet may be necessary. However, if 
the PSAP deploys text to 9-1-1 with the direct IP solution prior to NG9-1-1 migration, these firewalls will 
already have been purchased and can be used for both purposes. 

The PSAP indicates the planned replacement of their CHE in January 2023. This is after their planned  
NG9-1-1 migration. Any new CHE will need to be tested and i3 functional on the AT&T ESInet. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. The PSAP has not yet deployed text to 9-1-1. Since 
their deployment for NG9-1-1 is scheduled just after the new deadline for text to 9-1-1 deployment, 
they will need to consider how to deploy before the deadline. The web-based service may be an option 
until the direct IP service integrated with their CHE can be deployed with NG9-1-1. The cost to 
implement this will be covered by the Board. 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 
However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: Spillman 
• CAD software version:  
• CAD interfaces: No 
• Method of data transfer: N/A 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: GeoComm 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: GeoLynx v8.2 
• Method of data transfer: Serial 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: Eventide 
• Logging Recorder Model: Media Works Plus 
• Logging Recorder Software Version:  
• Audio Origination Point: Both trunk and position based 

It is important to note that with an IP connection, audio is not present on the circuit until the CHE 
responds with an answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, though it could be 
earlier if an audio message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE to answer the call 
to play the message). This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any 
upgrade or modification with the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
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Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: ECaTS 
• Data Analytics Vendor: ECaTS 

All required upgrades to ECaTS will be handled through the statewide contract at no cost to the PSAP.  

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently uses Everbridge as their outcall notification system. AT&T will provide quarterly 
subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s use is limited to 
the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is currently available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently has one open grant: 

FY18 – Voice Logging Recorder - $40,000 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, King-Moore Inc. maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will be the source for all GIS 
data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments within the locality may 
contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of the Wythe County PSAP to 
aggregate the GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1. 

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
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available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  

These are preliminary results are based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly 
by AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their 
GIS support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to 
be resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

•        Road Centerline (RCL) – 93.6% 
•        Address Point – 86.5% 

The primary issue with the RCL data is differences in street names between the ALI and GIS data. 
Correcting the street names so they match would increase the match rate for RCL to 94.0%. The analysis 
also determined that no more than ten addresses were responsible for many of the address point 
discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten addresses will increase the result to 95.0%. During July 2018, 
VITA will send each PSAP and/or GIS manager a report detailing this analysis, and identifying the specific 
ALI records that could not be matched to the RCL or address point data. To resolve these ALI address 
discrepancies, there are potentially four actions that will need to take place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can 
assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty when 
routing a 9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in 
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two or more matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no 
duplicate data exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of 
records that were found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 106 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 4 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 32 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 145 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 145 

 
All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, the Wythe County will need to resolve these issues through 
external resources at least three months prior to the targeted deployment date 

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Making sure there is agreement of that point and ensuring each locality is only providing data where 
they are the authoritative GIS data source are the purpose of this assessment. External edge-matching 
conformance addresses boundaries between neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or 
gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. Geometric features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution. While the existing 
MSAG can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is a better solution since 
existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS data to generate the MSAG, 
an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. The PSAP has 59 ESNs for their 
area of responsibility. The Wythe County PSAP has an ESN boundary layer depicting this area so they 
will utilize a GIS generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1. 

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3. If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
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as a spatial join). The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
updated GIS data. Localities wishing to use existing tools, acquire third-party tools, or rely on a service 
provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to accept and resolve discrepancy calls 
(formalized requests to update GIS datasets), and periodically transfer updated GIS datasets to the AT&T 
spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important that 
localities document GIS data maintenance workflows and validations to ensure synchronization across 
GIS layers. This can include periodically ensuring conformance of edge matching of GIS data at shared 
boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have appropriate 
internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
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the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: Century Link 
• ALI database provider: Century Link 
• Selective router pair(s): Johnson City/Wytheville 
• Trunk counts (all): 10 

o Wireline: 4 
o Wireless: 4 
o SIP: 0 
o Administrative: 2 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
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availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the 
current location of the Wythe County PSAP are as follows: 

 

The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $59,000, which will be provided by the Board as part of the 
PSAP’s funding submission. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be 
completed until after initial NG9-1-1 deployment. 

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan which states that if the PSAP must be evacuated for any 
reason calls are forwarded to Bland County. Should just the 9-1-1 network be unavailable and the PSAP 
can still be occupied, incoming calls will be rerouted to administrative lines. 

Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps must be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
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neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 

• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 

human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 
• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
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• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The Wythe County PSAP’s deployment window will be July 2021 – December 2021. A specific date will 
be determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the master schedule. 
Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements and GIS data 
corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they are not 
completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment of an 
interim solution instead of full i3.  
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Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE Upgrades $15,000 i3 licenses and services 
Text-to-911 $15,000 Firewalls and professional services 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Rack space is available 
Diverse connectivity costs $59,000  
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $30,000  
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $4,190.40 CenturyLink costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $128,190.40  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $5,662.45 which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $3,248.05. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is 
approximately $2,414.40. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after 
deployment is complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. 
Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current 
monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what 
amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 

Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 
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Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $128,190.40 
Recurring (over 24 months) $57,945.60 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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PSAP/GIS Specific NG9-1-1 Migration Proposal 

Executive Summary 
This migration proposal is being prepared for the York-Poquoson-Williamsburg PSAP based on the 
Fairfax County contract with AT&T. Terry Hall shall be the primary contact. 

The Commonwealth has been discussing and planning for next generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) for nearly a 
decade. With significant advances of the technology, capabilities and functionality of an NG network, 
now is the time to move from planning to implementation. The question is not if the Commonwealth 
should deploy NG9-1-1, but rather, how should the Commonwealth deploy NG9-1-1. There is no option 
for not deploying it. Since 9-1-1 is a local service, it is up to each locality to determine how they will 
move forward with NG9-1-1 deployment. To aid that decision, the 9-1-1 Services Board (the Board) 
adopted the Virginia NG9-1-1 Deployment Plan in January 2018. That plan proposed the methodology 
and process to guide the 9-1-1 Services Board and Commonwealth as a whole, through this deployment. 
Fortunately, localities in the Commonwealth are able to leverage a project in Northern Virginia for both 
lessons learned and a procurement vehicle that will make the process significantly easier. Though the 
Board is recommending the Fairfax County contract with AT&T for NG9-1-1 services since it was 
awarded through a competitive process, each locality will need to determine the most appropriate path. 
The Board and VITA are positioned to provide assistance, and to assure a seamless, unified network. 

Regardless of the locality’s decision, all stakeholders in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work together on 
deployment. A primary goal of NG9-1-1 is to ensure calls and information received in one locality can be 
transferred to any surrounding locality even if it is to another state. Accomplishing that will require 
continual coordination, communications and cooperation among the stakeholders throughout the 
deployment process. The cost of failure is too high. Each stakeholder in the 9-1-1 ecosystem must work 
together and ensure a smooth transition to NG9-1-1. 

A Migration Proposal is being developed for each locality (or groups of localities if served by a 
consolidated public safety answering point or PSAP) to provide information about the AT&T solution, 
prerequisite work needed within the PSAP and the expected costs and funding provided by the Board. 
The goal of this document is to provide each PSAP/locality with all of the information needed to 
evaluate the AT&T solution and determine whether it will meet the local needs. No locality should feel 
obligated to accept this proposal as they may use an appropriate procurement process for these 
services. This is simply to provide more information about services that are already available through an 
existing contract. 

The Commonwealth's goal is to have all PSAPs fully deployed with the National Emergency Number 
Association (NENA) i3 standard. This standard states that all 9-1-1 calls are delivered to the PSAP on IP 
circuits with associated caller location data. If the equipment or GIS data in the PSAP is not capable of 
supporting the NENA i3 standard, interim solutions are available. These solutions allow calls to be 
delivered to the PSAP as IP, but then be converted back to analog for interface with the PSAP’s systems. 
This interim solution established the PSAP's connection to the ESInet and will serve as the initial 
migration to NG9-1-1. After system and/or GIS data upgrades are complete the PSAP will be able to 
reach a full i3, NG9-1-1 environment. While AT&T will conduct a more exhaustive assessment after the 
PSAP executes a participation agreement, the review ISP performed for this proposal indicates that the 
York-Poquoson-Williamsburg PSAP will be able to implement the full NENA i3 standard without the 
need for any interim or transitional steps. Some work on their GIS data will be required, but it should 
not impact the deployment schedule. 
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Solution Overview 
AT&T is offering their Next Generation ESInet solution throughout Virginia as a solution that will 
facilitate a transition from legacy 9-1-1 networks to networks capable of supporting the growing 
demands of a mobile society. AT&T’s solution supports key NENA i3 capabilities today, while forming the 
basis of a true NG9-1-1 platform that will support multimedia emergency services as standards are 
solidified in the industry.  

The AT&T ESInet™ solution is a combination of a world class IP network and the NG9-1-1 components. 
Their ESInet solution (delivered as a service) comes complete with a full suite of advanced features, 
management services and tools to help ensure they provide the best possible service to each PSAP and 
ultimately the citizens they serve. 

The AT&T ESInet™ solution provides the public safety community with an i3 architecture built from the 
ground up. AT&T’s commitment to the NENA i3 standard is based on years of contributions to NENA 
standards committees and understanding the evolving needs and requirements of the Public Safety 
community. The AT&T solution is not just “i3 like,” or “i3 aligned.” As elements of the i3 standard 
continue to be ratified, updated and enhanced—AT&T will continue its commitment to i3. The AT&T 
ESInet™ services will provide Virginia everything needed to deliver the critical foundational components 
of an industry standard i3 solution delivered over the worlds most advanced IP network. 

AT&T ESInet™ Included Features 

• Initial build-out with expandable capacity 
• Nationally distributed, geographically diverse and redundant service architecture 
• Pre-deployed ESInet Call Processing Centers in AT&T datacenters across US 
• Aggregation Centers (AGC) in AT&T Central Offices across the US to easily augment growth 

capacity 
• Initial call processing capacity more than twice current US E9-1-1 call volumes 
• NENA i3 compliant 
• High availability design (99.999% availability) 
• 6 core redundant architecture 
• Redundant ALI database 
• Interoperable with neighboring PSAPs 
• Defense in depth security 
• Text to 911 – National TCC Provider 
• IPV6 capable 
• Reporting Suite 
• Full lifecycle management 
• End to end management and monitoring 
• Fully resourced team to install and support   
• Full Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery organization 
• Dedicated Program / Service Manager 

The proposed solution provides a secure IP-based network with no single point of failure. With no single 
point of failure, the solution includes six ESInet data centers located at AT&T facilities throughout the 
country. The ESInet will provide the core for a robust emergency services IP network that assures call 
delivery. The AT&T solution enables call delivery into a legacy PSAP environment, an IP-enabled 9-1-1 
PSAP, or to peer ESInets. AT&T and West Corporation have deep security and support provisions in 
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place. AT&T has demonstrated experience in cybersecurity. All of this is backed by AT&T’s 24/7/365 
Resolution Center, AT&T Labs, AT&T’s world class project management and service delivery 
organizations. 

Additional information about the AT&T solutions and the contract with Fairfax County can be found at: 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825  

PSAP Call Handling Systems and Applications 
Each PSAP system and application that interfaces with the 9-1-1 call must be assessed to determine if it 
will be compatible with NG9-1-1. This section of the migration proposal identifies each major system, 
assesses its readiness and outlines any upgrades that must or could be implemented with NG9-1-1. 

Call Handling Equipment 
Obviously, the PSAP’s call handling equipment (CHE) is the primary system that interfaces with the 9-1-1 
network. As such, it is likely the one that will require the deepest assessment and potential upgrades to 
operate with the NG9-1-1 network. CHE that is non-vendor supported (NVS) (or will become NVS during 
the transition period) or cannot be upgraded to be NG9-1-1 capable will be identified for replacement, 
but will be subject to the funding limits currently in place for the PSAP grant program ($150,000 
individual or $200,000 shared services). This may also apply to technology refreshes of hardware due to 
becoming NVS or operating systems becoming end-of-support. The current CHE in the PSAP has been 
identified as: 

• CHE manufacturer: Motorola 
• CHE model: Vesta 9-1-1 
• CHE version number (clients): 6.1 
• CHE version number (server): 6.1 
• CHE maintenance provider (channel): Motorola 
• CHE Geodiversity: No 
• Number of positions: 16 
• SIP capable: Yes 

This CHE has been determined to be SIP capable, but will require an upgrade to version 7.2 to 
implement the full i3 interface. This upgrade from version 6.1 should be at no cost, but will require the 
purchase of two firewalls to connect to the ESInet. However, if the PSAP deploys text to 9-1-1 with the 
integrated solution prior to NG9-1-1 migration, these firewalls will already have been purchased and can 
be used for both purposes. 

Text to 9-1-1 
Text to 9-1-1 can be deployed web-based on a separate computer or integrated with the CHE. While the 
former is typically at no cost, the latter tends to have a cost associated with it. Though text to 9-1-1 will 
be a base feature of NG9-1-1, the passage of Senate Bill 418 in the 2018 General Assembly requires all 
PSAPs to implement text to 9-1-1 by July 1, 2020. Prior to this requirement, the PSAP has implemented 
the web-based solution for text to 9-1-1. While this meets the legislative requirement, the PSAP will be 
upgraded to the direct IP solution with the implementation of NG9-1-1. The new CHE version will be 
capable of the text to 9-1-1 direct IP solution. 

Computer-Aided Dispatch 
A computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) through an 
interface with the CHE. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 should not have an impact on a CAD system. 

https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/cregister/ContractDetails.aspx?contractNumber=4400007825
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However, an assessment is made to determine if that is the case and if any options are available from 
the CAD vendor that could improve operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. Any required upgrades would 
be funded through the Board, but any options to improve operations would be at the PSAP’s expense. 
Additionally, as a reminder, CAD system replacement is no longer funded through the PSAP grant 
program so PSAPs need to plan for its replacement locally. The current CAD system has been identified 
as follows:   

• CAD vendor: Motorola 
• CAD software version: Premier One V4.2 
• CAD interfaces: ALI data interface to CAD 
• Method of data transfer: IP 

This CAD system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the deployment 
of NG9-1-1. 

Mapping Display System 
Similar to a CAD system, a mapping display system usually receives 9-1-1 location information (ALI) 
through an interface with the CHE or is part of the CHE or CAD. As a result, the change to NG9-1-1 
should not have an impact on a mapping display system. However, an assessment is made to determine 
if that is the case and if any options are available from the mapping vendor that could improve 
operations after NG9-1-1 is deployed. The current mapping display system has been identified as 
follows: 

• Dispatch Mapping Vendor: Motorola 
• Dispatch Mapping Software Version: Premier One V4.2 
• Method of data transfer: Through CAD 

This mapping display system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Voice Logging and Recording 
Typically, the audio recorded by a voice logging recorder is generated by the CHE. Though not a best 
practice, it is possible to record audio directly from the incoming 9-1-1 trunks so an assessment must be 
performed to ensure that audio from 9-1-1 calls will still be recorded after the deployment of NG9-1-1. 
The current logging system has been identified as follows: 

• Logging Recorder Vendor: Applied Digital Solutions/Dictaphone/NICE 
• Logging Recorder Model: Nice 
• Logging Recorder Software Version: 3.1 
• Audio Origination Point: Both trunk-based or position-based. 

This voice logging recorder system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification 
with the deployment of NG9-1-1. It is important to note that while trunk-based recording is possible 
with NG9-1-1, it will not mirror current functionality. Currently, with analog trunks, trunk-based 
recording allows the audio to be captured before the call is answered by the call taker and the call is still 
in queue. With an IP connection, the audio is not present on the circuit until the CHE responds with an 
answer code. This is usually not until it is answered by a call taker, though it could be earlier if an audio 
message is played for the caller (which technically requires the CHE to answer the call to play the 
message). 
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Data Analytics 
Though the ECaTS data analytics application is provided to all PSAPs by the 9-1-1 Services Board, some 
PSAPs still use a second application, native to the CHE, for data analytics in the PSAP. While the Board 
will directly fund the upgrade to ECaTS to handle NG9-1-1, the local data analytics application may also 
need to be upgraded. The current data analytics application has been identified as follows: 

• Primary Data Analytics System: Motorola 
• Data Analytics Vendor:  Aurora / Analytics 2.4 Build 515.0 

This data analytics system has been determined to not require any upgrade or modification with the 
deployment of NG9-1-1. 

Outcall Notification Systems 
The PSAP currently uses Vesta Alert as their outcall notification system. AT&T will provide quarterly 
subscriber data for use in this system at no cost. It is important to note that this data’s use is limited to 
the outcall notification system and cannot be used for other purposes. 

Other Systems or Applications 
No other systems, that interface with the 9-1-1 call flow have been identified that will impact the PSAP’s 
readiness for NG9-1-1. 

Rack Space 
The AT&T solution requires four units (4U) of rack space in the PSAP equipment/computer room for 
networking equipment. The rack must also have available electrical connections and be properly 
grounded. The PSAP has confirmed that this space is currently or will be available. 

Coordination with Open Grants 
The PSAP currently has no open grants, as of June 30, 2018, that would impact NG9-1-1 deployment. 

GIS Data Preparation 

GIS Data Sources 
Currently, the York-Poquoson-Williamsburg PSAP maintains all of the GIS data for the PSAP and will be 
the source for all GIS data required for NG9-1-1 geospatial routing; however, other departments within 
the locality may contribute data or manage various processes. It is the responsibility of the PSAP to 
aggregate the GIS data required for the PSAP and NG9-1-1. 

Locality GIS Data Readiness 
Geospatial data drives the routing of NG9-1-1 calls. It is imperative that road centerline and address 
point data layers are highly accurate and well maintained. In 2016, VITA conducted an analysis of these 
data against the existing automatic location identification (ALI) database and master street address 
guide (MSAG) to help determine readiness and provided a report to each PSAP of the results. This 
analysis has been repeated making adjustment to the logic to ensure it matches the methodology used 
by AT&T in their analysis. The goal is to have 98% of all addresses in the current ALI database geocode 
against the locality’s road centerline data layer. Once the 98% threshold recommended by NENA is met, 
the PSAP is ready to deploy NG9-1-1. Since matching to the address point is more accurate, VITA is 
recommending the additional goal of matching 98% of ALI database addresses when geocoded against 
the address point data layer. If either of these goals in not achieved, then GIS data work must be 
completed to meet or exceed these goals. While financial support from the PSAP grant program may be 
available to fund this work, localities with GIS programs will be encouraged to make the necessary 
corrections in house if resources and time before deployment permits.  
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These are preliminary results based on expected data criteria of AT&T, and will be retested directly by 
AT&T after the execution of the participation agreement. This analysis provides the PSAP and their GIS 
support with an estimate of the extent of potential errors and helps identify the issues that need to be 
resolved. ISP staff including a GIS analyst and/or regional coordinator will begin working with the GIS 
data maintenance provider (internal or external) to identify and correct the GIS data or ALI data and 
achieve a higher match rate and thus more accurate geospatial routing. 

Though there are other types of errors that may exist in the GIS data used by the PSAP (such as parity or 
cartography errors), these do not usually impact the routing of a 9-1-1 call. As a result, as part of this 
effort, only corrections that impact routing the 9-1-1 call will be required. PSAPs, in coordination with 
their GIS support, are encouraged to look more broadly at their data and work to improve its overall 
quality as well. 

The 2018 MSAG/ALI/GIS analysis for the PSAP determined the current match rate to be as follows: 

PSAP Road Centerline (RCL) Address Point 
York County 75.7% 82.2% 
City of Poquoson 99.5% 98.1% 
City of Williamsburg 94.8% 95.5% 

The primary issue with the RCL data is differences in street names between the ALI and GIS data. 
Correcting the street names so they match would increase the match rate for RCL to 81.2% in York 
County. The analysis also determined that no more than ten addresses were responsible for many of the 
address point discrepancies. Resolving no more than ten addresses in York County will increase the 
result to 98.9%. During July 2018, VITA will send each PSAP and GIS manager a report detailing this 
analysis, and identifying the specific ALI records that could not be matched to the RCL or address point 
data. To resolve these ALI address discrepancies, there are potentially four actions that will need to take 
place: 

1. Add a record to the GIS – When the ALI database has correct addresses that have not been 
added to the GIS data, the addition of data needs to occur. This may entail adding a road 
segment to the RCL or a point to the address points. 

2. Change attribution in the GIS – When an ALI record has a correct address but the RCL or 
address point attribution is incorrect the discrepancy in the GIS data must be resolved. A 
common issue is a difference with the street name or street type between the ALI and the 
GIS data. Often, this issue can be corrected using a batch script process. VITA staff can assist. 

3. Change attribution in the ALI database – When the RCL or address point has the correct 
address but the ALI record is incorrect, the discrepancy in the ALI database may need to be 
resolved. Again, this is often caused by differences in the street name or street type 
between the records. If necessary, AT&T can make batch changes as they load the ALI 
database into the ESInet. 

4. Determine that the discrepancy is not an error – There are often ALI records associated 
with telephone numbers that can never actually dial 9-1-1. They could be pilot numbers for 
a multi-line telephone system, foreign exchanges or shell records for wireless calls. While 
many of those records were filtered out of the analysis, some may still be within the data. 
These ALI records need to be identified and removed from the match rate calculation. VITA 
staff will assist with this process. 

In addition to the requirement for ALI address matches, there are five GIS data reviews that AT&T 
conducts on the GIS data to ensure there are no errors that would cause issues or uncertainty routing a 
9-1-1 call. As an example, duplicate GIS data could cause a search for an address to result in two or more 
matches. Since certainty of a location is important, checks are performed to ensure no duplicate data 
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exist. The following is a list of the additional analyses performed and the number of records that were 
found to be in error that will need to be corrected: 

• Road centerline has duplicate address ranges - 29 
• Road centerline has right or left side overlapping address range - 32 
• Road centerline has street name attributes not meeting Virginia, USPS, & NENA standard - 217 
• Address point Is duplicate, has no street name, or no address number - 705 
• Address point street name and road centerline street name mismatch - 597 

All of these errors will be also included in the analysis delivered to the PSAP and GIS Manager in July 
2018. This includes geospatial data identifying each specific error that can be viewed in ArcMap. Utilizing 
this information will assist in error identification and correction. 

Regardless of how they are resolved, the York-Poquoson-Williamsburg PSAP will need to resolve these 
issues through internal resources at least 3 months prior to the targeted deployment date. 

PSAP Boundary 
This is a GIS polygon data layer that defines the area of responsibility for each PSAP. The PSAP boundary 
must be agreed to by all adjoining PSAPs, thus its development must be a regional effort. VITA ISP will 
support the regional development and maintenance of a statewide PSAP boundary. This PSAP boundary 
layer is essential to routing 9-1-1 calls based on caller location by either civic address or coordinate 
location. This layer must not have gaps or overlaps to ensure correct call routing. VITA will develop a 
best practice to guide each PSAP through this process, which can also be facilitated by the VITA ISP 
regional coordinator.  

Authoritative GIS Data Source Boundary 
This polygon layer defines the area of authoritative GIS data sources, with no unintentional gaps or 
overlaps. The boundary must be agreed to by all adjoining data provisioning providers. Edge-matching 
conformance is ensuring that one and only one entity is responsible for maintaining each piece of GIS 
data within a PSAP. Within a PSAP boundary, there may be multiple sources for authoritative GIS data as 
a combination of cities and counties. The GIS sources within the PSAP need a common and agreed-upon 
understanding for the maintenance of each feature and the provisioning boundary of responsibility. 
Edge-matching conformance addresses boundaries between GIS sources within a PSAP and between 
neighboring PSAPs to ensure that there are no overlaps or gaps in the maintenance of GIS data. GIS 
features need to meet at the agreed upon boundary for geometric continuity and attribute consistency. 

MSAG transition/confirmation 
In order to accommodate originating service providers (OSP) that are not fully i3 capable, AT&T will 
maintain a master street address guide (MSAG) as part of the NG9-1-1 solution. While the existing 
MSAG can be used and maintained, generating a new MSAG from local GIS data is the end-state goal for 
full i3 implementation since existing GIS data is generally of superior quality than the MSAG. To use GIS 
data to generate the MSAG, an emergency service number (ESN) data layer must exist or be created. 
The PSAP has three ESNs for their area of responsibility. The York-Poquoson-Williamsburg PSAP does 
not maintain an ESN boundary layer depicting this area so it will need to be created to utilize a GIS 
generated MSAG with the migration to NG9-1-1.  

Ultimately, ESN and community name need to be attribute fields in the address points and road 
centerlines layers to support call routing until the OSP can transition to i3.  If these attributes are not 
part of a locality’s existing maintenance workflow or GIS database, they can be created by building a 
separate polygon layer and transferring these values to the centerline segments (commonly referred to 
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as a spatial join).  The spatial join method can be implemented as part of the workflow for preparing to 
transfer GIS data to AT&T to ensure these fields are accurately populated. 

GIS Ingest Readiness 
Localities may choose to implement AT&T’s tools and workflows for ongoing maintenance of GIS data, 
or may choose to continue using internal workflows or third-party support services. As GIS data is 
updated, regardless of the tool set or service provider, the GIS datasets must be provided to the spatial 
interface (SI). The SI provisions the updated GIS data to drive location validation and call routing 
functions in the ESInet.  

Localities choosing to adopt or transition to the AT&T toolset will have a defined workflow for providing 
GIS data to the AT&T Spatial Interface. Localities wishing to use existing internal tools, acquire third-
party tools, or rely on a service provider will need to ensure the workflows are in place to review and 
resolve error and discrepancy reports within the timeframe required by AT&T and periodically provide 
updated GIS datasets to the AT&T spatial interface. This section will establish the path and milestones 
for completing this work. 

Data maintenance Workflow/Procedures 
The quality of GIS data diminishes over time unless it is properly maintained. It is important localities 
document GIS data maintenance workflows to ensure maintenance activities engage all responsible 
entities. It is equally important to ensure GIS maintenance workflows and procedures are updated to be 
compatible with discrepancy management required to support NG9-1-1. NG9-1-1 will introduce 
additional maintenance issues such as periodically reviewing conformance of edge matching of GIS data 
at shared boundaries. VITA has confirmed that the GIS organizations supporting the PSAP have 
appropriate internal data maintenance procedures/discrepancy management workflows. 

Call Routing 
The ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to use geospatial (i3) routing for all 9-1-1 calls. This solution uses all the 
NENA i3 standards for delivering voice and data directly into the PSAP’s CHE. 9-1-1 call routing is based 
on the PSAP-provided GIS data. The ESInet router hands off the call to the PSAP networking equipment 
(router or firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be able to receive the voice call via SIP. Location data delivered 
via SIP using PIDF-LO, and would perform all the i3 protocols such as LoST and HELD. 

If the PSAP’s CHE is not NG9-1-1 capable or the geospatial data is not ready for deployment, a PSAP can 
still connect to the ESInet with an interim solution for call delivery. This will allow the PSAP to migrate 
on schedule, and they can implement geospatial (i3) routing when the GIS data is suitable for this use 
and the CHE is i3 capable.  

The two interim solutions are as follows: 

Legacy PSAP Gateway - This solution allows the PSAP to be connected to the ESInet through a 
network gateway. In this call delivery configuration, the call is routed with the legacy MSAG and 
ALI data, however this is done over the IP network. Once the call reaches the gateway, the voice 
data is converted to analog and processed over an analog voice circuit to the PSAP’s CHE. This 
does not require any upgrade to the CHE and as mentioned uses a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI 
lookup would use a standard serial connection (in this case to the legacy PSAP gateway placed in 
the PSAP) to retrieve location information. 

Transitional SIP - This solution uses an IP (SIP) connection to get the voice call directly into the 
PSAP’s CHE. The ESInet router passes the call to the PSAP networking equipment (router or 
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firewall). The PSAP’s CHE must be capable of receiving the voice call via SIP. The CHE would still 
use a legacy ALI lookup. The ALI lookup would use the standard serial connection (in this case to 
the ESInet routers) to retrieve location information. MSAG and ALI are still used to conduct the 
routing. 

Again, the ultimate goal for all PSAPs is to geospatially route all 9-1-1 calls. If the geospatial data meets 
the accuracy goals, a PSAP should be able to deploy NG9-1-1 with geospatial routing. If for some reason, 
this cannot be accomplished, interim solutions are available to allow the PSAP to deploy on schedule, 
and they can convert to geospatial routing later.  

Based on an assessment of the CHE and GIS data, geospatial routing can be implemented initially with 
NG9-1-1 and no interim solution will be necessary. While some GIS data correction must take place, the 
PSAP is committed to correcting those issues well in advance of the required milestone and to maintain 
that data through the transition period. 

Call Transfers 
During the transition to NG9-1-1, the AT&T ESInet will be interconnected with all selective routers from 
Verizon and CenturyLink to ensure that calls received by PSAPs that have deployed NG9-1-1 can be 
transferred to PSAPs on the legacy E9-1-1 network and vice versa. No ability to transfer calls will be lost 
during the transition when neighboring PSAPs may be on different networks. 

Post deployment, all Virginia PSAPs should be on an ESInet and should be able to transfer calls among 
PSAPs with accompanying location data. Even if more than one ESInet is deployed from different 
solution providers, the goal is that they are interconnected and calls can be transferred between them. 

Network 
The NG9-1-1 solution offered by AT&T is a service; therefore, the network is provided as part of that 
service. However, there are several issues impacting the network that may be outside of this service that 
must be considered. The configuration of the PSAP’s connection to the network will be based on the 
legacy E9-1-1 network information as follows: 

• Legacy E9-1-1 service provider: Verizon 
• ALI database provider: Verizon 
• Selective router pair(s): High Street/Jefferson Avenue 
• Trunk counts (all): 62 

o Wireline: 6  
o Wireless: 12 
o Administrative: 44 

The NG9-1-1 network will be designed to support the same number of concurrent 9-1-1 calls as can be 
supported on the legacy network (wireline and wireless trunks). The PSAP can designate what happens 
to calls that exceed this number. This setting is determined in the PSAP CHE, but the options will be 
discussed with AT&T during system configuration. The options include providing the caller with a fast 
busy signal, routing the call to another PSAP, or overflowing the call to another line. As a best practice, 
VITA ISP recommends routing the call to a fast busy signal or rerouting calls to another PSAP. 

Redundancy and Diversity 
In order to provide 99.999% availability of the NG9-1-1 service, each PSAP must have diverse and 
redundant IP connections to the ESInet. Having redundant connectivity means having two connections, 
but they could be co-located or follow the same path. Having diversity means that those redundant 
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connections follow different paths that never touch from origin to destination. To achieve the 99.999% 
availability, diverse connectivity is planned for all PSAPs. There is a chance the diversity is simply not 
available to all PSAPs. AT&T has conducted a diversity study for each PSAP and the results for the York-
Poquoson-Williamsburg PSAP are as follows (since the CHE is geodiverse a drawing is provided for each 
location): 

 

The total cost for this diverse connectivity is $ 47,219.52, which will be provided by the Board as part of 
the PSAP’s funding submission. The timing of the implementation of the diverse connectivity may not be 
completed until after initial NG9-1-1 deployment.  

Disaster Recovery 
Though the NG9-1-1 solution is designed to provide 99.999% availability, disaster recovery plans still 
need to be in place for instances when the network becomes unavailable or the PSAP is otherwise 
inoperable (evacuation, structural damage, etc.). Broadly, when the PSAP must be abandoned, there are 
two approaches to disaster recovery, a) having a backup PSAP within the locality or b) partnering with a 
neighboring PSAP to take the calls. Additionally, if only the network is impacted and the PSAP is still 
operable, 9-1-1 calls can be forwarded to a 10-digit telephone number in the same PSAP. Location data 
is lost, but that call can still be answered and processed.  

Currently, the PSAP has a disaster recovery plan, which states that if the PSAP must be evacuated for 
any reason, the calls all transferred to the James City County PSAP. Should just the network be 
unavailable and the PSAP can still be occupied, calls are rerouted to a 10-digit number within the PSAP. 
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Based on the current disaster recovery plan, no additional steps must be taken in order for this plan to 
continue to be viable with NG9-1-1. The PSAP need only inform AT&T of their disaster recovery plan 
during the detailed planning after the participation agreement is signed. AT&T will then build those 
routes in the configuration files both for during the transition and post-migration to NG9-1-1.  

While support will be available to maintain the current disaster recovery capability for the PSAP, it is 
important to note that there are aspects of disaster recovery that are beyond the scope of this 
migration proposal. As an example, while the NG9-1-1 network can be configured to route calls to a 
neighboring PSAP in the event of a PSAP evacuation, getting the 9-1-1 call to another PSAP to be 
answered is only part of the dispatching process. The call for service then needs to be sent to first 
responders through a radio channel or mobile data. Assuming that capability already exists, nothing 
about the deployment of NG9-1-1 should impact that. In cases were disaster recovery does not exist 
currently, this migration proposal only deals with getting the 9-1-1 call routed to another PSAP (backup 
or neighboring) and does not address radio or CAD interoperability needed to effect the dispatch of first 
responders. VITA ISP can assist with that process, but outside of NG9-1-1 deployment. Additionally, VITA 
ISP can assist with the exercising of disaster recovery plans, which should be done at least once a year to 
make sure they are fully functional when needed. 

Secondary PSAP 
There are no secondary PSAP(s) identified within the service area of the primary PSAP.  

Network Security 
AT&T employs a defense-in-depth security strategy to protect sensitive information. Security 
mechanisms are deployed throughout the service in addition to the multi-layered security provided by 
the network itself, in order to provide seamless and effective security. AT&T’s world-class experience in 
both IP and Telephony Security provides the following key security elements. 

• Availability of the VoIP Service: Stop denial or deterioration of service functionality 
• Integrity of the VoIP environment: Prevent system functions or data from being corrupted 
• Confidentiality and Data Privacy in VoIP: Keep information secure and private 

The AT&T IP/MPLS Converged Network deploys the same attention to state-of-the-art security measures 
as have been provided on traditional PSTN networks: 

• AT&T Security Policy and Requirements (ASPR) and AT&T OneProcess provide the security 
foundation. 

• AT&T Internet Protect helps protect against worm/virus attacks and offers DoS (denial of 
service) protection. 

• A 24x7 Security Network Operations Center (SNOC). 
• AT&T MPLS Voice Aware Network provides security and QoS. 
• AT&T Global Fraud Management System protects AT&T VoIP against fraud. 
• AT&T hub-and-spoke MPLS VoIP VPN for customer access helps to provide security and QoS for 

AT&T. 

In the AT&T MPLS network, customer services are provisioned on specific interfaces of an MPLS VPN by 
using known IP addresses. This approach enables AT&T to authenticate users and traffic. Rather than 
supporting signaling or voice encryption, AT&T relies on the MPLS security and secured IP tunnels to 
provide confidentiality for signaling and voice. 

The data privacy and data integrity of an MPLS VPN is not dependent on encryption or address space-
based access controls. AT&T protects the core network against compromise by: 
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• Hardening the routers and turning off unnecessary services.  
• Implementing TACACS+ authentication, authorization and accounting for router 

access/commands. 
• Automated provisioning of router configuration driven from ordering systems, to minimize 

human error, complimented by daily discord reports and investigation. 
• 24/7 monitoring and DoS mitigation tools. 
• Route dampening and/or limiting total number of routers learned to protect routing stability. 
• Firewalls, IDS, token based authentication, encrypted remote access for network and service 

management systems/work centers. 

The AT&T security culture assures that these architectural protections are enforced by audits, employee 
awareness training, penetration testing and enforcement of architectural principles and policy. 

In addition, AT&T MPLS VPN service is a transport only service, with the data integrity and data privacy 
protection as described above. AT&T monitors the core network for traffic anomalies and shared 
resource consumption thresholds to protect the core network and assure that traffic storms do not 
impact the performance of other customers. AT&T network management and service management 
systems are hardened, require authentication and authorization control, and are instrumented with 
intrusion detection to assure that they are not compromised, and cannot serve as a vector to attack the 
network or customers. 

Schedule for Deployment 
A clear and accurate schedule is essential to ensure cost effective and coordinated deployment 
throughout the Commonwealth. For that reason, this section identifies all milestones that must be met 
in order to successfully deploy. To manage costs, a six-month deployment window has been established 
for each selective router pair regardless of whether the PSAPs choose the AT&T or another NG9-1-1 
solution. The following chart identifies the deployment periods for each selective router pair: 

Selective Routers 9-1-1 Service  
Provider 

Population Time Period 

Fairfax/Alexandria Verizon 2,494,184 January 2019 – June 2019 
High St Portsmouth/Jefferson Verizon 1,662,247 July 2019 – December 2019 
Stuart/Chester Verizon 1,660,182 January 2020 – June 2020 
Charlottesville/Farmville CenturyLink 403,369 July 2020 – December 2020 
Fredericksburg/Winchester Verizon 343,031 July 2020 – December 2020 
Danville/Lynchburg Church St Verizon 320,247 July 2020 – December 2020 
Staunton/Salem Verizon 453,065 January 2021 – June 2021 
Shenandoah County ECC Shentel 43,175 January 2021 – June 2021 
Covington Ntelos 21,556 January 2021 – June 2021 
New Castle TDS Telecom 5,158 January 2021 – June 2021 
Floyd County Citizens 15,651 January 2021 – June 2021 
Monterey-Highland Telephone Highland Telephone 2,216 January 2021 – June 2021 
Blacksburg/Norton Verizon 340,101 July 2021 – December 2021 
Johnson City/Wytheville CenturyLink 338,311 July 2021 – December 2021 

 
The York-Poquoson-Williamsburg PSAP’s deployment window will be July 2019 – December 2019. A 
specific date will be determined after all PSAPs have made the NG9-1-1 decision and AT&T develops the 
master schedule. Regardless of the specific date, any CHE upgrades, diverse connectivity enhancements 
and GIS data corrections must be completed at least three months before the deployment date. If they 
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are not completed by this date, migration can still occur on schedule, but it will require the deployment 
of an interim solution instead of full i3.  

Cost Estimates for NG9-1-1 Funding 
The 9-1-1 Services Board has committed to funding the transitional costs for NG9-1-1 deployment so it is 
important that all such costs are identified and made part of the overall budget. It is also important that 
the funding be provided on a fair basis across all PSAPs in Virginia. While most costs will be fully funded, 
others like replacement of non-vendor supported CHE will continue to be funded at the same levels as 
has been provided through the PSAP grant program in prior years. Based on all of the information 
provided in this migration proposal, the following budget is for your deployment of NG9-1-1: 

Category Amount Notes 
NG9-1-1 non-recurring cost $4,000 Flat rate from AT&T 
CHE upgrade $30,000 Firewalls for ESInet 
Text to 9-1-1 $30,000 Text to 9-1-1 
CAD upgrade $0 Not required 
Mapping upgrade $0 Not required 
Voice logging upgrade $0 Not required 
ECaTS Data analytics expansion  $1,000 i3 logging and text to 9-1-1 
Other system upgrades $0 Not required 
Rack space $0 Not required 
Diverse connectivity costs $47,219.52  
Disaster recovery upgrade $0 Not required 
Secondary PSAPs $0 None 
GIS data preparation $0 Not required 
Legacy 9-1-1 transition costs $9,428.40 Verizon costs 
Project management assistance $0 None requested 
Total $121,647.92  

 
The monthly recurring cost for the AT&T solution is $13,157.88, which is set for the ten-year term of the 
Fairfax County contract. The current monthly recurring cost for the legacy E9-1-1 solution is 
approximately $8,000.00. The estimated monthly increase to the PSAP after deployment is 
approximately $5,157.88. This increase will be covered by the Board for a period of 24 months after 
deployment is complete. At the end of this period, the entire cost will be the responsibility of the PSAP. 
Copies of invoices from the current 9-1-1 service provider must be provided to substantiate the current 
monthly cost. This will be the basis for determining whether monthly funding is provided and in what 
amount. 

The monthly recurring cost is impacted by the bandwidth into the PSAP. Bandwidth is primarily 
impacted by the number of concurrent calls each PSAP wants to be able to process. As the PSAP grows 
and adds bandwidth to handle more concurrent calls, the increased monthly cost will be the obligation 
of the PSAP even if during the 24 months following transition. Additionally, the recurring maintenance 
costs for PSAP equipment and GIS data will remain the responsibility of the PSAP. 
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Projected Board Funding 
The Board will begin awarding funding for NG9-1-1 in late 2018. Until the Board approves the funding 
request from the PSAP, all funding levels shown are just projected. Based on the funding guidelines 
approved by the Board (or will be approved by the Board), the following funding would be awarded to 
the PSAP: 

Type of Funding Amount 
Non-recurring $121,647.92 
Recurring (over 24 months) $123,789.12 
Data Analytics (monthly) $415.12 

 
The funding amount shown is based on estimates at this point. As binding quotes are received, the 
budget will be adjusted. The approval from the Board will be for the specific equipment or services and 
contingency funding will be available should the final cost be slightly higher so long as the original scope 
of the effort does not change. Similarly, if the final cost is lower, the budget will be adjusted lower. That 
additional funding cannot be shifted to another part of the project. 
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